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11:32 sotonrich : yep outta stock
 11:32 sotonrich : damm
 11:32 chaoservices : I think amazon updates hourly
 11:32 icepick-1 : Do you comb roads the same way you comb deserts?
 11:32 Queensowntalia : well, thats not good. heh.
 11:32 Nerraux : http://digg.com/arts_culture/Sovereign_Summer_Sunday
 11:33 BRKyle : Howdy, folks
 11:33 mightymur : amazon purchase achieved.
 11:33 Nerraux : you kids be good, I'll check in later and make a purchase. Love the stories!
 11:33 Queensowntalia : grr for accidentally hitting a buton navigating me away form the page.
 11:34 KJToo : Okay, I've submitted my Amazon review. Gotta duck out to rouse my slumbering 
apprentice. Later, folks!
 11:34 JOsborne : great idea, live reading
 11:34 Baelen : Amazon is out of stock!!
 11:34 ductapeguy : Woot- Front page of ustream
 11:35 Queensowntalia : actually I guess its a good sign that it's out of stock, good that people are 
buying huh, and they let you preorder :P
 11:37 JOsborne : out of stock=people buying=moving up the rankings=more people buying
 11:37 JOsborne : vicious cycle
 11:38 chaoservices : I hope this isn't like that thing that happened to Sigler
 11:38 ustreamer-13345 : yay!! then all of you podcasters can get the kudos you so rightly deserve!!
 11:39 BRKyle : We bought two - one for ourselves and one for a gift
 11:39 p_g_holyfield : w00t!
 11:39 Queensowntalia : nice.
 11:39 ustreamer-22073 : Hi Matt, loved the book been kinda nervous to say hi
 11:39 MattFnWallace : Good stuff, dude.
 11:39 jjmelzer : awesome <censored> story matt
 11:39 p_g_holyfield : there should be.
 11:39 MentatJack : ROCK!
 11:39 ustreamer-8925 : just order my copies, will have to wait for them :)
 11:39 ustreamer-17930 : dugg, boingboinged, facebooked, myspaced
 11:40 chaoservices : good story! I liked!
 11:40 pafischer : I hope you're recording this.
 11:40 cmdln : Just ordered my copy.
 11:40 p_g_holyfield : except for MattFnWallace: he hates everyone
 11:40 ustreamer-22073 : thanks :)
 11:40 Selganor : Whose story did I miss in the first hour?
 11:40 Queensowntalia : Someone stumbleuponed the site back in May, but I gave it a thumbsup there 
as well.
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 11:40 p_g_holyfield : JR Blackwell
 11:40 ustreamer-27688 : He likes me.
 11:40 jjmelzer : ur book is out of stock...thats what u missed ;-)
 11:40 MattFnWallace : I'm not folks.
 11:40 NewBeginnings : Hey there...
 11:40 p_g_holyfield : You're <censored>
 11:40 LaithP : tweet'd and posted to a few forums
 11:41 jjmelzer : nice...
 11:41 p_g_holyfield : and you wear funny hats.
 11:41 ustreamer-27688 : I got one.
 11:41 kamikat : awesome story, Wallace!
 11:41 ustreamer-24562 : hello
 11:41 MattFnWallace : Thanks, Dree.
 11:41 p_g_holyfield : your story kicked it old school, wallace.
 11:41 ustreamer-27688 : Heh. Sweet.
 11:41 MattFnWallace : That's how I roll, son.
 11:42 Nobilis : Beautiful
 11:42 p_g_holyfield : 25 year-old writin' bout the 80s... and taking names.
 11:42 Queensowntalia : heheh.
 11:43 ustreamer-17930 : Amazon.com Sales Rank: #15,054 in Books
 11:43 MattFnWallace : I was alive then.
 11:43 sotonrich : me too
 11:43 sotonrich : I was 2
 11:43 Queensowntalia : kids.
 11:43 sotonrich : and I'd already killed at least 5 people
 11:44 Nobilis : I graduated high school in 1982... this book really touched me.
 11:44 bestep : Did Matt say April 13?
 11:44 pcnovice91 : same here 1985
 11:44 ustreamer-17930 : I graduated in 1990
 11:44 ustreamer-13345 : sotonrich-- were you psyjacked?
 11:44 pcnovice91 : but in germany
 11:44 JMCampbell : dang old people. I was born in 82.
 11:44 sotonrich : lol
 11:45 sotonrich : no I am John Alpha
 11:45 pcnovice91 : he watch it JM lol
 11:45 mightymur : way to win friends, JM....
 11:45 Queensowntalia : *backs slowly away*
 11:45 ustreamer-13345 : JOhn Alpha for Prez!!
 11:45 Nobilis : ::glaring at JM::
 11:45 ustreamer-46950 : this is cool
 11:45 sotonrich : where is JC today?
 11:45 pcnovice91 : what kind of books you write Matt?
 11:46 Nobilis : PCNovice: Go to Variant Frequencies for more of Matt's stuff, and "The Next Fix"
 11:46 Nobilis : MATT WALLACE
 11:46 Nobilis : ?
 11:46 MattFnWallace : I think he meant you.
 11:46 JMCampbell : 15054 on Amazon
 11:46 MattFnWallace : This is your show, brother.
 11:46 ustreamer-27688 : But thanks for the VF plug!



 11:47 mightymur : w00t
 11:47 MentatJack : GRATZ!
 11:47 sotonrich : WOO 15054!
 11:47 Queensowntalia : :)
 11:47 ustreamer-13345 : that rocks!
 11:47 MattFnWallace : Yes, the plug is always appreciated, Nobilis.
 11:47 Nobilis : In our "People who bought this also bought..." list are:
 11:48 Nobilis : Infected by Scott Sigler
 11:48 Nobilis : Relaxation and Stress Workbook
 11:48 Nobilis : Self Esteem by Matthew McKay
 11:48 Nobilis : I think that says a lot about the readers...
 11:48 Queensowntalia : hahah. :D
 11:48 Froda : just digged
 11:49 nlowell : ya .. youre on the front page of ustream still
 11:49 ustreamer-13345 : Nobilis-- you're everywhere... i enjoy your voice acting in a couple of 
podcasts.. :)
 11:49 sotonrich : back at.....
 11:49 sotonrich : Argh1
 11:49 mightymur : "top of the hour"  -  he's really got this host thing down
 11:49 Nobilis : Thank you 13345!  I love the sound of my own voice, I guess...
 11:50 ustreamer-22073 : Hi Mur, I'm a huge fan of your stuff too
 11:50 MattFnWallace : I want to hear him say, "From the stacks on racks it's the best on wax!"
 11:50 ustreamer-13345 : :)
 11:50 ustreamer-41143 : atz it mean 2 "dig it"?
 11:50 mwsmedia : top of the hour / ten minutes or so.  :-)  Gotta stretch my legs and tend to my voice!
 11:50 ustreamer-41143 : watz it mean 2 "dig it"?
 11:50 JMCampbell : 20 diggs so far
 11:50 nlowell : go to Digg.com and muark it 41143
 11:50 ustreamer-41143 : huh?
 11:50 mightymur : thanks 22073!
 11:50 Nobilis : We're going out grocery shopping... be back later to check in
 11:50 JMCampbell : http://digg.com/arts_culture/Sovereign_Summer_Sunday go here and click the 
button that says "digg it" or "digg this"
 11:50 nlowell : "digg it" ... go to Digg.com and mark it dugg
 11:50 vansunder : bummer, missed over half of the last story
 11:51 nlowell : the've been good so far
 11:51 KaaSerpent : One more purchased!
 11:51 ustreamer-22073 : n/p :)
 11:51 ustreamer-13345 : agreed.
 11:51 nlowell : but Holyfields frackin' novella is still in the wings
 11:51 nlowell : so's Mur's masterpiece :)
 11:51 ustreamer-41143 : wat does "digging it" do???
 11:51 vansunder : Ok, story dugg
 11:52 vansunder : which stories have gone so far?
 11:52 nlowell : i'm waiting to see if MWS can actually get through PG's storry in less than an hour
 11:52 Fireman17 : http://digg.com/arts_culture/Sovereign_Summer_Sunday Digg it
 11:52 ustreamer-13345 : MaAH and PFK were/are great!!
 11:52 Tanukitsune : The more diggs the more likely it is to be on the site front page?
 11:52 egtalbot : hmm, if i search Amazon under sciFI/fantasy, I don't find the Swarm edition of Brave 



Men Run
 11:52 nlowell : Digg gives it attention for thos who follow digg
 11:52 egtalbot : will it be able to be ranked?
 11:52 nlowell : it will if enough people buy it, ed
 11:53 egtalbot : my question is whether Amazaon has it configured as scifi/fantasy?
 11:54 Daecabhir : Digg it, FB it, blog it, Boing Boing it, Twitter it... to steal a line from "Blood and 
Guts" Sigler, do it for the Selznick
 11:54 p_g_holyfield : I went to write a review on amazon, and they wouldn't let me. Then I saw I 
reviewed it back in May, 2006. Gotta love the internet.
 11:54 nlowell : oh .. dunno .. i thought so
 11:54 JMCampbell : ok, going silenced for the next hour and a half. have fun people. and don't forget 
to Digg Twitter et al.
 11:54 ustreamer-17930 : Don't think brave men run is listed as alt history on amazon. It should be #9 
right now otherwise.
 11:54 MattFnWallace : PG Holyfiend leaves interenet footprints the size of that T-Rex's from Jurassic 
Park.
 11:55 MattFnWallace : <censored>, I did the fiend thing. I was annoyed with that earlier, too.
 11:55 ustreamer-9229 : question: the main characters are teenagers, but is it a teen novel?
 11:55 Queensowntalia : its teen friendly, IMHO
 11:56 jjmelzer : its not a YA novel if that's what you mean
 11:56 Queensowntalia : as a definitive non-teenager, I enjoyed it thorougly
 11:56 MattFnWallace : It's a teen novel for today. Meaning our foul mouthed sex exposed brood 
should have no problem with it.
 11:56 Tanukitsune : Brave Men Run was my first podio book...^^;
 11:56 ustreamer-9229 : ok cool, thanks.
 11:56 ustreamer-17930 : teen and non-teen friendliy
 11:56 JMCampbell : older or mature teen yes, YA no.
 11:56 egtalbot : the question is how does Amazon have it categorized
 11:57 mightymur : I never know what YA is. It's about kids and not over the top with violence. And I 
don't remember a *ton* of swearing, but it's been a while since I listened.
 11:57 MattFnWallace : There are F-bombs and torture.
 11:57 Queensowntalia : I dont know, I can't tell.
 11:57 MattFnWallace : So if you let your kid watch 24, it's okay.
 11:57 jjmelzer : if your kid can read...they'll like the book
 11:58 mightymur : fbombs? Whoa. It has been a while.
 11:58 Queensowntalia : I play Scott Sigler stories for my kids at bedtime.
 11:58 jjmelzer : coming soon...BRM pop-up edition
 11:58 nlowell : back in a bit  - gotta get the BBQ pit loaded before the next story starts
 11:58 MattFnWallace : It's okay to play Sigler stories for your kid. They won't grow up violent, just 
incredibly mediocre.
 11:58 sotonrich : LOL
 11:58 mwsmedia : Where is the torture in BMR???
 11:58 Queensowntalia : hah :p
 11:58 MattFnWallace : <censored>, did he leave? 'Cuz that was a good one.
 11:59 ustreamer-34172 : Is mws offline right now?
 11:59 jjmelzer : he's taking a break
 11:59 mwsmedia : And I'm back!
 11:59 Tanukitsune : YAY!
 11:59 MattFnWallace : Welcome back, Matt. And in all seriousness, good job on my story.



 11:59 sotonrich : wb Matt
 11:59 MattFnWallace : You only really <censored> up mole sauce.
 12:00 ustreamer-34172 : @mwsmedia  Hey Matt, Juliofromny here.  I'm getting ready to buy your 
book on amazon now :)
 12:01 scottsigler : hey at 15,000, nice
 12:01 mwsmedia : http://digg.com/arts_culture/Soveriegn_Summer_Sunday
 12:01 mwsmedia : http://www.bravemenrun.com
 12:01 egtalbot : typo
 12:01 egtalbot : :)
 12:01 mwsmedia : SOVEREIGN
 12:02 mwsmedia : oops
 12:02 ustreamer-34172 : yeah i got a digg error
 12:02 egtalbot : http://digg.com/arts_culture/Sovereign_Summer_Sunday
 12:02 ustreamer-76515 : Just plugged the book on the StarShipSofa forums
 12:02 mwsmedia : http://www.digg.com/arts_culture/Sovereign_Summer_Sunday
 12:02 mightymur : working on my review now
 12:03 egtalbot : 32 diggs now ;)
 12:03 ustreamer-58593 : Hey everybody! J.C. Hutchins here!
 12:03 ustreamer-34172 : 34 diggs now
 12:03 ustreamer-34172 : hey jc
 12:03 ustreamer-13345 : amazon is out of stock... you go Matt!!
 12:03 egtalbot : hi JC
 12:03 ustreamer-34172 : julio from ny here :)
 12:03 MattFnWallace : Dugg. It took me a while.
 12:03 ustreamer-22073 : hi jc, I'm a fan
 12:03 Queensowntalia : hiya. :)
 12:04 MattFnWallace : Oh, <censored>. Hutch.
 12:04 MattFnWallace : He walks among us.
 12:04 sotonrich : Welcome up Hutch!
 12:04 ustreamer-17930 : Hutch!
 12:04 JMCampbell : you can just type /nick to give yourself a custom name.
 12:04 ustreamer-13345 : hey JC-- WELCOME!!
 12:04 MattFnWallace : He missed my story, but whatever. I'm only crying a little.
 12:04 p_g_holyfield : he wants us to decode his chat posts.
 12:04 jjmelzer : woohoo
 12:04 ustreamer-58593 : I thought I did. While I do that -- Matt, should we order multiple copies for 
separate shipping? Does that somehow trick Amazon for higher results?
 12:04 Tanukitsune : Sweet Mother of Mothra! Who isn't here? Teh "Übernemesis"?
 12:04 ustreamer-34172 : @ mattfnwallace just hear the latest all deck gibson story.. I hope that 
becomes a regular on drt :)
 12:05 PMC_Chris : hey Matt
 12:05 MentatJack : Just killed some trolls and told the Undead Mage I was grouped with about the 
book
 12:05 scottsigler : seperate shiping doesn't matter
 12:05 p_g_holyfield : He's doing some cage dancing with Giganto in Miami, last time I checked.
 12:05 MattFnWallace : Thanks, man. I don't know if there will be a season 2. I am terribly busy and 
important these days.
 12:05 Tanukitsune : Ooh! I just listened to Deck Gibson a while ago!
 12:05 scottsigler : all that matters is copies sold



 12:05 MattFnWallace : But you've still got the two-part season finale to look forward to.
 12:06 Queensowntalia : oh, I didn't realize Deck Gibson was you.Spiffy. Loving those stories.
 12:06 MattFnWallace : DECK GIBSON AT THE END OF THE UNIVERSE.
 12:06 Tanukitsune : Milliways?
 12:06 p_g_holyfield : Yeah, Wallace, you aren't the promoter you should be.
 12:06 ustreamer-76515 : There are still copies left on UK Amazon
 12:06 MattFnWallace : Yes. The original title was Deck Gibson Meets the Dish of the Day.
 12:06 RevPat : just plugged the the webathong on UhWhat so my 2 person audience will know.
 12:07 ustreamer-34172 : sweet deal.. I hear ya.. you're everywhere these days :)
 12:07 RevPat : Submitted a link on reddit to make up for my lack of menions. 
http://www.reddit.com/info/6rjzj/comments/
 12:07 scottsigler : UK amazon will NOT count towards the US Amazon rank
 12:07 sotonrich : if you purchase through the UK store it won't register on the .com figures, i think?
 12:07 MattFnWallace : Don't private chat Matt unless you're going to talk dirty.
 12:07 KaaSerpent : I'm writing a LiveJournal review and asking people to buy the book on my word 
alone. :)
 12:08 egtalbot : MWS, are you sure Amazon has the Swarm edition categorized as scifi/fantasy?
 12:08 RevPat : and I can't spell this morning
 12:08 mightymur : buy from US - if it's out of stock, listen to the podiobook while you wait.
 12:08 PauletteJaxton : Hi, Matt! Congrats! Ordered my copy this morning.
 12:08 mightymur : (if you're from the US, I mean)
 12:08 ustreamer-13345 : yeah-- i couldnt find you under sci-fi either
 12:08 egtalbot : A search in that category yielded only the original edition
 12:08 egtalbot : not the charts, the actual search
 12:08 sotonrich : yeah plus the uk pound is good against the dollar it works out cheaper I think
 12:08 ustreamer-17930 : need to break 3814 for sci-fi
 12:09 pcnovice91 : hey matt can we find your book at barnes and noble
 12:09 MattFnWallace : Matthew Wayne Selznick is persnickety.
 12:09 ustreamer-17930 : and 1468 to break sci-fi & fantasy
 12:09 ustreamer-17930 : look at 100th title's rank
 12:09 egtalbot : bottommost title
 12:09 MattFnWallace : Is he drinking tea from a mason jar?
 12:09 ustreamer-17930 : not that I am aware of
 12:10 ustreamer-17930 : the best way
 12:10 MattFnWallace : You moonshiner, you
 12:10 RubyVee : looks like the categories show up after sales hit a certain threshhold
 12:10 ustreamer-17930 : to drink tea
 12:10 nlowell : bk
 12:10 LaithP : yeah!
 12:10 ustreamer-76515 : retweeting the new mediathon to my small audience
 12:11 ustreamer-17930 : haven't seen you on alt history yet, but you would be at about #9
 12:11 ustreamer-34172 : finished placing my order, digging you, and publishing review on amazon. 
Gotta run now, sorry.  Will you be publishing these short-stories in a podcast anytime soon?
 12:12 MattFnWallace : This <censored> better be good, Lowell. I'm missing the Sunday buffet at the 
strip club.
 12:12 mightymur : the number 100 book in SFF on Amazon is #1468 overall. So a little ways to go.
 12:12 nlowell : oh man.. you shoulda gone to the buffet
 12:12 egtalbot : "buffet at the strip club", isn't that redundent?
 12:12 p_g_holyfield : I hate Nate fan club can be found at http://ihatenathanlowell.com



 12:13 p_g_holyfield : damn prolific son of a <censored>
 12:13 MattFnWallace : I don't hate him. Is there a I strong dislike Nathan Lowell fan club?
 12:13 nlowell : South Coast
 12:13 nlowell : http://www.solarclipper.com
 12:13 MattFnWallace : Oh, <censored>. Father flashback.
 12:13 p_g_holyfield : heh heh
 12:13 ustreamer-13345 : ...
 12:14 LaithP : 13345 read South Coast... it will make sense
 12:14 LaithP : "read"
 12:14 ustreamer-92642 : purchased.
 12:14 ustreamer-92642 : But gotta run.
 12:14 teemorris : Took me a while, but I finally got here....MWS -- kick ass!!!!
 12:15 sotonrich : hey tee
 12:15 Laurasj : Mr. Shakespere himself!
 12:15 MattFnWallace : Someone inform Tee he missed my story and I've got <censored> to say to 
him.
 12:16 MattFnWallace : Dude. Lowell got him to sing. That was so worth missing the stripper buffet.
 12:16 sotonrich : ok i'm seeing a MWS childrens album
 12:16 p_g_holyfield : tee, MattFnWallace is not speaking to you today, since you weren't here for his 
story... which rocked.
 12:17 sotonrich : he also said purple monkey dishwasher
 12:18 Laurasj : has Father Joris left the building?
 12:18 MattFnWallace : Thank you, Holyfield. You speak the words to which my heart cannot give 
voice.
 12:18 teemorris : Sorry, Mr. Wallace.....your genius took a backseat to Sonic Boom. Priorities, bro. ;)
 12:18 Tanukitsune : GASP! It's Das übernemesis!
 12:19 MattFnWallace : Sonic BOOM!
 12:19 MattFnWallace : Fair enough.
 12:19 Tanukitsune : Now we¡re only missing Pip! :D
 12:19 teemorris : Tankitstune: If Matt is going all day, she'll be here.
 12:19 Laurasj : Koru in Bard Talk last week mentioned she was under the weather...
 12:20 nlowell : gotta love gas
 12:21 ustreamer-17930 : audio is clipping a bit
 12:21 Tanukitsune : Aww, I hope she recovers soon then!
 12:22 MattFnWallace : Incidentally, Anne <censored> Stringer is now in the house.
 12:22 RevPat : Help get exposure by voting up on Reddit (it' cooler than Digg anyways). 
http://www.reddit.com/info/6rjzj/
 12:22 MattFnWallace : ANNE <censored> STRINGER, people. In a rare on-line appearance.
 12:22 sotonrich : *fainta*
 12:22 sotonrich : faints*
 12:23 Queensowntalia : :D
 12:23 AnneStr : Thank you, thank you.
 12:23 p_g_holyfield : <cheers> yeah!
 12:23 teemorris : Anne Stringer, you rawk!
 12:23 sotonrich : oh <censored> Hutchins has cloned himself
 12:23 AnneStr : Aww, thanks!
 12:23 teemorris : Two copies of BMR picked up.
 12:24 MattFnWallace : Wait, wait. Tee will find SOME way to turn that into a plug . . .
 12:24 ustreamer-76515 : finally a reason to join digg



 12:25 RevPat : Digg=bad  Reddit=awesome
 12:25 Queensowntalia : why? :P
 12:25 teemorris : Remember to do the same for Tee <censored> Morris and Pip <censored> Ballantine 
on 08.08.08.
 12:25 MN_Cross : PG, is this your story?
 12:25 ustreamer-76515 : ok digg incremented by 1 more 
http://digg.com/arts_culture/Sovereign_Summer_Sunday
 12:25 MattFnWallace : That's my boy.
 12:25 p_g_holyfield : Nathan Lowell
 12:25 MN_Cross : kk
 12:25 MattFnWallace : Dude, this is Nathan no-curse-word-needed Lowell's story.
 12:25 jchutchins-1 : Don't encourage him, Wallace.
 12:25 Laurasj : yeah-- i have to cxl my pre-order.
 12:25 PMC_Chris : @teemorris will you have any copies at NME?
 12:25 MN_Cross : gracias
 12:26 nlowell : :)
 12:26 teemorris : PMC_Chris, Depends on how well we do on 08.08.08. :) So I'll say "Maybe." We 
WILL be signing copies! :)
 12:27 scottsigler : Dug.
 12:27 MattFnWallace : I was referencing a tweet in which he managed to turn praise for JR Blackwell 
into a Billi plug so deftly you barely even noticed, Hutch. It was like <censored> MAGIC.
 12:27 MattFnWallace : Tee is the David Copperfield of <censored>.
 12:28 MattFnWallace : Also, Selznick has made me realize "Sovereign Rain" could be the next 
"Chocolate Rain." The musically gifted among you should get to work on that.
 12:28 scottsigler : if we put dashes in our naughty words will they get censored? like f-u-c-k?
 12:29 AnneStr : Niiice.
 12:29 MattFnWallace : I don't f-u-c-k-i-n-g know.
 12:29 RevPat : Leave it to Sigler to find a way to cuss
 12:29 scottsigler : My dog had Chocolate Rain this morning -- she got in to the garbage last night, 
nature took it's course
 12:29 jjmelzer : f.u.c.k.
 12:29 scottsigler : awesome - I may be a techtard, but I know how to swear
 12:29 MattFnWallace : And use modifiers properly.
 12:29 teemorris : scottsigler, my kid is vomiting like Linda Blair from the Exorcist...or when she had 
the DTs. Either way, I feel your pain.
 12:29 MattFnWallace : Sigler knows about swearing, and about proper modifier usage.
 12:29 AnneStr : I do like the censoreds, though. Kinda like a fill in the blank.
 12:29 Laurasj : nlowell-- great story.  thumbs up!
 12:30 nlowell : thanks
 12:30 MattFnWallace : Censor is the MadLibs of UStream.
 12:30 Queensowntalia : yeah I'm really enjoying this. :)
 12:30 teemorris : Anyone else jazzed for Matt? Good to have him back in his element of storytelling!
 12:30 RevPat : Tee, that tweet was f.ucking awesome
 12:30 scottsigler : When does Matt bring out the Gimp?
 12:30 MattFnWallace : Matt is making a KISS-like comeback.
 12:30 Queensowntalia : cinderella story of sorts.
 12:30 jchutchins-1 : URL for digg story?
 12:30 jjmelzer : Gimps asleep
 12:30 scottsigler : I'm not f-u-c-k-i-n-g watching this for my health



 12:30 MattFnWallace : How quickly can you slip into the leather outfit, Sigler?
 12:30 scottsigler : I'm already wearing it
 12:31 scottsigler : I got a new studded cod piece - it's bitchin'
 12:31 MattFnWallace : Watch out for Bruce Willis. That dude is a gimp-bashing <censored>.
 12:31 teemorris : (I suck. Just found the invite for this day's short story celebration in my backlogged 
email. DOH!)
 12:31 scottsigler : waiting for the next update, then I have GOT to get writing
 12:31 teemorris : thanks for the image,  Scott
 12:31 jjmelzer : http://digg.com/arts_culture/Sovereign_Summer_Sunday
 12:32 p_g_holyfield : starting a pool; what time will MWS lose his voice? I've got 3:35.
 12:32 scottsigler : f-u-c-k-i-n-g Selznik, cutting into productivity time, and he won't even lose the shirt
 12:32 jchutchins-1 : dugg. thank, jj
 12:32 jjmelzer : :-)
 12:32 RevPat : Reddit link if anyone cares.  http://www.reddit.com/info/6rjzj/
 12:32 scottsigler : Selz, you want to sell books by reading on live cam? Two words. "Nipple Clamps."
 12:33 p_g_holyfield : great line, Nate.
 12:33 ustreamer-61438 : Party!
 12:33 nlowell : ty
 12:33 scottsigler : ten minutes till the next update
 12:34 jchutchins-1 : sigler: what's better AMAZON strategy: ordering multiples in one shipment, or 
ordering several copies individually?
 12:34 p_g_holyfield :  hooray!!!
 12:34 RevPat : You know, I'm with Sigler (not the nipple clamps).  This makes writing difficult.
 12:34 sotonrich : clap clap clap!
 12:34 MattFnWallace : What, Sigler, are you starting work on Omnidemic today?
 12:34 ustreamer-93497 : Say--how do I ditch the ustream id?
 12:34 Queensowntalia : awesome story. :)
 12:34 teemorris : nlowell....have I ever told you how good you are, Nathan? You rat bastard!
 12:34 kamikat : Nate, that was fantastic!
 12:34 jchutchins-1 : YAY, Nathan!
 12:34 bestep : Excellent!
 12:34 ustreamer-76515 : Excellent story Nathan!
 12:34 MattFnWallace : Not too shabby, Lowell.
 12:34 MattFnWallace : Gangland represent, <censored>.
 12:34 jjmelzer : register
 12:34 ustreamer-24872 : Heh. All the Sovereignverse recruitments so far really make me want to see a 
Sovereign who refuses to give up his US citizenship. It is the 80's, you'd think there would be at least 
one patriotic nut.
 12:34 scottsigler : doesn't matter if you order seperate or together
 12:34 scottsigler : it's all about total copies right now
 12:34 jchutchins-1 : ok, sig. thanks
 12:34 bjsea : that was great nathan
 12:34 LaithP : go Nate! Nice
 12:34 teemorris : Matt...perchance you will do a repeat of authors? Want to accept a piece of fiction I 
write in one hour?!? :D
 12:35 MattFnWallace : Swiggin' tea from a <censored> mason jar. I love it.
 12:35 teemorris : (That was for Selznick...not FnWallace)
 12:35 jchutchins-1 : TEE. THIS IS NOT ABOUT YOU.
 12:35 MattFnWallace : HAH.



 12:35 jchutchins-1 : HEHE
 12:35 sotonrich : hehe
 12:35 Laurasj : LMAO
 12:35 ustreamer-93497 : It's all about me.
 12:35 MattFnWallace : "Is Tee Morris here?"
 12:35 hypersensitive : Great story, @nlowell!
 12:35 MattFnWallace : Selznick wins.
 12:35 ustreamer-71453 : test
 12:35 vansunder : That was a great story.
 12:35 teemorris : *sigh* Story of my life.
 12:36 jchutchins-1 : Great reading, MWS!
 12:36 teemorris : jchutchins -- No...you misunderstand...I missed the invite...
 12:36 teemorris : :(
 12:36 nlowell : thanks .. odd hearing somebody else reading my work
 12:36 sotonrich : who said that?
 12:36 sotonrich : lol
 12:36 spiritusvult : Hey!  Everyone's here!!!
 12:36 teemorris : *LOL* MWS for the win!!!!
 12:36 jchutchins-1 : Here to help, buddy.
 12:36 scottsigler : LOSE THE GOD DANG SHIRT ALREADY
 12:36 PMC_Chris : MWS Tee, wants to write a story for you in one hour
 12:36 p_g_holyfield : scott wants nipples again.
 12:36 MattFnWallace : Hutch doesn't just tell it like it is, he tells it like it SHOULD be.
 12:36 jchutchins-1 : Ahem. THIS IS NOT ABOUT TEE.
 12:36 PauletteJaxton : Nice story Nate! Great reading Matt!
 12:36 spiritusvult : @scottsigler, lol
 12:36 MattFnWallace : In a <censored> mason jar.
 12:36 cmdln : MWS, do you have details on when/where these stories will be available for anyone 
who missed them?
 12:36 teemorris : Nudity sells books.
 12:36 scottsigler : you bastard!
 12:37 nlowell : I need to get the audio for that Mouse Mousy song up
 12:37 spiritusvult : Mad props for you today, Matthew
 12:37 Queensowntalia : I must say, I think its extremely cool how pretty much the whole genre 
podcasting community  support eachother. That's great.
 12:37 spiritusvult : I changed my icon in twitter!
 12:37 scottsigler : Twitter icon, badge on my site
 12:37 jchutchins-1 : I interviewed MWS for my podcast!
 12:37 PMC_Chris : I mentioned it in my podcast yesterday
 12:37 MattFnWallace : I JOINED <censored> TWITTER.
 12:37 scottsigler : and unilke SOME people, I took off my shirt
 12:37 Laurasj : yeah-- you guys all know each other... and i'm impressed.
 12:37 nlowell : i wrote you TWO fracking stories so you'd have content today :)
 12:37 chaoservices : bought a book and wrote a review on amazon.
 12:37 MattFnWallace : And wrote a story for free.
 12:37 teemorris : It's in my Skype ID...tweeted...and I'm about to throw it into my blog. (There was a 
mention of it in a Double Trouble interview last night.)
 12:37 RevPat : Did a post on my blog, and to make up for lack of minions I put it up on Reddit. http://
www.reddit.com/info/6rjzj/



 12:38 jjmelzer : did a week of BRM on my website
 12:38 cmdln : MWS, what sites other than BoingBoing do you know about that picked up the story? 
Not that BoingBoing is anything to sneeze at.  ;-)
 12:38 ustreamer-71453 : Wow, this is great!
 12:38 Laurasj : 71453- agreed!!
 12:38 ustreamer-71453 : It's already sold out on Amazon.com.
 12:38 jjmelzer : BMR even
 12:38 sotonrich : ooooh mystery
 12:38 MattFnWallace : Sweet. I want my cut under the table.
 12:38 p_g_holyfield : heiroglyphics at the sphinx.
 12:38 MattFnWallace : Give it to Hutch. He does all my collections.
 12:38 ustreamer-71453 : I completely forgot about this today. :( Or else I would have picked up a copy.
 12:38 Queensowntalia : twitter, dugg, stumbled, Totalfarked, facebooked, posted in the Escape Pod 
forums...
 12:39 PMC_Chris : he was interviewed on PMC
 12:39 jjmelzer : u still can buy it
 12:39 scottsigler : don't worry about it being sold out, keep ordering
 12:39 cmdln : Awesome about the comic related sites.
 12:39 scottsigler : it counts for the stats
 12:39 jchutchins-1 : four copies puchased now. BOOM.
 12:39 teemorris : *whew* Glad I picked up two copies on Amazon.
 12:39 ustreamer-71453 : Ahh, okay. Awesome.
 12:39 jchutchins-1 : de nada
 12:39 spiritusvult : Hutch rocks!
 12:39 nlowell : i heard so much about this I thought you were channeling Tee Morris during the last 
week or so
 12:39 teemorris : Nicely done, Hutch.
 12:39 jchutchins-1 : ..
 12:39 sotonrich : oh smooth
 12:40 teemorris : Love you too, Nathan! :)
 12:40 scottsigler : update coming up ...
 12:40 teemorris : MULTITASK, SELZNICK, DAMN YOU!!!!
 12:40 MattFnWallace : Matthew Waynze Selznick is like Ivan Drago. He's NOT a machine. He's a 
MAN.
 12:40 PMC_Chris : MWS, do you have the signature plate yet for people who buy both copies?
 12:40 chaoservices : I missed the first story so I recorded the second and third with audacity. Would it 
be ok if I hosted mp3s for people untill you record new versions?
 12:41 teemorris : Selznick, flattery wll get you everywhere. ;)
 12:41 scottsigler : Selznik, I hear that dancing about a bit on vid will sell copies ...
 12:41 chaoservices : ok. good thing I checked with you first!
 12:41 ustreamer-76515 : not sure how reddit works, but created account and pushed a red up arrow, 
left a comment
 12:42 MattFnWallace : Diplomatically handled, Selznick.
 12:42 egtalbot : scottsgler, presumably with no shirt on, right?
 12:42 teemorris : Let's go to the tote board, Ed~
 12:42 spiritusvult : I already bought them copies! :(
 12:42 RevPat : That's pretty much how reddit works
 12:43 MattFnWallace : I have pushed the 80's nostalgia angle to everyone I could.
 12:43 chaoservices : checked your amazon sales rank lately?



 12:43 Queensowntalia : I have a strange paucity of reader friends, which is weird.
 12:43 KaaSerpent : Still writing an LJ post for my non-podcast-listening friends. about 100 of them. :)
 12:43 MattFnWallace : I am not zippy.
 12:43 scottsigler : updates to Amazon are coming at 45 min after the hour
 12:43 chaoservices : 15, 054
 12:43 jjmelzer : i stole their credit cards so they are getting it whether they want it or not
 12:44 Queensowntalia : haha :D
 12:44 egtalbot : jjmelzer - new concept, stealing credit cards and having mercahndise delivered to 
them
 12:44 ustreamer-24872 : I always thought that the podcasts had mostly ordinary listeners instead of 
podcasters listening to each other. With podiobooks and with the closeknitness of the community, come 
across one and you'll probably end up finding all the rest in the web of references to each other they 
make.
 12:45 teemorris : I still remember the submission chapter for Podiobooks. This is your day, 
MWS....make it full of awesome!
 12:45 scottsigler : I think you should pound a 40oz after every story
 12:45 scottsigler : the game will be how well you do for the last story
 12:45 ustreamer-24872 : I mean I went from pseudopod as the first podcast I was listening to to now 
listening to everything from BMR, to Murverse stuff, to Space Casey, and so on
 12:45 Queensowntalia : there's plenty of regular folk listening too, I can attest, as one.
 12:45 MattFnWallace : He's pouring one for his dead homes off-screen, Sigler. Leave it be.
 12:45 ustreamer-24872 : well yeah I've been impressed by the cooperation among many of these scifi 
podcasts
 12:45 scottsigler : pour some on the curb for every character who died in your stories
 12:45 egtalbot : if you take sigler's advice, you might need a catheter
 12:45 Queensowntalia : I didnt mean it like that :p
 12:46 Laurasj : yeah-- another regular folk here too
 12:46 spiritusvult : Yeah,  Selznick, but you do it so well!
 12:46 teemorris : MWS, are you saying we're irregular? There's meds that might help us in that 
respect.
 12:46 MattFnWallace : I killed five people in 3,000 words. I'm proud of myself.
 12:46 scottsigler : it varies, Matt
 12:46 philrossi : It's on people.
 12:46 ustreamer-40441 : whatu p
 12:46 scottsigler : oh f-u-c-k, Rossi?
 12:46 PMC_Chris : hi philrossi
 12:46 ustreamer-40441 : omg brave men run
 12:46 philrossi : That's right, Sigler.
 12:46 MattFnWallace : Not THE Phil Rossi?
 12:46 scottsigler : that reminds me, I have to go shave my ass
 12:46 mwsmedia : be back at the top of the hour, gang -- keep each other company!
 12:47 Queensowntalia : hi Mr. Rossi. Loved crescent.
 12:47 MattFnWallace : I thought you were dead. And that you'd be taller.
 12:47 philrossi : Thanks, Queen.
 12:47 KaaSerpent : I also loved Crescent.
 12:47 spiritusvult : Want to see something cool?
 12:47 philrossi : I am dead.  And very tall amongst short people.
 12:47 spiritusvult : Hey, Sigler, how's the movie deal coming?
 12:47 ustreamer-22073 : ooh yeah, me too just listening to it now on PB



 12:47 MattFnWallace : I actually meant bigger. I was going for the Road House reference.
 12:47 ustreamer-24872 : oh I have a podcast it's just more of a guerrilla screed that comes out once a 
year or so for the amusement of Stuart, our reader/listener, heheheh. So I'm not sure, in retrospect, if 
I'm normal, but I am proof that the closeknit nature of the scifi podcast community seems to be good 
for spreading
 12:47 scottsigler : movie deal is coming, no word lately
 12:47 MattFnWallace : <censored> that one up.
 12:47 scottsigler : I have to sign off, y'all
 12:47 scottsigler : f-u-c-k-i-n-g deadlines and shite
 12:47 spiritusvult : ciao
 12:47 scottsigler : go get 'em MWS!
 12:48 Queensowntalia : later :)
 12:48 MattFnWallace : Later, gimp.
 12:48 mightymur : later scott
 12:48 philrossi : Sweet!  Thanks for the love.   How's the <mattwallace>'n webathon goin'?
 12:48 philrossi : Later, Sigler, you wee girl.
 12:48 LaithP : back later!
 12:48 ustreamer-24872 : I suppose the problem is getting someone to listen to that first one, even if 
just that one will lead them to another and another and so on.
 12:48 MattFnWallace : Hah.
 12:48 ustreamer-24872 : Which really means that with proper fan support base it could spread 
exponentially
 12:48 KaaSerpent : So you're saying it's like crack?
 12:48 MattFnWallace : When my name becomes a canonical expletive I can officially retire.
 12:48 spiritusvult : be back later, must eat. "Got to eat to live, got to steal to eat, otherwise we'd get 
along."
 12:48 MattFnWallace : Dude, Selznick is owning.
 12:48 ustreamer-24872 : You just have to get people to try that first bit
 12:48 teemorris : Phil Rossi...the Snake Plisken of Podcasting.
 12:48 MattFnWallace : That dude makes Matts proud.
 12:49 philrossi : Ooh, that i lke.
 12:49 Queensowntalia : true, 24872
 12:49 teemorris : This is the day of Selznick.
 12:49 ustreamer-24872 : If Rossi is Plisken I wonder who the Jack Burton of podcasting is...
 12:49 teemorris : Dibbs!
 12:49 philrossi : <waves to the Murness>
 12:49 Laurasj : LMAO
 12:49 philrossi : I migh take both Burton and Plisken.
 12:49 philrossi : Or defer.
 12:49 teemorris : Guy who never shuts up and is a wise ass at the worst times...yeah, that would be me.
 12:49 philrossi : And re-register.
 12:49 MattFnWallace : I will not live in a world where Tee is Jack BurtoN. No offense, Tee. You're 
Eddie, if anybody.
 12:50 ustreamer-24872 : Though with the Snake reference I almost said "I wonder who the Raiden of 
podcasting" is instead
 12:50 AndyDoan : Hey Guy
 12:50 philrossi : I need to own Big Troble.
 12:50 AndyDoan : guys
 12:50 ustreamer-24872 : but thought better of it



 12:50 Queensowntalia : hi Andy :)
 12:50 teemorris : M-Fn-Wallance -- I can be Jack Burton if I dub you the Duke of New York, A-1.
 12:50 AndyDoan : if I buy the book on amazon.ca will it effect his rank?
 12:50 MattFnWallace : I have often described myself as the white Isaac Hayes.
 12:51 MattFnWallace : But that was before he bagged on South Park for Scientology.
 12:51 ustreamer-12283 : Good evening! Greatings from Holland
 12:51 teemorris : Andy, not sure. I'd try to get it off .com to be sure.
 12:51 teemorris : Hello, Holland!
 12:51 ustreamer-24872 : I say Scott Sigler is the Ash Williams of podcasting, laughing hysterically 
among carnage in a cabin in the middle of the internets woods where unwary travelers seem to keep 
showing up...
 12:51 Queensowntalia : if it doesnt for UK its unlikely for CA either
 12:51 AramZS : Put in my order just now. Sadly, I can't watch the video, I'm on a BoltBus and there 
just is not enough bandwith.
 12:51 teemorris : M-Fn-W, Nobody's perfect.
 12:51 Laurasj : hi Holland!!
 12:51 ustreamer-12283 : Hi Tee!
 12:51 Queensowntalia : I am.
 12:51 philrossi : I've often described myself as the Jamacian Matt Wallace.
 12:51 ustreamer-12283 : Hi Laurasj!
 12:52 ustreamer-41359 : Does an order on Amazon.co.uk do him any good?
 12:52 sotonrich : nope
 12:52 MattFnWallace : Dude, *I* have often described you as the Jamaican Matt Wallace.
 12:52 sotonrich : .com only
 12:52 Queensowntalia : hi Holland. I dig those wooden shoes.
 12:52 ustreamer-12283 : Okay, how do I change my wonderful name..? (sry, n00b)
 12:52 philrossi : That warms my heart.
 12:53 ustreamer-24872 : you have to consult the high priests and hope the oracle speaks in your favor
 12:53 ustreamer-24872 : that or just register on Ustream
 12:53 Queensowntalia : ..
 12:53 ustreamer-77740 : Sounds easy :)
 12:53 AndyDoan : gotta go guys I'll check in later. Good luck Matt!
 12:53 ustreamer-77740 : Hey, I got a new number (still Holland)
 12:53 AramZS : Use an OpenID if you have one, speeds everything up quite a bit.
 12:54 Queensowntalia : yeah, if you leave the page then come back you'll get a new one each time.
 12:55 ustreamer-24872 : I like the cover art shown here on the site but I almost miss that crazy wooden 
toy of the dinosaur monster thingy from back in the days of BMR yore
 12:56 Queensowntalia : heeh I remember that. First thing I noticed was that the art had changed.
 12:56 ustreamer-33586 : Bowie Ibarra jumping in to say hello and how bad a$$ this is!
 12:56 jjmelzer : the old one was all done with public domain clip-art
 12:56 Drusy : How long will BMR be backordered from Amazon?
 12:56 chaoservices : 24872 I agree. But I am sure that this new one will grow on us just like the old
 12:56 Queensowntalia : interesting
 12:56 KaaSerpent : Reviewed on Amazon and LJ.
 12:56 ustreamer-33586 : This Live Feed alone makes Matt awesome in my eyes.
 12:56 Baelen : The more we order, the longer the wait
 12:57 jjmelzer : the more you order=the higher it is on the charts
 12:57 chaoservices : is it a first order first ship sort of thing?
 12:57 ustreamer-33586 : Great reviews on Amazon Bee Tee Dub



 12:57 jjmelzer : i think so
 12:58 AramZS : Is there a way to tell how many orders have come in so far?
 12:58 raphaelt : Hey everyone! Should we just order our copy (copies! copies! many!) at any time?
 12:58 Queensowntalia : its frontpage on digg right now, in the "recommendations in upcoming" part.
 12:58 jjmelzer : yeah order them now from .com
 12:58 zZzacha : Good evening, greatings from Holland. Again
 12:58 ustreamer-24872 : raph: yes
 12:58 Queensowntalia : raphaelt, yeah.
 12:58 Queensowntalia : hi Holland ;)
 12:58 sotonrich : i take it the amazon figures have updated and its still 15504?
 12:58 ustreamer-24872 : speaking of amazon, has anyone tried that kindle thing?
 12:59 zZzacha : Hi Queensowntalia :)
 12:59 Queensowntalia : I heard kindle is awful
 12:59 AramZS : NPR gave it an OK review
 12:59 Queensowntalia : give me audiobooks or give me physical books personally
 12:59 KaaSerpent : I've heard only good things about it.
 12:59 Drusy : Nope, waiting for the iphone ereader in the aps store!
 12:59 jjmelzer : yeah thats strange...i don't know what's going on with their charts
 12:59 AramZS : they didn't like the page turning buttons I think.
 12:59 sotonrich : leo laporte likes his
 12:59 Queensowntalia : BoingBoing (specifically cory doctorow, i think?)had some harsh things to say 
about Kindle.
 12:59 mwsmedia : hello again everyone!
 12:59 jjmelzer : wb matt
 01:00 ustreamer-33586 : What's up, Matt?
 01:00 philrossi : Welcome back.
 01:00 nlowell : oh look it's MWS
 01:00 Queensowntalia : wb :)
 01:00 jjmelzer : me neither
 01:00 ustreamer-33586 : Seriously, this streaming thing kicks ass.
 01:00 zZzacha : Hi!
 01:00 teemorris : People are talking. http://teaandchat.com/
 01:00 ustreamer-33586 : I think its cool to be a part of it.
 01:00 zZzacha : This is funfunfun
 01:00 jchutchins-1 : Welcome back, MWS.
 01:00 sotonrich : I love tea and chat
 01:00 teemorris : Good to have you back, MWS!
 01:00 sotonrich : great podcast
 01:00 AramZS : Hello from Read, Write & View MWS, thanks for the correction.
 01:00 Drusy : Does everyone have an echo on the ustream or is it just me?
 01:00 ustreamer-33586 : Have to cut out right now.
 01:01 ustreamer-33586 : Grabbing a bite to eat here in Waco, Texas.
 01:01 jchutchins-1 : I'm not seeing him yet on the vid. Is anyone else?
 01:01 raphaelt : Are you getting smashed by the thunderstorm still, MWS?
 01:01 ustreamer-33586 : Take it easy, ya'll...
 01:01 p_g_holyfield : no audio here... refreshing
 01:01 Queensowntalia : its 1 pm and I havent eaten yet. :/
 01:01 ustreamer-33586 : and best ofluck in this endeavor, Matt!
 01:01 MattFnWallace : Steam's working fine for me.



 01:01 zZzacha : I did have an echo on http://www.mattselznick.com/
 01:01 Baelen : He's there, with audio
 01:01 Queensowntalia : audio here is fine.
 01:01 MattFnWallace : stream, ra
 01:01 ustreamer-34459 : Yes that fixed the echo, thanks!
 01:01 Laurasj : i've got audio and visual....
 01:01 ustreamer-71453 : It's fine on my end.
 01:01 raphaelt : stream is fine for me, mate.
 01:01 p_g_holyfield : ok better now.
 01:01 ustreamer-71453 : Hardly any lag.
 01:01 mwsmedia : folks having trouble with the stream?  Hard refresh your page, perhaps?
 01:01 KaaSerpent : Fine here.
 01:01 jchutchins : There we go; refreshes.
 01:01 RubyVee : good for me
 01:01 jchutchins : Works fine now.
 01:02 Baelen : I had an echo when I had both MSW and Ustream open
 01:02 ustreamer-71453 : What was with the flash flood warning? lol
 01:02 philrossi : 'allo, JC Hutchins-san.
 01:02 jchutchins : greetings, phil
 01:02 AramZS : Hey, I'm stuck on a bus, I left my lunch back in NY by accident.
 01:02 raphaelt : I'm in Pasadena, mate, there were flash flood warnings for San Gabriels...
 01:02 ustreamer-1846 : does /nick change username?
 01:02 nlowell : i got this strange looking guy on my screen ... where's the famous author??
 01:02 MattFnWallace : I could listen to you talk about summer storms all day, Matt.
 01:02 teemorris : Matt Selznick -- QUESTION: Will you be at NME 2008 in Vegas?
 01:02 philrossi : Nathan, don't adjust your set.
 01:02 nlowell : hehe
 01:02 ustreamer-71453 : And there were also flash flood warnings for Los Angeles County.
 01:02 sotonrich : 1846 you have to sign up...its quick and free
 01:03 jchutchins : QUESTION!
 01:03 teemorris : Damn.
 01:03 RubyVee : ah Victorville, one of my favorite TACANS
 01:03 thisisatest-5885 : test
 01:03 raphaelt : So no live stripshows to promote BMR?
 01:03 test-935 : test
 01:03 MattFnWallace : My con season has also ended early. We should do our own thing, Matt. Two 
Matt's, tearing <censored> up on the cheap.
 01:03 test-935 : Hmm.
 01:03 Queensowntalia : devistating, isnt it, Raph
 01:03 zZzacha : Hi test!
 01:03 test-935 : Hey. lol
 01:03 philrossi : Raphael.  You have to pay for that.
 01:03 raphaelt : Queensownitalia: so sad, yes.
 01:04 daricclone : test
 01:04 philrossi : If you show a BRM proof of purchase, he takes something off.
 01:04 test-935 : this is a test
 01:04 hypersensitive : What? No Dragon*Con?? How do we get our BMR copies autographed??
 01:04 philrossi : Or rather, bmr.
 01:04 Queensowntalia : test: you pass!



 01:04 raphaelt : @philrossi: ah-ha! I get it!
 01:04 test-935 : haha
 01:04 daricclone : got a handle finally
 01:04 test-935 : Awesome.
 01:04 zZzacha : you're handling it well
 01:04 sotonrich : to all you authors...hurry up and get over to the UK
 01:04 zZzacha : Or to Holland!
 01:04 Queensowntalia : you should come out to I-Con in Long Island next year. Because, um, it would 
be convenient for me :P
 01:05 MattFnWallace : I'm planning a UK tour next year, dude.
 01:05 ustreamer-74622 : Haillo
 01:05 jchutchins : Old skool orange cover represent
 01:05 sotonrich : <censored> sweet
 01:05 RubyVee : strange that amazon rank isn't changing at all
 01:05 MattFnWallace : That's international orange. Like a bikini from the 70's.
 01:05 Deadpan : I coulda swore the 13th meant Friday. Been listening to The Hunt all day and finally 
checked a calender. Lol
 01:05 jjmelzer : i donated for my .pdf download you know...screw it...i'm sending in my pics anyway. 
LoL
 01:06 ustreamer-95334 : kiwi on deck
 01:06 Queensowntalia : mmm. Kiwis.
 01:07 zZzacha : Hi kiwi!
 01:07 Deadpan : Amazon is powered by millions of hamsters. The ones running your server are 
probably getting swapped out for fresh ones.
 01:07 raphaelt : The Amazon rankings didn't update on the hour for Jack Wakes Up either.
 01:07 PhilippaJane : sorry, 5am here
 01:07 raphaelt : Hey, Pip!
 01:07 philrossi : Heyas, Pip!
 01:07 teemorris : Folks, that Kiwi...is Pip Ballantine.
 01:07 p_g_holyfield : Yeah Pip!
 01:07 Queensowntalia : hiya. :)
 01:07 Laurasj : HEY Pip!!
 01:07 kamikat : Pip!  yay!
 01:07 RubyVee : they haven't changed their policies based on these events, have they?
 01:07 MattFnWallace : Oh, you meant wee busty Kiwi on deck.
 01:07 zZzacha : Hi Pip!
 01:07 MattFnWallace : I got it now.
 01:08 teemorris : New Zealand reprazentin'!!!!!
 01:08 philrossi : 0001100111
 01:08 Deadpan : Jeff Bezos is standing over his IT people. "Those @#$@$ scabs aren't getting MY 
vote"
 01:08 Queensowntalia : I dont think its too likely.
 01:08 MattFnWallace : Swig that mason jar, brother.
 01:08 Tanukitsune : YAY! I think we have the whole gang here! XD
 01:08 raphaelt : Moonshine FTW!
 01:08 jchutchins : I want to see MWS bust out with the guitar and rock out to the BMR...
 01:08 jchutchins : ..."In a perfect world...."
 01:08 philrossi : Bass solo.
 01:08 MattFnWallace : <censored> yeah, Hutch.



 01:08 teemorris : It's good to know I'm not the only one that does that! (i.e. Mason Jar.)
 01:08 raphaelt : Primus style!
 01:09 p_g_holyfield : I wonder who that is...
 01:09 PhilippaJane : That was funny, because it is kinda true
 01:09 RubyVee : JUST UPDATED
 01:09 RubyVee : #280
 01:09 teemorris : WOAH!
 01:09 MattFnWallace : <censored> YES.
 01:09 p_g_holyfield : Hoorah!!!
 01:09 RubyVee : 5 in sci fi
 01:09 hypersensitive : AWESOME!!
 01:09 zZzacha : Woohoo!!!
 01:09 sotonrich : WOO!
 01:09 raphaelt : Boo-yeah!
 01:09 KaaSerpent : w00t!
 01:09 test-935 : Where did you get that info?
 01:09 p_g_holyfield : #5
 01:09 mightymur : holy <censored>
 01:09 philrossi : Nice!
 01:09 philrossi : Hey Mur!
 01:09 PhilippaJane : run baby run!
 01:09 test-935 : Awesome!
 01:09 MattFnWallace : Matt, I got a lump in my throat. You go, brother.
 01:09 kamikat : w00t!!!!!
 01:09 jjmelzer : holy s.hit...wow
 01:10 AramZS : Hah got the video working on the bus.
 01:10 cmdln : #5 in action & adventure
 01:10 RubyVee : action and adventure
 01:10 cmdln : Go, MWS, Go!
 01:10 test-935 : Where is the info?
 01:10 AramZS : Nice, #280 congrads
 01:10 test-935 : Where did you get that info?
 01:10 teemorris : (as Samuel L.) Brave Men <censored> Run, Mutha <censored>!!!!
 01:10 Laurasj : Amazon.com Sales Rank: #280 in Books (See Bestsellers in Books)Popular in this 
category: (What's this?)#5 in      Books > Literature & Fiction > Genre Fiction > Action & Adventure
 01:10 MentatJack : http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/720360/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_b_1_4_last
 01:10 test-935 : Ahh... awesome! Thanks.
 01:10 raphaelt : It's on the BMR page itself.
 01:10 PauletteJaxton : Yeah Tee, but when you do the Mason Jar it's Moonshine Scotch (Everclear and 
black tea) :-)
 01:10 Deadpan : ctrl-F5, dude
 01:10 RubyVee : went to the amazon BMR page
 01:11 test-935 : Nice!
 01:11 test-935 : NIIIIIICE!
 01:11 ustreamer-59125 : trreed here
 01:11 AramZS : I'm getting #5 in action adventure too
 01:11 test-935 : Congrats Mathew!
 01:11 AramZS : looks good
 01:11 AramZS : Congrats!



 01:11 jchutchins : Get screen caps, guys
 01:11 test-935 : Matt*
 01:11 Queensowntalia : cool! Congrats!
 01:11 Laurasj : that rocks!!  congrats!
 01:11 KaaSerpent : EW! You're up there with an Oprah book.
 01:11 test-935 : Took screenshots!
 01:11 PhilippaJane : weird watching this in bed
 01:11 sotonrich : wow beating James Fricking Bond!
 01:11 KaaSerpent : You need to knock her down a peg or two.
 01:11 MattFnWallace : You can hang your hat on that ranking alone, dude.
 01:11 vansunder : #280 Congratulations! I'm about to get my copy here...
 01:12 MattFnWallace : Dude, I'm still pretty stunned. You jumped like a grand and some change. Rock 
the <censored> out.
 01:12 Deadpan : Did anyone spam Reddit yet?
 01:13 RevPat : yup, http://www.reddit.com/info/6rjzj/comments/
 01:13 teemorris : Power to the people!!!!
 01:13 Deadpan : aha
 01:13 teemorris : Jack Mangan?
 01:13 philrossi : (Apone) Somebody wake up Pip.
 01:14 zZzacha : Woo, all that excitement in your voice... sounds creepy because you're echoing again 
here ;)
 01:14 Deadpan : Needs more cowbell.
 01:14 treed : ..
 01:14 PhilippaJane : only if you bring my slippers and my pjs rossi
 01:14 p_g_holyfield : w00t!
 01:14 philrossi : And a newspaper clutched in my jaws?
 01:14 mightymur : we fear the phone.
 01:15 zZzacha : I second that
 01:15 p_g_holyfield : iphones won't work, though.
 01:15 Deadpan : I'm still trying to explain to the plebes what a podcast is.
 01:15 egtalbot : that is frigging awesome
 01:15 egtalbot : #280
 01:15 philrossi : The best kind of present, Matt.
 01:15 teemorris : Podcasting = DVR/TiVo for your personal media player.
 01:16 jchutchins : two more copies purchased. BOOM.
 01:16 teemorris : Brave Men Run = The X-Men meets The Breakfast Club
 01:16 jchutchins : Total of 6.
 01:16 RevPat : Not everyone reads.  If you force them an gun point does it still count?
 01:16 raphaelt : @jchutchins: rawk!
 01:16 raphaelt : You shame me, Hutch. Time to order more.
 01:16 Deadpan : Yes, we labled them as Blumpkins, it sounded like a kind of tomato. No one seemed 
to notice.
 01:16 jjmelzer : yup
 01:16 Queensowntalia : nice heheh.
 01:17 sotonrich : nice
 01:17 p_g_holyfield : rock on
 01:17 Laurasj : present and accounted for...
 01:17 zZzacha : wow!
 01:17 Deadpan : ... damn application taps, nevermind



 01:17 MentatJack : <-- Los Angeles
 01:17 Deadpan : <-- Here. Everywhere.
 01:17 philrossi : Be right back.
 01:17 Laurasj : <-- Staten Island, NY
 01:17 Queensowntalia : haha Deadpan :p
 01:17 PhilippaJane : awwhhhh damn showertime
 01:17 jjmelzer : woOt
 01:17 zZzacha : <-- kitchen (dinner time)
 01:18 PhilippaJane : hmmmmmmm
 01:18 MattFnWallace : All right, Holyfield. Impress me.
 01:18 p_g_holyfield : oh yeah... long... I knew it had to be me.
 01:18 jchutchins : Yes, PG.
 01:18 jchutchins : Here we are now.
 01:18 hypersensitive : Yay, PG!!
 01:18 jchutchins : Entertain us.
 01:18 raphaelt : Will this be rated PG?
 01:18 MattFnWallace : I feel stupid. AND contagious.
 01:18 p_g_holyfield : http://pgholyfield.com - easy enough.
 01:18 Laurasj : MaAH rocks!
 01:18 kamikat : gotta go, folks.  catch y'all later
 01:18 PhilippaJane : shower and a story >=)
 01:18 raphaelt : *wink wink* mate. Just teasing.
 01:18 MattFnWallace : Later, Dree.
 01:18 MattFnWallace : HAH.
 01:18 egtalbot : Nirvana reference, nice
 01:19 MattFnWallace : The Police? Seriously?
 01:19 MattFnWallace : Seriously?
 01:19 nlowell : EVERYTHING he does is rated PG by default
 01:19 Deadpan : GREAT song to play at weddings.
 01:19 hypersensitive : oooo - singing AND an accent? Nice!
 01:19 sotonrich : its about stalking!
 01:19 PhilippaJane : singing w00t!
 01:19 Deadpan : soton, EXACTLY.
 01:19 sotonrich : hehe
 01:19 Tanukitsune : XD
 01:19 PhilippaJane : ahhhh sweet sweet stalking
 01:20 hypersensitive : "Are you stalking me? Cause that would be cool ..."
 01:20 Deadpan : Sadly it's rarely those 'bang you all night' stalkers and more like the 'stab you in the 
face' stalkers
 01:21 p_g_holyfield : PG-13
 01:21 sotonrich : mmmm ass
 01:21 jchutchins : stacysass.com
 01:21 MattFnWallace : Nice metaphor.
 01:21 Laurasj : agreed.
 01:21 sotonrich : lol are you doing a brummie accent
 01:22  * Deadpan taps the PAUSE key on his keyboard, stabs again ass the voices don't stop
 01:22 Deadpan : bwahahahah. holes of a crate
 01:23 Laurasj : wow PG!!
 01:23 MattFnWallace : Okay, this is seriously turning me on now.



 01:23 Deadpan : That's still PG
 01:23 raphaelt : Parental Guidance Suggested Holyfield.
 01:23 sotonrich : lol nice
 01:23 Deadpan : "An I... am an alchoholic"
 01:23 MattFnWallace : Whoa. Deja vu.
 01:24 ustreamer-1846 : #83 in Literature & Fiction 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/17/ref=pd_ts_pg_4?ie=UTF8&pg=4
 01:25 Deadpan : "Sovvies TOOK OVER THE WORLD
 01:25 MattFnWallace : Selznick is officially the badder Matt. At least for today.
 01:25 philrossi : Gotta run for now!.  Go Selznick go!
 01:26 Queensowntalia : Bye Mr. Rossi. :)
 01:26 jchutchins : <censored>.com
 01:26 Laurasj : cheers!
 01:26 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH.
 01:26 jchutchins : MASON JAR
 01:26 jchutchins : DOTBITCH
 01:26 raphaelt : Uh oh sippin' that moonshine again...
 01:27 MattFnWallace : MASON JAR DOTBITCH.
 01:27 MattFnWallace : <censored> you, Hutch.
 01:27 Laurasj : he missed his calling....
 01:27 Laurasj : should cut a cd
 01:27 teemorris : RESPECT THE MASON JAR, BITCHES!!!
 01:27 jchutchins : <censored>.com
 01:28 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH.
 01:28 MattFnWallace : Sorry. It's involuntary.
 01:28 raphaelt : @Lausasj: keep an eye on mattselznick.com, I think we've got archived Selznick 
music in store.
 01:28 jchutchins : roger that,  Wallace
 01:28 raphaelt : @laurasj, that is.
 01:28 jchutchins : you hear something cool,
 01:28 jchutchins : it just happens.
 01:28 jchutchins : DOTBITCH
 01:28 MattFnWallace : What can I say? I am a milkshake punk, <censored>.
 01:28 raphaelt : Ooh, I'm getting hot and bothered now.
 01:29 Deadpan : Still PG
 01:29 Queensowntalia : something tells me this can't end well.
 01:29 MattFnWallace : See, this is what happens when you're married to a really hot chick.
 01:29 Deadpan : when he starts mentioning tentacles it veers towards FOX territory
 01:29 raphaelt : Tentacles? Or testicles?
 01:29 Laurasj : LoL
 01:29 ustreamer-77006 : liza says thanks, wallace
 01:30 vansunder : Ok, this story is taking me back to high school. Everything felt different at that age.
 01:30 vansunder : Nice job on this story
 01:30 MattFnWallace : It feels kinda like an early Cameron Crowe flick.
 01:30 MattFnWallace : I mean that in a good way.
 01:30 vansunder : Ok, just got my copy of Brave Men Run.
 01:31 MattFnWallace : This story is John Cusack holding a boom box over his head.
 01:31 Queensowntalia : me too. I cant wait to read the print version, as I'd only heard audio before.
 01:31 raphaelt : Instant media slideshow: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:%2792-



%2793_Mercury_Topaz_Coupe.jpg
 01:31 jchutchins : MASON JAR
 01:31 ustreamer-77006 : mason jar!
 01:31 jchutchins : DOTBITCH
 01:31 Laurasj : mason jar!!
 01:31 raphaelt : What?! Where's the fricking mason jar?!
 01:31 Queensowntalia : you missed it. sorry.
 01:31 Queensowntalia : don't worry. I'm sure it will be back.
 01:32 raphaelt : He's turned against the moonshine. Tee Morris, attack!
 01:32 MattFnWallace : I am still chuckling.
 01:32 mightymur : DENIED MASON JAR
 01:32 MattFnWallace : Hutch finally broke me.
 01:32 jchutchins : I am mighty.
 01:32 mightymur : and I must leave now for a bit. Later, people.
 01:32 ustreamer-77006 : You get extra points if you've actually drunk Bartles and Jaymes.
 01:33 MattFnWallace : You are. You're not Mur Lafferty-level, but you are as close as mortal man may 
get.
 01:33 Queensowntalia : later mur. :)
 01:33 AramZS : gah, bad signal area for the BoltBus, video is giving out. >.<
 01:33 mightymur : MIGHTY HUTCH BREAKS WALLACE. FILM AT 11
 01:33 Laurasj : nee-hi orange?  PG-- you're a MASH fan?
 01:33 Laurasj : Radar's fav drink..
 01:33 p_g_holyfield-1 : I thought it was nehi grape...
 01:33 teemorris : Fetching my own Mason jar of iced tea...
 01:33 Lightly : pip, jc, pg, mur, and all... thanks thanks for what you do... you and my ipod keep me 
going at work... thanks!
 01:34 Lightly : oh, tee, too sorry!
 01:34 Laurasj : i second that!!!
 01:34 jchutchins : @lightly:  : )
 01:34 Queensowntalia : thirded.
 01:34 Lightly : :)
 01:34 spiritusvult : Hutch Vs. Wallace, I'd pay to see that!
 01:34 AramZS : Well said Lightly.
 01:34 jchutchins : I'd <censored> Wallace up
 01:34 spiritusvult : My money's on Wallace though.  Sorry huch.
 01:34 Laurasj : i think you're right-- grape.  my bad.
 01:34 jchutchins : I'd bring a MASON JAR
 01:34 MattFnWallace : Hutch, I think you need to remind Tee THE MASON JAR IS NOT ABOUT 
HIM.
 01:34 jchutchins : TEE
 01:35 jchutchins : THE MASON JAR
 01:35 jchutchins : IS NOT
 01:35 jchutchins : ABOUT
 01:35 jchutchins : YOU
 01:35 MattFnWallace : I can't fight Hutch. It'd be like <censored> up Jesus' <censored>.
 01:35 MattFnWallace : DUDE.
 01:35 MattFnWallace : holyfield, you dirty <censored>.
 01:35 Deadpan : Hey Hutch, got a question. i've been listening to Descent again, and i think I spotted a 
nod. When they're hacking the CDC and find the liquified bodies, is that a not to Infection?



 01:35 raphaelt : NC-17 Holyfield
 01:35 MattFnWallace : PG makes my Holyfield hard.
 01:35 jchutchins : @deadp: that was part of the "Share the Pain" contest
 01:36 jchutchins : MASON JAR
 01:36 MattFnWallace : MASON JAR.
 01:36 jchutchins : DOT <censored>
 01:36 raphaelt : MASON JAR FTW!
 01:36 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH.
 01:36 Deadpan : yeah. I just now caught it. I was kinda avoiding infection at the time.
 01:36 jchutchins : Spotting the Mason Jar
 01:36 jchutchins : is like seeing
 01:36 jchutchins : A YETI
 01:36 jchutchins : rare, magical.
 01:36 evo_terra : The party may now start.
 01:36 Laurasj : LoL
 01:36 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH.
 01:36 Queensowntalia : a yeti, that follows you?
 01:36 MattFnWallace : Evo!
 01:36 sotonrich : that song was #1 in the UK the week I was born
 01:36 jchutchins : Greetings Evo
 01:37 evo_terra : Matt... Hutch...
 01:37 raphaelt : @sotonrich: I feel old now!
 01:37 ustreamer-95838 : I just went o Amazn to order the book and it says its not in stock. Order 
anyway?
 01:37 MattFnWallace : Evo makes my Terra hard.
 01:37 sotonrich : hehe
 01:37 Queensowntalia : ustreamer: yeah, go ahead
 01:37 evo_terra : I smell a euphamism....
 01:37 MentatJack : totally order, even if it says out of stock
 01:37 spiritusvult : Selznick is almost as good reading live as his pre-recorded stuff.  I have podcaster 
envy.
 01:37 jchutchins : Hey Evo
 01:37 MattFnWallace : A single entendre.
 01:37 Laurasj : oh, yeah! order many!
 01:37 jchutchins : PG Holyfield is writing BWR <censored>
 01:37 jchutchins : This story is FILLED WITH <censored>
 01:38 evo_terra : (Nice to see Selznick cleaned the place up before inviting all of us over...)
 01:38 AramZS : wrong link, there is an odd  95838 - try this one - http://www.amazon.com/Brave-
Men-Run-Novel-Sovereign/dp/193486109X/ref=pd_ts_b_5?ie=UTF8&s=books
 01:38 MattFnWallace : PG Holyfield is a dirty little monkey.
 01:38 jchutchins : NC-17 Holyfield
 01:38 jchutchins : dotbitch
 01:38 ustreamer-95838 : cool. on my way. can't listen in today but totally want to support you! 
ordering now
 01:38 Cmaaarrr : I order a triple entendre
 01:38 raphaelt : Ouch! Nasty naughty!
 01:38 p_g_holyfield-1 : nah, never reach R, I'm afraid. nexttime
 01:38 MattFnWallace : CMAAARR!!!
 01:38 spiritusvult : Sweet!  BMR is out of stock!!!



 01:38 zZzacha : Hi Evo!
 01:38 jchutchins : cmaaerrrrrr!
 01:38 jchutchins : (without the e)
 01:38 Cmaaarrr : WALLACE!
 01:38 evo_terra : SCARRRRRR
 01:38 MattFnWallace : John infects my Cmar with Simian Foamy Virus.
 01:38 Cmaaarrr : HUTCH... dotbitch
 01:39 jchutchins : DOTBITCH
 01:39 MattFnWallace : Which is a triple entendre because, as we all know, there are no known diseases 
associated with Simian Foamy Virus.
 01:40 Cmaaarrr : dotbitchitis MAY be associated with Simian Foamy Virus
 01:40 MattFnWallace : HAH.
 01:40 MattFnWallace : But it cannot be proven with existing technology.
 01:40 jchutchins : superpowers
 01:40 scottsigler : 280, nice!
 01:40 jchutchins : finally
 01:40 jchutchins : :)
 01:40 scottsigler : MWS, did you see this?
 01:40 scottsigler : http://www.amazon.com/gp/movers-and-shakers/books
 01:40 Cmaaarrr : teemorris is the PROGENITOR of the Simian Foamy Virus
 01:40 jchutchins : Yeah,  sigler -- #5 in action/adventure
 01:40 raphaelt : Uh oh, Sigler's here. Uh oh.
 01:41 p_g_holyfield-1 : ok, R for language.
 01:41 evo_terra : <censored>, and what just happened to my balls? Is this a Scigler story?
 01:41 raphaelt : Ooh, there went the PG rating!
 01:41 MattFnWallace : Tee Morris gives a new meaning to monkey in the middle.
 01:41 raphaelt : No, PG, two "<censored>' in PG-13.
 01:41 Deadpan : Sigler, we need more Keeling. Get on it!
 01:41 Queensowntalia : up 63000% huh :P
 01:41 raphaelt : Three or more and it's R time.
 01:41 MattFnWallace : Jaws reference. You cheap <censored>.
 01:41 scottsigler : will work on it soon, deadpan
 01:41 Deadpan : Sweet
 01:41 jchutchins : dude
 01:41 scottsigler : this pesky book contagious is first in line
 01:41 spiritusvult : It's up 61k%, that's pretty cool.
 01:42 p_g_holyfield-1 : Matt... that was the 4th line so far... :)
 01:42 jchutchins : rumor has it we'll see the MASON JAR soon
 01:42 Lightly : Scott, pup doing ok?
 01:42 jchutchins : wait for it
 01:42 Queensowntalia : Oh, I fail at typing. Thats ok.
 01:42 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH.
 01:42 jchutchins : oh lightly
 01:42 jchutchins : MASON JAR
 01:42 jchutchins : COMING SOON
 01:42 raphaelt : Uh oh, there went the PG-13...
 01:42 MattFnWallace : THIS SUMMER.
 01:42 raphaelt : F-bomb alert!
 01:42 Lightly : oh....<=====FAIL



 01:42 MattFnWallace : IT CROSSES THE LINE.
 01:42 evo_terra : Who wrote this dirty story?
 01:42 Deadpan : Hmm. It's still PG if it's on ABC
 01:42 JTShea : hi hutch
 01:43 JTShea : heh
 01:43 JTShea : evo
 01:43 MattFnWallace : PG Holyfield is a <censored>, Evo.
 01:43 MattFnWallace : You promote <censored> on your fine podcast novel website.
 01:43 Queensowntalia : swell person? buddy of mine? wombat?
 01:43 jchutchins : EVERYONE LOVES -- MASON JAR.
 01:43 jchutchins : DOTBITCH
 01:43 raphaelt : YES!!!!
 01:43 p_g_holyfield-1 : mason jar
 01:43 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH
 01:43 JTShea : lol
 01:43 MattFnWallace : I started it, though.
 01:43 MattFnWallace : I was the first to notice the mason jar.
 01:44 teemorris : Dammit...my real life is interrupting all the good stories! :( 
 01:44 teemorris : I am armed with my own Mason jar.
 01:44 jchutchins : MASON JAR WILL BE AT YOUR LOCAL RECORD STORE THIS TUESDAY
 01:44 scottsigler : what time did it update to 280?
 01:44 jchutchins : JUST GIVING OUT
 01:44 spiritusvult : lol
 01:44 jchutchins : THE HOT <censored>
 01:44 raphaelt : 10.00 AM Scott.
 01:44 JTShea : Tervis Tumbler here
 01:44 MattFnWallace : I was Mason Jar before Mason Jar was cool.
 01:44 Queensowntalia : abandon real life. Then you'll have nothing to interrupt you and teh net.
 01:44 raphaelt : A bit after, actually.
 01:44 spiritusvult : I'll take infinity!
 01:44 scottsigler : cool
 01:44 teemorris : M-Fn-W All the cool kidz drink from the Mason jar!
 01:44 jchutchins : Dude, Wallace
 01:45 evo_terra : What the hell is that hanging from his ceiling fan?
 01:45 Queensowntalia : pteridactyl.
 01:45 evo_terra : That's easy for you to spell.
 01:45 spiritusvult : Looks like a broken B2
 01:45 jchutchins : Your keen Mason Jar peepers started the meme, Wallace
 01:45 MattFnWallace : Soon to be an internet sensation.
 01:45 MattFnWallace : Chocolate Mason Jar.
 01:45 spiritusvult : Or maybe a dead stingray
 01:45 raphaelt : Hutch, you sniff out a meme like a dog sniffing out pot.
 01:45 MattFnWallace : The Tron Mason Jar.
 01:45 MattFnWallace : Dramatic Looking Mason Jar.
 01:46 jchutchins : The Tron Mason Jar.
 01:46 jchutchins : Yes.
 01:46 raphaelt : Tron Mason Jar?
 01:46 spiritusvult : What about the Airwolf Mason Jar?
 01:46 evo_terra : Leave 'em along Raphealt. They're on a roll...



 01:46 MattFnWallace : Airwolf is implied in Mason Jar.
 01:46 spiritusvult : lol!
 01:46 jchutchins : Matt's Correct
 01:47 MattFnWallace : Airwolf is so last year, anyway. This year it's all about Melba Toast. Or /T\
 01:47 jchutchins : Rock. /T\
 01:47 spiritusvult : That sounds like a lead in for a Rickroll.
 01:47 raphaelt : F-bomb Holyfield.
 01:47 jchutchins : FAKE OUT
 01:47 raphaelt : EPIC FAIL!
 01:47 raphaelt : No mason jar.
 01:47 jchutchins : WATERBOTTLE FAKE OUT
 01:47 MattFnWallace : Your story is KILLING Selznick, Holyfield.
 01:47 Deadpan : If he rolls us I have people standing by
 01:48 raphaelt : Dragon's Lair reference FTW.
 01:48 Deadpan : Book promo, singing, reading, ninja style slaying.
 01:48 scottsigler : did Selznik show nips yet? I've been gone for a bit.
 01:48 jchutchins : no, sig
 01:48 MattFnWallace : Dirk represent, yo.
 01:48 spiritusvult : gotta bail.  Be back later.
 01:48 jchutchins : not yet
 01:48 p_g_holyfield-1 : like I said... the pool for selznick losing his voice is on... I've got 3:35.
 01:48 Queensowntalia : Oh yes, you missed it, sorry.
 01:48 ustreamer-80240 : "Temporarily out of stock.Order now and we'll deliver when available."
 01:48 scottsigler : good god, man, learn how to market - it's all about nips
 01:48 jchutchins : order anyway
 01:48 evo_terra : Oh <censored>, I have to go buy the book.
 01:48 MattFnWallace : ORDER NOW is the key phrase there, dude.
 01:49 jchutchins : DOTBITCH
 01:49 MattFnWallace : I don't know why that is stalling people
 01:49 ustreamer-80240 : ChrisFixedKitty- oh, yeah. No question. Just, yay!
 01:49 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH.
 01:49 AramZS : 80240, yea, order now anyway, you'll get one as soon as they come back in stock.
 01:49 jchutchins : will we see some ping-pong superpowers?
 01:49 ustreamer-37443 : YO
 01:49 MattFnWallace : The ordering is what's key.
 01:49 ustreamer-37443 : How do I change my name here?
 01:49 p_g_holyfield-1 : I had to cut that scene, JC.
 01:49 MattFnWallace : It doesn't matter whether they have the books now.
 01:49 ustreamer-28545 : Damn Thanks evo for reminding me it is the 13th already...I would of missed 
this if It wasn't for your tweet.
 01:50 MattFnWallace : You are not at a store.
 01:50 Deadpan : If you could pick any of the superhero universes to debut in podnovels, which one, 
and what would your powers be?
 01:50 teemorris :  /  nick
 01:50 test-5932 : ...
 01:50 jchutchins : YOU ARE NOT AT A STORE DOTBITCH
 01:50 teemorris : I think, to change names
 01:50 daricclone : h
 01:50 daricclone : *hi



 01:50 Earl-5738 : testing...
 01:50 Queensowntalia : what tee said.
 01:50 daricclone : yip
 01:50 Earl-5738 : It works enough
 01:50 MattFnWallace : THE STORE IS A LIE.
 01:50 Earl-5738 : how goes folks?
 01:50 raphaelt : Was that the 90th F-bomb?
 01:50 MattFnWallace : Except for Sigler. But <censored> him anyway.
 01:50 scottsigler : I got to go with the Mur character that shoots copious amounts of feces from his 
hands - physics be damned, of course
 01:50 MsInformation : Hey Gang!
 01:50 Queensowntalia : Ian. :p
 01:50 jchutchins : *swoon*
 01:51 p_g_holyfield-1 : I was tired of writing in a world with no f-bombs.
 01:51 jchutchins : The goddess is HERE
 01:51 jchutchins : MsInformation
 01:51 Lightly : me, I wanna balance bar trays.
 01:51 jchutchins : *swoon*
 01:51 MsInformation : [hugs JC]
 01:51 Deadpan : Scott, I get the feeling she was using it as a metaphor for alot of podcasting out there
 01:51 MattFnWallace : I was hoping for Charity Bazaar, but okay.
 01:51 p_g_holyfield-1 : a world MattFnWallace could never exist in...
 01:51 Queensowntalia : I like the guy who can smell stuff.
 01:51 scottsigler : Deadpan, as long as I can fling poo all I want I don't really care
 01:51 MattFnWallace : <censored> you, I so the <censored> could. <censored>.
 01:51 evo_terra : Gotta pop off and check mail. Expecting some important stuff today, so someone 
Skype me if I need to get back over here. I'll keep the audio running.
 01:51 ShadedSpriter : did my name change?
 01:51 ustreamer-1846 : fecl boy
 01:52 Queensowntalia : yes Shaded
 01:52 ustreamer-1846 : fecal boy
 01:52 Deadpan : not much different then current manifestations.
 01:52 teemorris : MsInformation is here. the awesome level of this chat just shot up exponentially.
 01:52 JTShea : THE Misinformation?
 01:52 MsInformation : E- you'll here from me today.
 01:52 Lightly : Scott, I think you ALREADY have that superpower.
 01:52 MsInformation : I mean "hear" [gah!]
 01:52 MattFnWallace : I wish at least one person had gotten my awesome Histeria! reference. That 
would've been the tops.
 01:52 scottsigler : actually,  I'm going with a feline that has retarded pictures with mis-spelled cutsie 
sayings, and flings poo from its paws .... that's right, the LOL FECAT
 01:53 jchutchins : *crickets*
 01:53 EarlN : Hah hah?
 01:53 MattFnWallace : HAH.
 01:53 MattFnWallace : Sigler just owned himself.
 01:53 MsInformation : [hugs Tee, too]
 01:53 MattFnWallace : Hey. Bigtime.
 01:54 MattFnWallace : You missed my story. But it's fine. No, really, just don't even worry about it.
 01:54 EarlN : Yo MFN



 01:54 Deadpan : lol. taxidermy
 01:54 EarlN : I was unconscious
 01:54 EarlN : don't ask
 01:54 EarlN : nightmare of a shoot yesterday
 01:54 daricclone : lol!
 01:54 MattFnWallace : I bet you use that excuse all the time.
 01:54 EarlN : I do.
 01:54 scottsigler : He uses it in the bar
 01:54 EarlN : "My dog ate me.  And my homework."
 01:54 MattFnWallace : And you expect people to just shake their head and grin and be all, "Directors."
 01:54 EarlN : That was sigler's excuse at school
 01:54 scottsigler : "Sigh, I'd love to talk to you miss, but I had a nightmare of a shoot today ..."
 01:54 Queensowntalia : heh heh, caught up to JC .. :p
 01:54 MattFnWallace : You're like those cops that blare their sirens just to cut through traffic.
 01:55 MsInformation : Howdy, JT.
 01:55 teemorris : Earl -- But it's going to be wortht he sacrifice. We loves us da Earl Newton!!!
 01:55 JTShea : :)  heyya!
 01:55 EarlN : heheh thankee sir
 01:55 scottsigler : Earl make a movie about the Fecat.
 01:55 EarlN : You'll have to wait for that later
 01:55 jessie2point0 : haha
 01:55 EarlN : Will this stuff be archived for later?  My net connection sux too bad to hear it live
 01:55 Deadpan : uh-oh, coming up on nudity, sounds like
 01:55 treed : it's Earl "I am gonna be FAMOUS" Newton
 01:55 Deadpan : better be in a feed somewhere later
 01:55 MattFnWallace : Whereas Sigler doesn't need a line. He just dons his blazer with the leather 
patches and cruises those Berkley bars. They all assume he's a professor.
 01:55 EarlN : But I'm already ordering the book.
 01:55 evo_terra : Hey hey hey... Hard to check mail when you're talking about grazng balls. Feel free 
to skip that stuff.
 01:56 MattFnWallace : It's like industrial strength panty dropper.
 01:56 EarlN : hey it's treed "Earl secretly wants to be FAMOUS" ..uh...Lastname
 01:56 scottsigler : I'll give you an A if you try hard enough, Wallace
 01:56 treed : lol
 01:56 ShadedSpriter : How much have I actually missed...also are the stories going to re-recorded for 
later?
 01:56 teemorris : Checking out briefly...but will return after interview with the Mighty Mur.
 01:56 MattFnWallace : (choose your own oral exam pun)
 01:57 MattFnWallace : That's my new YA series, btw.
 01:57 Queensowntalia : SS, matt's said the stories will be available in some form later on
 01:57 Queensowntalia : you missed three previous stories
 01:57 MattFnWallace : Holyfield wrote this story in real time, btw.
 01:57 EarlN : God an MFN YA series.
 01:57 scottsigler : What's that, Wallace - "Oral Exam: The Series?"
 01:57 EarlN : I predict a rise in youth suicide.
 01:57 Queensowntalia : dang
 01:58 ShadedSpriter : Well that is good...atleast I can "catch up" later
 01:58 MattFnWallace : No, but I am pitching that version to FOX.
 01:58 EarlN : Either that, or a rise in a youth cult known only as "The Hangman's Moon."



 01:58 MattFnWallace : Wait 'til you see my annotation to that, smartass.
 01:58 EarlN : Hahahahahah!
 01:58 EarlN : "I still think this is a genius paragraph and Earl is a <censored>."
 01:59 EarlN : or a <censored>tard
 01:59 evo_terra : Hey, tomorrow is Selznick's birthday. I assume this is ancient news and probably 
related to his actions today.
 01:59 EarlN : I thought this was autocensored
 01:59 treed : it is earl
 01:59 p_g_holyfield-1 : I'm just glad I didn't kill Selznick... he almost passed out once or twice
 01:59 Queensowntalia : Wow. Fantastic story.
 01:59 MattFnWallace : Awwwww. That actually ended nice.
 01:59 sotonrich : WOW
 01:59 Lightly : nice!
 01:59 sotonrich : fantastic
 01:59 MattFnWallace : Matt, you're a <censored> stallion.
 01:59 raphaelt : *claps* *claps*
 01:59 hypersensitive : Great story, PG!!
 01:59 evo_terra : w00t!
 01:59 daricclone : yeah great one!
 01:59 MsInformation : Congrats, PG.
 01:59 AramZS : Nice.
 01:59 Laurasj : wow!! awsome!
 02:00 raphaelt : Great story, F-bomb Holyfield
 02:00 ustreamer-1846 : nice? the guy beat another kid down.
 02:00 daricclone : lol
 02:00 evo_terra : No breaks, <censored>!
 02:00 p_g_holyfield-1 : thanks everyone!
 02:00 Laurasj : Matt-- check your ratings!!! you skyrocketed up!
 02:00 raphaelt : What? A break?
 02:00 Nerraux : making the buy now...
 02:00 vansunder : Nice job P.G. Loved that!
 02:00 Tanukitsune : Great story PG! :3
 02:00 teemorris : Ordered Copy #3 of BMR...
 02:00 Queensowntalia : *cracks a whip*
 02:00 evo_terra : rating?
 02:00 ShadedSpriter : use a bottle if you need the toilet
 02:00 MsInformation : PG, kinda steamy...
 02:00 raphaelt : No, it's too soon, mate.
 02:00 raphaelt : They're always a bit behind.
 02:01 Laurasj : http://www.amazon.com/gp/movers-and-shakers/books
 02:01 MsHerr : stoppin by to hello to Evo
 02:01 evo_terra : Heather!
 02:01 evo_terra : Everyoen say Hi to MsHerr.
 02:01 EarlN : wooohoo
 02:01 EarlN : hallo Ms Herr
 02:01 Queensowntalia : hi MsHerr. :)
 02:01 Laurasj : salutations!
 02:01 JTShea : hi
 02:01 p_g_holyfield-1 : sorry it was so long. would you expect anything different from me? My 



mystery was 140,000 words, for chrissakes.
 02:01 MsInformation : Buongiorno, MsHerr.
 02:02 raphaelt : PG, what was the word count?
 02:02 MattFnWallace : You still write words good, Holyfield.
 02:02 Laurasj : all the more for a richer story.
 02:02 evo_terra : OK, what's this about a rating? I'm on the Ustream page. Missing something, am I?
 02:02 p_g_holyfield-1 : 7000.
 02:02 EarlN : with this many podcast authors in here, I'm surprised no one has suggested a round-table 
story session
 02:03 jjmelzer : the amazon rating
 02:03 MattFnWallace : Amazon rating, Evo.
 02:03 MentatJack : http://www.amazon.com/Brave-Men-Run-Novel-
Sovereign/dp/193486109X/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1215935582&sr=8-1
 02:03 raphaelt : 20% of which was cussing. I think that was therapeutic for you!
 02:03 Queensowntalia : there also seems to be a ratings thing on the ustream page btw.
 02:03 MattFnWallace : The <censored> chart. so named after Sigler.
 02:03 Zen_jewitch : Happy BMR day, Matt!
 02:03 Queensowntalia : under showinfo
 02:03 p_g_holyfield-1 : back in a bit. setting up wallflower on the wii.
 02:03 scottsigler : I would do well on that chart
 02:04 MattFnWallace : You would be marked high in Sharpie on the men's room wall.
 02:04 MattFnWallace : Of the flagship Denny's.
 02:04 jchutchins : LOL
 02:04 evo_terra : OH. Duh. THAT rating.
 02:04 EarlN : High?  or eye level?
 02:04 scottsigler : I already am, brother, I already am
 02:04 EarlN : I want to say eye level.
 02:04 EarlN : For easy advetising.
 02:04 evo_terra : I use http://titlez.com
 02:04 jchutchins : eye level is relative for someone like Sigler
 02:04 EarlN : Sigler is a promotion man before all else
 02:05 EarlN : "You gotta get that prime stall space!"
 02:05 scottsigler : I've abandoned the sharpies and gone with "for a good time ..." stickers
 02:05 scottsigler : faster coverage of more men's rooms
 02:05 jchutchins : heh
 02:05 MattFnWallace : It's hard to <censored> your book with your mouth full. Which is why Sigler 
learned sign language.
 02:05 EarlN : Makes total sense
 02:06 EarlN : Shoot, MFN, he probably has a temporary tattoo on his forehead
 02:06 scottsigler : Matt, you moron, it's not hard to promote a book with your mouth full - that's what 
signs are for
 02:06 scottsigler : you just wave them about
 02:06 MattFnWallace : My bad, dude.
 02:06 EarlN : *nod*
 02:06 MattFnWallace : I forgot about your retratable placard.
 02:06 EarlN : The Sigler is wise.
 02:07 jchutchins : The Sigler abides.
 02:07 nlowell : I can see it now .. The Siglerarity.
 02:07 EarlN : He's like wolverine, but with businesscards.



 02:07 mwsmedia : I am back now
 02:07 EarlN : The Sigerarity
 02:07 jchutchins : welcome back, sir
 02:07 EarlN : I swear I will kick you if you start that, Scott
 02:07 scottsigler : ha
 02:07 daricclone : w/b
 02:07 mwsmedia : you may need to refresh just incase you can't see / hear me
 02:07 MattFnWallace : You handled Holyfield's story with gusto and stamina, dude.
 02:07 scottsigler : any predictions on BMR's next rank?
 02:07 LaithP : 100
 02:07 scottsigler : I'm guessing 70s
 02:08 MattFnWallace : I predict he has left conventional ranks behind and his new rating is Pi.
 02:08 tikkiweb : 42
 02:08 evo_terra : Avagadro's Number?
 02:08 ductapeguy : When I left at 11:30 it was 17000 or something.  Quite a jump.
 02:08 Zen_jewitch : Golden Ratio
 02:08 MsInformation : E is for Esoteric.
 02:08 scottsigler : Is Avagadro that pitcher for the Cubs?
 02:08 MattFnWallace : Nice, Evo.
 02:08 EarlN : I thougth Avagadro is what they made guacamole from.
 02:09 jchutchins : #2 on Movers and Shakers, MWS
 02:09 JTShea : lol
 02:09 evo_terra : Moles and moles and moles of Guacamole.
 02:09 Zen_jewitch : LOL, Evo
 02:09 EarlN : haha
 02:09 ductapeguy : it was amazon.com
 02:09 MattFnWallace : Moles. hah.
 02:09 vansunder : Next refresh, somewhere on the top 10!
 02:09 scottsigler : having all this podcasting "talent" in this room isn't helping my re-writer's block
 02:09 scottsigler : one more update, than that's it
 02:09 EarlN : Did you see how Sigler just did that?
 02:10 ductapeguy : My 11:30-- your 8:30
 02:10 scottsigler : I mean it
 02:10 MattFnWallace : You've written enough, Sigler. Let some of us catch up.
 02:10 MattFnWallace : Universaldemic can wait another day.
 02:10 EarlN : He just compimented you and he also put talent in quotes, so he slapped you too
 02:10 scottsigler : it's a broad brush, EN
 02:10 EarlN : it's beautiful in its intricacy
 02:10 JTShea : no.. need more Sigler.. go write!
 02:10 raphaelt : Loved F-bomb Holyfield.
 02:10 Deadpan : needs more erotica
 02:10 Zen_jewitch : Why is AMZN listing BMR as "temp. out of stock"????
 02:10 MattFnWallace : Holyfield's gave me blue balls.
 02:10 JTShea : rockin Matt!
 02:10 MaDBooM : Are any of the other Podiobook authors coming to Comic-con w/ Sigler?
 02:10 daricclone : mw roo
 02:10 Laurasj : they're great.. and i think we all want them re-released...
 02:10 AramZS : I've not read it yet, I'm liking the short stories, they stand well on their own.
 02:10 jchutchins : The stories are excellent, MWS



 02:10 daricclone : *me lol
 02:11 MattFnWallace : It doesn't matter if it's out of stock.
 02:11 MattFnWallace : Order it anyway.
 02:11 daricclone : definitly
 02:11 raphaelt : MWS, could you re-cap what you've read so far today?
 02:11 Cmaaarrr : enjoying the stories, indeed!
 02:11 evo_terra : Quite a few, MadBooM. We'll have the party suite again.
 02:11 MattFnWallace : I'm in The Pile.
 02:11 MsInformation : MWS, love this forum but would appreciate some mimosas with this Sunday 
brunch reading.
 02:11 scottsigler : Wallace has to keep repeating that - I'm guessing all the chairs in his house are 
smashed by now
 02:11 MaDBooM : Nice!
 02:11 sotonrich : Hey Matt I have to say this is my first forray into your universe...and I love it!
 02:11 RubyVee : mmmm mimosas
 02:11 AramZS : I've only heard one at this point, so "story" would be the correct term I guess. Just the 
last one, it was great.
 02:11 tikkiweb : out of stock does NOT equal discontinued
 02:11 raphaelt : Excellent. Thanks, MWS.
 02:11 MattFnWallace : I put myself through the kitchen table.
 02:12 MattFnWallace : After I set it on fire.
 02:12 nlowell : 3 of the 4 are named fro songs
 02:12 jchutchins : TELL US
 02:12 jchutchins : MASON JAR?
 02:12 raphaelt : @nlowell: that's rather fitting, given the novel, eh?
 02:12 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH.
 02:12 jjmelzer : hmmmmmm
 02:12 jchutchins : YOU SMASH THE MASON JAR?
 02:12 RubyVee : TEASE!
 02:12 jjmelzer : pilgramage excerpt?
 02:12 evo_terra : Grecko roman wrestling?
 02:12 sotonrich : ooooh mystery!
 02:12 scottsigler : he's going to go topless
 02:12 scottsigler : come on, Selz!
 02:12 scottsigler : TOPLESSSSSSS!!!!
 02:12 tikkiweb : scott's shirtless request will be revealed
 02:12 raphaelt : MWS, Amazon kept getting later and later during the Jack Wakes Up day.
 02:13 scottsigler : I've got your scroll for you ...
 02:13 evo_terra : I'm topless...
 02:13 EarlN : This just went to a very scary place
 02:13 AramZS : Highlight up, it doesn't work well, but it does the job
 02:13 Cmaaarrr : ...dotbitch
 02:13 jchutchins : Evo topless.
 02:13 jchutchins : Nightmares.
 02:13 MattFnWallace : I'm pantsless. It's unrelated.
 02:13 jchutchins : FOREVER.
 02:13 evo_terra : I have three nipples.
 02:13 evo_terra : And that makes me a Soverign.
 02:13 jchutchins : FOEVER AND EVER.



 02:13 AramZS : quick everyone stop talking so he can scroll up :P
 02:13 MsHerr : pierced niples?
 02:13 MattFnWallace : Hutch sounded like Terry Funk in my head right then.
 02:13 EarlN : Remember Matt - you don't take off your pants.  You vanquish them.
 02:13 scottsigler : hahaha, STOP TALKING?
 02:13 Deadpan : Amazon is not really built for you arsebunglers DDOSing them
 02:13 scottsigler : with this bunch?
 02:13 MattFnWallace : "FOREVER! AND EVER!"
 02:13 scottsigler : not going to happen
 02:13 evo_terra : Prince Albert.
 02:13 Cmaaarrr : STOP TALKING?
 02:14 scottsigler : God a Terry Funk reference?
 02:14 RubyVee : Select all the answers and copy them to a word doc
 02:14 scottsigler : Quick, give me a Ted Dibiase quote
 02:14 SMFick : Sorry I am Late Matt. Tried to log in at work but UStream is websensed.
 02:14 MattFnWallace : I was counting on Cmar to seize that one, but thanks, Sigler.
 02:14 RubyVee : then you can go back at your leisure
 02:14 Zen_jewitch : Old media is too slow to adapt well.
 02:14 MattFnWallace : Everybody's got a price . . . for the million dollar man!
 02:14 scottsigler : awesome
 02:14 evo_terra : If we buy enough books, will you clean your damned room?
 02:14 scottsigler : Wallace, who was his driver?
 02:14 scottsigler : good one evo
 02:14 MattFnWallace : Virgil.
 02:15 scottsigler : now tell him to lose the bra
 02:15 scottsigler : VIRGIL
 02:15 scottsigler : nice
 02:15 EarlN : Good Gawd
 02:15 MattFnWallace : I saw him wrestle when I was a kid. He took some chick's shoe off in the front 
row and massaged her foot.
 02:15 evo_terra : Sure. Why hide that stuff?
 02:15 raphaelt : Tell us about your guitars, mate.
 02:15 scottsigler : that's a "closet?" Good god. That's the size of my whole apartment.
 02:15 daricclone : it's not so bad, you should see mine
 02:16 evo_terra : You haven't seen Sigler's apt. Trust me. Your closet is bigger.
 02:16 scottsigler : your clothes glow like jackets from heaven
 02:16 ustreamer-24872 : the Gibson Ripper sounds like a cyberpunk serial killer
 02:16 RubyVee : sure, Sigler lives in SF.  What do you expect
 02:16 MattFnWallace : I'll order another copy of BMR right now if you'll bust out some Stairway, Ma
 02:16 raphaelt : And the amp? I can't see it very well.
 02:16 MattFnWallace : Matt, rather.
 02:16 evo_terra : "Jackets from Heaven" was the name of my speed-emo band in high school.
 02:16 MattFnWallace : Totally serious.
 02:16 scottsigler : rub the guitar strings with bacon grease, that iwll keep it intune
 02:16 raphaelt : ABSOLUTELY NO STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN.
 02:16 MattFnWallace : TOTALLY.
 02:16 RubyVee : dance monkey dance!
 02:16 jchutchins : heeee
 02:16 scottsigler : NOT SINGING YOU <censored>



 02:16 evo_terra : Play it, fool.
 02:17 scottsigler : the guitar
 02:17 LaithP : noooooooo!
 02:17 jchutchins : Sweet.
 02:17 scottsigler : Jesus
 02:17 SMFick : Just got off work Can you tell me where we stand on Amazon?
 02:17 Zen_jewitch : PLAY IT!!! ON THE GEETAR!!!
 02:17 Lightly : the guitar.
 02:17 jchutchins : Too late,
 02:17 Zen_jewitch : Amazon.com Sales Rank: #280
 02:17 MsInformation : We're getting our money's worth here!
 02:17 scottsigler : you need to adjust your truss rod
 02:17 jchutchins : Be firm here, MWS. No guitar.
 02:17 scottsigler : I've got your truss rod, right here
 02:17 scottsigler : BA-BOOM
 02:17 EarlN : when she gets there...she knows...that the stores are all closed...but she can still buy a 
copy of my new book Brave Men Run on amazing dot commmmmm....oooOooooOoooo
 02:18 EarlN : or amazon dot com even
 02:18 EarlN : damned mental "autofinish"
 02:18 Laurasj : sooo, um-- why do you still have it?  ditch it.
 02:18 MattFnWallace : Copy ordered.
 02:18 Laurasj : copieS ordered.
 02:18 scottsigler : now I'm thinking in the 40s
 02:19 scottsigler : lot of momentm here
 02:19 AramZS : is there an article on Digg, I was looking for it, but I didn't see it.
 02:19 jchutchins : MUR LAFFERTY!
 02:19 MattFnWallace : Mur <censored> Lafferty.
 02:19 SMFick : Bow DOWN TO  HER MURNESS
 02:19 daricclone : ooh!
 02:19 jchutchins : ROCK!
 02:19 raphaelt : Mighty Mur!
 02:19 Laurasj : mightymur rocks!!
 02:19 scottsigler : does this one have poop-shooting hands?
 02:19 MattFnWallace : She's interviewing Tee and Pip.
 02:19 daricclone : awesome!
 02:19 Zen_jewitch : Order placed. :D
 02:19 MattFnWallace : Apparently Tee has already said <censored> twice.
 02:19 SMFick : Thats Right New ISBW
 02:19 tikkiweb : Mighty Mur!
 02:20 SMFick : sweet, Selznick your interview was good on ISBW
 02:20 mwsmedia : http://www.murverse.com
 02:20 AramZS : Bah this highway needs fewer bridges... screws with the bus's connection.
 02:20 MattFnWallace : The Murverse owns you.
 02:20 MattFnWallace : I did.
 02:20 MattFnWallace : She's interviewing. I said this.
 02:20 scottsigler : where is the f-ing update
 02:20 scottsigler : sheesh
 02:20 SMFick : I am owned by the Murverse
 02:20 jchutchins : Blame Tee.



 02:21 scottsigler : She's trying to submarine you, MWS
 02:21 scottsigler : it's a plot
 02:21 scottsigler : clearly
 02:21 SMFick : its Pip and Tee, blame the ubernemisis
 02:21 Cmaaarrr : I blame Tee as well.
 02:21 MattFnWallace : Mur Lafferty doesn't have to be here to be here.
 02:21 Zen_jewitch : It's all Teemonster's fault.
 02:21 EarlN : I blame Tee in general.
 02:21 tikkiweb : i did dishes and made lunch
 02:21 MattFnWallace : Her aura permeates everything.
 02:21 EarlN : Tee is my new El Nino.
 02:21 amybowen : I'm back, for a bit.
 02:21 RubyVee : you blame General Tee?
 02:21 scottsigler : does that make Mur the El Nina?
 02:21 vansunder : Tee & Pip highjacked her.
 02:21 sotonrich : I havent eaten in 5 hours!!!
 02:21 SMFick : its La Nina Sigler
 02:21 p_g_holyfield : ooh, made it back for mur. hooray!
 02:21 raphaelt : La Nina, Scott.
 02:21 EarlN : Mur is the Mistresss de Muerte
 02:21 scottsigler : when the f-u-c-k did Tee get promoted from Sergeant to General?
 02:22 Laurasj : Mur did a great story for JC's Obsidian.. that rocked!
 02:22 Zen_jewitch : Siglerisimo = General!
 02:22 AramZS : Eh, it's a boltbus, I don't have to do anything other then plug my computer in and hit 
up the wifi.
 02:22 SMFick : Its General Siglarismo <censored>
 02:22 scottsigler : yes, please correct my weather-related spanish
 02:22 jchutchins : Yes it did.
 02:22 Cmaaarrr : Rear Admiral Morris
 02:22 EarlN : Didn't you hear, Scott?  He's an Army of One (tm)
 02:22 MattFnWallace : Mur rocks teh fiction.
 02:22 raphaelt : We're here for you, Sigler.
 02:22 scottsigler : thanks!
 02:22 jchutchins : We're here for MWS
 02:22 MattFnWallace : I hear that Matt Wallace guy has a rockin' Obsidian story coming up too.
 02:22 amybowen : yep, made it back just in time for Mur's story. Yay.
 02:22 MattFnWallace : But THIS IS NOT ABOUT ME.
 02:22 scottsigler : I want poop-hands in this story
 02:23 raphaelt : We're her for Scott's Spanish, and we're here for MWS's work.
 02:23 scottsigler : ah a nice Corey(s) ref
 02:23 MattFnWallace : Sigler, did anyone ever tell you fixate? If it's not nipples it's poop hands.
 02:23 raphaelt : *here, that is.
 02:23 scottsigler : fixate?
 02:23 MattFnWallace : I'm terrified you'll combine your interests.
 02:23 scottsigler : naw
 02:23 scottsigler : poop nipples?
 02:23 p_g_holyfield : blue balls, wallace? i've still got the dog and the coke, if you need 'em.
 02:23 SMFick : Sigler is myGeneral and Wallace is my Master for I am a Variant Fiend.
 02:23 MattFnWallace : <censored> YES YOU ARE.



 02:23 scottsigler : Holyfield you have a potty mouth
 02:23 MattFnWallace : The Variant Fiends Live.
 02:23 SMFick : and an OJ, thats right I am
 02:24 jchutchins : PG Wallace has poop-powered nipples
 02:24 SMFick : Variant Fiends FOR THE WIN
 02:24 scottsigler : sigh ... where is the f-ing update
 02:24 EarlN : *BOOK ORDERED*
 02:24 p_g_holyfield : now that is a sight... I don't want to see.
 02:24 EarlN : idling for a bit
 02:24 Lightly : sales rank = 139
 02:24 MattFnWallace : I actually ejaculate through my nipples. It's a rare and, yes, wondrous 
condition.
 02:24 MsInformation : See you later, friends. Scads to do!
 02:24 evo_terra : See? This is why I don't like coming back in to the conversatino.
 02:25 scottsigler : still showing 280 here
 02:25 MattFnWallace : Sorry, Evo.
 02:25 evo_terra : Did MsInformation just call me a scad?
 02:25 LaithP : Ordered!
 02:25 SMFick : Wallace Can you add me to your twitter?
 02:25 p_g_holyfield : that's called milk. you really should have stopped the 'roids earlier in life.
 02:25 jchutchins : yes, evo, because you really class up the place
 02:25 RubyVee : UPDATE
 02:25 bjsea : I see 139 also
 02:25 Nerraux : still 280 here too
 02:25 RubyVee : 139
 02:25 sotonrich : bye MsInfo
 02:25 evo_terra : <censored>-an-A, Hutchins.
 02:25 MattFnWallace : Dude, I don't take kindly to juicing jokes.
 02:25 egtalbot : 139 here
 02:25 MattFnWallace : And sure thing, Ficky.
 02:25 Zen_jewitch : WHere are you guys seeing 139?
 02:25 raphaelt : sales rank: 139
 02:25 Lightly : movers and shakers
 02:25 RubyVee : BRM page directly
 02:26 scottsigler : coolio
 02:26 MattFnWallace : Snap.
 02:26 JTShea : http://www.amazon.com/gp/movers-and-shakers/books
 02:26 JTShea : 138
 02:26 JTShea : 0
 02:26 jchutchins : nice. #3 in action/adventure
 02:26 JTShea : 9
 02:26 p_g_holyfield : "Holyfield, you have a potty mouth." - Scott Sigler - that's going on my book 
jacket someday.
 02:26 codeshaman : Ooo. Storytime. :)
 02:26 SMFick : thx Wallace
 02:26 codeshaman : Morning, all.
 02:26 Zen_jewitch : There it is!  Now seeingit at 139, too!
 02:26 p_g_holyfield : hey chris!
 02:26 jchutchins : CHRIS MILLER ROCKS



 02:26 MattFnWallace : Whaddup, Chris.
 02:27 scottsigler : it gets a lot harder from here on out - exponential sales as you head into the top 100
 02:27 p_g_holyfield : you missed my profanity laced story, apparently.
 02:27 evo_terra : <censored>. I still remember that Sonet.
 02:27 MattFnWallace : <censored>. Kriss Kross flashback.
 02:27 MattFnWallace : PG Holyfield made us all wet.
 02:27 p_g_holyfield : but this is about Matt, of course.
 02:27 p_g_holyfield : and not wallace.
 02:27 codeshaman : Just dropping by to support the cause.
 02:27 MattFnWallace : PH, THIS IS NOT ABOUT YOU.
 02:27 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH.
 02:27 codeshaman : When does Selnick start the pr0n?
 02:27 SMFick : MWS For the WIN
 02:27 jchutchins : DOTBITCH
 02:27 MattFnWallace : PG, rather.
 02:28 scottsigler : It's about Selznik losing the shirt and loosening up, dammit - someone get this boy a 
drink
 02:28 p_g_holyfield : mason jar!
 02:28 raphaelt : MASON JAR
 02:28 codeshaman : No doubt, scott.
 02:28 codeshaman : :)
 02:28 MattFnWallace : It's NOT about me. Selznick is THE Matt today. This is the only time in history 
I have deferred my Mattness.
 02:28 scottsigler : you defined your Wetness?
 02:28 amybowen : thanks for coming, Chris Miller! :-)
 02:28 jchutchins : GOONIES
 02:28 scottsigler : Chris isn't even breathing heavy yet ...
 02:28 codeshaman : How could I miss it?
 02:28 raphaelt : Ah, the Goonies. I love Mur.
 02:29 jchutchins : HEEYYYYY YOOOOU GUYYSSSSS
 02:29 codeshaman : <grins at sigler>
 02:29 scottsigler : I got asked to leave a bar last night for a Goonies impression
 02:29 scottsigler : weird
 02:29 MattFnWallace : It's actually illegal in 45 states not to love Mur.
 02:29 tikkiweb : #45 in literature and fiction 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/17/ref=pd_ts_pg_2?ie=UTF8&pg=2
 02:29 SMFick : My Wife is in Love with Mur...
 02:29 daricclone : and Canad too!
 02:29 codeshaman : Must go buy mine. :)
 02:29 MattFnWallace : Were you doing Sloth, Sigler?
 02:29 scottsigler : yeah
 02:29 daricclone : *canada
 02:29 jchutchins : BUH-BAY  BAYBY
 02:29 scottsigler : "Uh, sir, I think you need to go."
 02:30 jchutchins : WRUUUUF
 02:30 Nerraux : +bulletin added to myspace=
 02:30 scottsigler : Cormac McCarthy is <censored>-blocking Selznik
 02:30 Nerraux : +post made on thamike.com
 02:30 scottsigler : on the action adventure chart



 02:30 ductapeguy : Which Corey: Haim, Feldman, or Hart?
 02:30 raphaelt : Doctorow.
 02:30 RubyVee : does it matter?
 02:30 MattFnWallace : Cormac McCarthy cockblocks my tolerance for human life.
 02:30 RubyVee : at that time they were referred to as a single unit
 02:30 sotonrich : #139!!!!
 02:31 Nerraux : Hart
 02:31 codeshaman : Feldman?
 02:31 scottsigler : Wallace who do you like more Cormac or Cody?
 02:31 MattFnWallace : Hart was never an official Corey.
 02:31 Nerraux : but the best nonetheless
 02:31 scottsigler : Jim the Anvil and Brett the Hittman, now THERE were some Harts.
 02:31 MattFnWallace : If I have to choose? Charles.
 02:31 codeshaman : There. Nabbed two copies. One for me, one for a friend.
 02:31 MattFnWallace : The Hart Foundation.
 02:31 amybowen : @teemorris: Hi there! :)
 02:32 MattFnWallace : PINK AND BLACK ATTACK.
 02:32 scottsigler : Best tag team ever
 02:32 jjmelzer : speaking if the 2 corey's...Lost Boys 2: The Tribe on DVD this month
 02:32 MattFnWallace : Not ever, but they were good.
 02:32 Nerraux : well, Glover was the best, but never made it into "Teen Beat"
 02:32 scottsigler : who was better?
 02:32 jjmelzer : of even
 02:32 MattFnWallace : The Steiners, the British Bulldogs, the Eliminators, the Funk brothers.
 02:32 jjmelzer : Demolition!
 02:32 scottsigler : Maybe the Bulldogs
 02:33 scottsigler : Hart Foundation is tops
 02:33 scottsigler : the Mouth of the South?
 02:33 scottsigler : killer
 02:33 MattFnWallace : Demolition was a cheap Road Warriors riff.
 02:33 scottsigler : true
 02:33 MattFnWallace : Jimmy Hart, baby. The Colonel.
 02:33 SMFick : Dudley Boys
 02:33 scottsigler : oh crap, the best tag team?
 02:33 ductapeguy : 1/2 of the British Bulldogs were married into the Hart family.
 02:33 scottsigler : Dudlesy
 02:33 scottsigler : Dudleys
 02:33 scottsigler : I forgot them
 02:33 AramZS : Gah... I can't get Amazon to load, must be the bus connection giving out. :/
 02:33 scottsigler : Bubbah might get the table
 02:33 SMFick : Sigler Stole My Answer
 02:34 jchutchins : Sigler stole my heart
 02:34 scottsigler : awwww!
 02:34 SMFick : Mur Stole Mine
 02:34 jchutchins : <censored> drugged me
 02:34 jchutchins : Cracked open my chest
 02:34 MattFnWallace : Dudleys are up there.
 02:34 jchutchins : with a SAW
 02:34 daricclone : yeah Mur!



 02:34 scottsigler : The brutal irony of this is while I'm listening to Mur's story, I actually should be 
writing
 02:34 jchutchins : and yanked it out, beating
 02:34 amybowen : donner institute... oh, shazbot
 02:34 jchutchins : AND HE ATE IT
 02:34 scottsigler : tasty
 02:34 amybowen : @scottsigler: LOL!
 02:34 MattFnWallace : I need to link some of you mofos to clips of The Eliminators. Best tag team no 
one ever got to see.
 02:35 raphaelt : STand by Me
 02:35 scottsigler : something tells me Mur had many a pleasurable evening whilst thinking about 
Cory ...
 02:35 jchutchins : YAY!!!
 02:35 MattFnWallace : YEAH MUR.
 02:35 codeshaman : <APPLAUSE>
 02:35 Lightly : go Mur!
 02:35 jchutchins : EXCELLENT STORY
 02:35 jjmelzer : woot
 02:35 MattFnWallace : COREYS REPRESENT
 02:35 jchutchins : great reading, MWS
 02:35 amybowen : *applauds* Yay, Mur!
 02:35 codeshaman : Lovely.
 02:35 ustreamer-53689 : I liked that!
 02:35 codeshaman : I cried.
 02:35 zZzacha : Nice story!
 02:35 raphaelt : *clap clap*! Mur is one fine excellent sexy writer
 02:35 daricclone : go eagle go!
 02:35 Cmaaarrr : FTW
 02:35 SMFick : It was very good
 02:35 RubyVee : huzzah
 02:35 codeshaman : Yo yo.
 02:35 tikkiweb : Great work Mur, as always.
 02:35 raphaelt : Amazon update, MWS!
 02:35 sotonrich : another great story
 02:36 raphaelt : 139 139 139 139 139
 02:36 RubyVee : better than Cats.  I'll hear it again and again and again
 02:36 SMFick : How Was Nathan Lowells Story? I just got off work and I missed it
 02:36 amybowen : Woohoo!
 02:36 codeshaman : r0xx0rz
 02:36 zZzacha : W00t!
 02:36 jchutchins : #3 in action/adventure
 02:36 SMFick : SWEET
 02:36 jchutchins : #2 in mover/shaker
 02:36 scottsigler : RubyVee - awesome reference
 02:36 raphaelt : Especially JC. 6 copies, JC -- awesome
 02:36 amybowen : brb cleaning room
 02:37 MattFnWallace : Dude, you're owning this.
 02:37 jchutchins : i did.
 02:37 tikkiweb : #45 in literature & fiction



 02:37 jchutchins : of course!
 02:37 codeshaman : <censored>. I only bought 2.
 02:37 codeshaman : I feel like a worm.
 02:37 codeshaman : :)
 02:37 codeshaman : *sniff*
 02:37 tikkiweb : http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/17/ref=pd_ts_pg_2?ie=UTF8&pg=2
 02:37 MattFnWallace : Kurrgan Highlander voice: "Sister . . . I am a worrrm."
 02:37 scottsigler : you need to hit 40
 02:37 scottsigler : that will put you at #1 in Action/Adventure
 02:38 MattFnWallace : Selznick vs. Salinger. THE FINAL BAT-TLE.
 02:38 raphaelt : Ooooh!!!
 02:38 daricclone : oooh
 02:38 MattFnWallace : Dude, I love you, but Bradbury owns you.
 02:38 MattFnWallace : Hah.
 02:38 ustreamer-53689 : LOL
 02:38 scottsigler : you could mollest his corpse
 02:38 jjmelzer : lol
 02:38 SMFick : Lost My Video. Stupid Computer
 02:38 SMFick : brb
 02:38 scottsigler : salinger would probably like it
 02:39 tikkiweb : fahrenheit 451, at that
 02:39 MattFnWallace : "What're you in for, Ben?" "Molestin' a dead horse."
 02:39 codeshaman : Sigler. Necropimp.
 02:39 jjmelzer : i am
 02:39 raphaelt : Yep, sure thing.
 02:39 ustreamer-65304 : well duh, it's Scott!\
 02:39 scottsigler : wait, you can get arrested for molesting a dead horse?
 02:39 Lightly : only if they catch you.
 02:39 codeshaman : beating off a dead horse? what?
 02:39 MattFnWallace : In the universe of Fletch II.
 02:39 SMFick : My Computer is a Piece of <censored>
 02:39 MentatJack : 10 in "genre fiction" 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/10134/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_b_1_3
 02:39 scottsigler : John Cok-toast-ston-en
 02:40 MattFnWallace : I'm way the <censored> behind on my Twitter.
 02:40 scottsigler : I'm 6-8 with the fro, truth be told
 02:40 MattFnWallace : Dr. Rosenpenis.
 02:40 SMFick : 10 in "Genre Fiction"
 02:40 SMFick : MentatJack beat me to it
 02:41 MattFnWallace : Top ten, baby.
 02:41 MentatJack : i used my magical link clicking powers!
 02:41 SMFick : Actual Reality Check MentatJacks Link
 02:41 MattFnWallace : Dude, I owe you a cigar for booting Patterson.
 02:42 scottsigler : how do you do the zoom function?
 02:42 raphaelt : MWS: FireShot is your friend.
 02:42 MattFnWallace : You take a shot of Jack and squint.
 02:42 raphaelt : Scott, it's Ctl-+
 02:42 scottsigler : Action/Adventure is your marketing lever, bro, most of the world has no idea what 
"genre fiction" is



 02:42 MentatJack : heh, and my Tauren Warrior died while I was distracted by your greatness
 02:42 MentatJack : World of "Warcraft
 02:42 MentatJack : w
 02:42 raphaelt : FireShot in Firefox will capture the whole page, not just what's on the monitor.
 02:43 Deadpan : What's the butten to shock Matt?
 02:43 ustreamer-62227 : Screen Grab! is another execlent firefox screenshot addon
 02:43 scottsigler : it is
 02:43 scottsigler : Action Adventure is a sub-category of Genre Fiction
 02:43 Deadpan : All vidcasts need those
 02:43 scottsigler : so you're #3 in Action
 02:43 raphaelt : I did it, MWS.
 02:43 SMFick : New Twitter Post: Linked to you MWS
 02:43 scottsigler : you hit #40 and you can be #1 Bestselling Action/Adventure novel on Amazon.com
 02:43 raphaelt : I'll email it to you.
 02:43 Deadpan : Which is funny cause the book doesn't have a whole ton of it
 02:44 RubyVee : It would suck, bite AND blow
 02:44 MattFnWallace : Matthew Wayne Selznick is an action hero.
 02:44 scottsigler : actually, the book COULD use a bit more horse necrophelia ...
 02:44 Cmaaarrr : only a BIT more?
 02:44 MattFnWallace : All right, man, I gotta bounce. I will try to make it back for the final hour.
 02:45 SMFick : Great and we all know the plot of the next Sigler Book. Way to Ruin the Suprise 
@scottsigler
 02:45 Deadpan : But i like it. When i get my paycheck (just started new job, bleh) I'll earmark an 
ebook
 02:45 scottsigler : lol
 02:45 MattFnWallace : Sorry I am going to miss the Hutch stylings.
 02:45 scottsigler : what time is the hutch story?
 02:45 scottsigler : I have GOT to start friggin' writing
 02:45 scottsigler : ass
 02:45 MattFnWallace : Dude, I've been on for five hours.
 02:45 Deadpan : Riders of a Souvpocalypse!
 02:45 Queensowntalia : who's story did I just miss? :(
 02:45 RubyVee : he taunts us
 02:45 daricclone : Mut Laffert's
 02:46 jczorkmid : I'm thinking #1 on Movers and Shakers is a plot by the man to keep you down
 02:46 Queensowntalia : Gah. Go figure.
 02:46 daricclone : *mur
 02:46 scottsigler : okay I need a volunteer who's going to be here for the next hour to email me when 
the next update comes in, PLEASE
 02:46 daricclone : god, sorry never could type
 02:46 MentatJack : can you post the "movers and shakers" link you're talking about?
 02:46 ustreamer-12112 : Hey everyone!
 02:46 raphaelt : Genre fiction screen shot in your email, Matt.
 02:46 ustreamer-51595 : Hey all... Bowie Ibarra here ... just checked Amazon... rank is 139... That is 
bad ass?
 02:46 scottsigler : yes that is bad-add
 02:46 scottsigler : bad-ass
 02:46 tikkiweb : http://www.amazon.com/gp/movers-and-shakers/books
 02:46 Lightly : I'll be here...



 02:46 jjmelzer : i will be here
 02:47 Deadpan : We'll be here
 02:47 scottsigler : 4 million books on Amazon, Selz is in the top 200
 02:47 raphaelt : MASON JAR
 02:47 Queensowntalia : mason jar!
 02:47 scottsigler : I think that's statistically significant, but I'd as Cmarrrr about that - it's science
 02:47 SMFick : Piss Break
 02:47 MentatJack : hmm, i don't think i've eaten yet today ...
 02:47 raphaelt : Represent, Matt!
 02:47 codeshaman : As long as I get my cut, Selznick.
 02:47 codeshaman : ;)
 02:48 MattFnWallace : Okay, I will return. If Sigler's on while I'm gone, who is going to take up the 
charge of letting him know what a <censored> he is at every opportunity?
 02:48 MattFnWallace : I need someone reliable.
 02:48 Nobilis : I'm back
 02:48 ustreamer-51595 : Ya'll, we are a part of history... this is so cool...
 02:48 scottsigler : I think I can remind myself
 02:48 SMFick : Variant Fiend Reporting
 02:48 MattFnWallace : <censored> you, you don't get a vote.
 02:48 MattFnWallace : Fick, hit it.
 02:48 SMFick : <censored> I am an OJ too
 02:48 scottsigler : nice
 02:48 MattFnWallace : I'm back later. Hang tough.
 02:49 scottsigler : I'm out, re-write time
 02:49 SMFick : Damnt why am I so freaking torn between Sigler and Wallace
 02:49 codeshaman : later, sig
 02:49 SMFick : Later General
 02:49 Nobilis : So what's the latest Amazon report?
 02:49 jjmelzer : 139
 02:49 treed : see ya boss
 02:49 sotonrich : lated FDO
 02:49 raphaelt : SMFick: there's room for all in your loyalty cupboard.
 02:49 sotonrich : later*
 02:49 codeshaman : #1 in Teenage John Hughes Superfiction
 02:49 zZzacha : Success on writing, FDO!
 02:50 zZzacha : We need your work
 02:50 SMFick : True True. Thanks raphaelt.
 02:50 AramZS : Damn, I'm hungry... I wonder if the bus has made it to Virginia yet.
 02:50 raphaelt : @codeshaman: hah! Excellent.
 02:50 Deadpan : So, what do you windows users use for catching podcasts?
 02:51 AramZS : My Podder.
 02:51 tikkiweb : itunes
 02:51 Queensowntalia : worms.
 02:51 SMFick : By the Way if there are any Midwesterners in Here I am trying to get the Podcast 
Community Fans in the Midwest together. There is a Con Coming up that my friends are Putting on 
"ValleyCon". and I want a big turn out for the Podcast Backers. There is almost none here and thats not 
kewl.
 02:51 AramZS : It works very well on my iRiver, 'cause the thing acts like a hard drive when it plugs 
in.



 02:51 Nobilis : It's #2 on the "Movers and Shakers" list
 02:52 SMFick : Its In Fargo
 02:52 tikkiweb : also Juice, the cross-platform podcast receiver.
 02:52 ustreamer-77516 : yo @mwsmedia you here
 02:52 Lightly : That's Far Far Away...
 02:53 SMFick : @mwsmedia is on break
 02:53 ustreamer-77516 : someone make sure he sees this when he's back please: 
http://www.sampletheweb.com/2008/07/13/brave-men-run-by-matt-wayne-selznick/
 02:53 AramZS : Honestly, I can't stand iTunes.
 02:53 SMFick : got it
 02:53 SMFick : 77516
 02:53 Nobilis : Brave Men Run is #59 on hot new releases
 02:54 ustreamer-77516 : @mwsmedia ^^^ Hope my blog post helps, buddy ;-)
 02:55 amybowen : I'm looking in when I can. Cleaning is still going on.
 02:55 tikkiweb : mypodder is good though too
 02:55 AramZS : here here 77516, I'm posting screenshots on mine when I see the amazon rating 
change.
 02:55 ustreamer-41180 : someone have a link to the amazon page?
 02:55 AramZS : Yea, it works really well with my device.
 02:55 AramZS : @41180 - http://www.amazon.com/Brave-Men-Run-Novel-
Sovereign/dp/193486109X/ref=pd_rate_nojs
 02:56 AramZS : that work?
 02:56 ustreamer-77516 : no wait use this one: http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/193486109X?
ie=UTF8&tag=3650anda12inc-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=19348
6109X ;-)
 02:56 ustreamer-35661 : wheres the girls snack?
 02:57 mwsmedia : Amazon link is on the sidebar here: http://www.bravemenrun.com  That's your one-
stop for the day!
 02:58 tikkiweb : itunes and itunes sync, make a nice combo for non-ipods 
http://www.binaryfortress.com/itunes-sync/
 02:58 AramZS : But then you have to use iTunes... :P
 02:58 teemorris : Mur is mighty in the interviews.
 02:59 raphaelt : Is Pip coming back too, Tee?
 02:59 tikkiweb : for those that like itunes. ;)
 02:59 teemorris : I think she's heading for work. After the interview she bugged out. Catching the train, 
I think.
 03:00 raphaelt : Oh, that's right. Kiwis have monday today.
 03:00 jchutchins : okay, back from a smoke break
 03:00 jjmelzer : I ran out of regular smokes 4 hours ago...now I'm smoking cheap-ass indian reserve 
ones that I had on backup
 03:00 jchutchins : and just in time!
 03:00 jchutchins : for MWS's return!
 03:00 zZzacha : he's back!
 03:00 jchutchins : WMS is pwning us ALL
 03:00 kamikat : back just in time!
 03:00 daricclone : oh drag
 03:00 SMFick : Beta Clones Unite fort MWS
 03:01 PermutedPress : Looks like it's going great guys!
 03:01 ustreamer-35562 : Have re-configured the Time Capsule. Or as I call it, the <censored> white 



brick from Apple. <censored> thing better work now.
 03:01 jchutchins : BETA CLONES UNITE
 03:01 jchutchins : FOR THE MWS
 03:01 sotonrich : Sigler pussed out and left
 03:01 MaDBooM : I comply
 03:01 jchutchins : KILROY SAYS: BUY BRAVE MEN RUN
 03:01 raphaelt : MASON JAR
 03:01 ustreamer-28656 : I want to say I enjoyed the book
 03:01 jchutchins : (mason jar FTW)
 03:01 PermutedPress : Hey JC Hutchins, thanks for the Sovereign story!
 03:01 jchutchins : de nada, PPress
 03:02 jchutchins : MWS IS A MACHINE
 03:02 SMFick : I COMPLY!!!
 03:02 tikkiweb : they have these things called coasters
 03:02 raphaelt : MWS cannot be stopped!
 03:02 PermutedPress : And the blurb, and the promo interview, and on and on :)
 03:02 Laurasj : and you're doing a GREAT job MWS!!!
 03:02 teemorris : I haz the MASON JAR!
 03:02 codeshaman : JACOB!
 03:02 codeshaman : You rock.
 03:02 PermutedPress : Hello everyone.
 03:02 jchutchins : Jacob at PPress ROCKS
 03:02 jjmelzer : Thanks for the email Jacob
 03:02 PermutedPress : Nah our authors rock.
 03:02 SMFick : JACOB YOU ARE THE SH*T
 03:02 SMFick : thanks man
 03:03 raphaelt : Amazon will fall before you.
 03:03 ustreamer-28656 : hopefully amazon doesnt do to him what they did to Sigler
 03:03 raphaelt : You don't appear to be in Sci-Fi as a category
 03:03 PermutedPress : Matt I think it must occur as sales happy... I don't think BMR was on 
Action/Adventure until a couple hours ago was it?
 03:03 PermutedPress : *happen
 03:03 SMFick : Sigler Got Screwed by Amazon
 03:03 ustreamer-28656 : They get a call from the big book publisher, and "something happens to your 
book
 03:04 PermutedPress : That's my guess, I don't know.
 03:04 PermutedPress : Amazon doesn't give us any control over that unfortunately.
 03:04 raphaelt : Jacob, they really need to revise their practices, methinks.
 03:04 raphaelt : Jack Wakes Up all over again, MWS.
 03:04 raphaelt : Happened then, dreadfully.
 03:05 LordGme : Just ordered my 2 copies and Idiocracy DVD
 03:05 SMFick : @raphaelt you so right. Amazon needs a kick in the ass
 03:05 PermutedPress : Yes you will get your books, don't worry about that.
 03:05 raphaelt : Oh, you bet -- I simply meant that they are tardy in updating "by the hour"
 03:05 PermutedPress : And it won't take any time, Amazon's system just doesn't handle this sort of 
thing correctly.
 03:05 raphaelt : That's all. Everyone must order!!!!
 03:05 ustreamer-28656 : Its not a worry about that...its a worry they screw MWS by not giving him the 
publicity he deserves



 03:05 jjmelzer : lol
 03:05 SMFick : Everyone order today
 03:06 LordGme : GOT MY 2 COPIES!!
 03:06 DCPerry : I'm Doing My Part! </starshiptroopers>
 03:06 PermutedPress : Well they seem to be showing BMR on the charts as normal and it's in the 
Action/Adventure category so that end seems to be fine.
 03:06 codeshaman : must dash folks
 03:06 ustreamer-24695 : Hubby just ordered us two copies :-)
 03:06 jchutchins : so long, miller
 03:06 AramZS : I am now in Delaware. I watch the stream and pray for a rest stop to get some food...
 03:06 codeshaman : best of luck, MWS!
 03:06 teemorris : Ah the joys of a small press. :)  (I feel your pain!)
 03:06 PermutedPress : We have 24-25 now, we'll have 30-35 out by the end of the year.
 03:06 ustreamer-27377 : O.o
 03:06 JTShea : what is yout twitter?
 03:06 ustreamer-28656 : Is twitter working?!?!...OMG
 03:06 ustreamer-27377 : Holy <censored> JAcob.
 03:06 codeshaman : later, all!
 03:06 jchutchins : later, dude
 03:07 teemorris : Hey, Mat...SGWF and Billi's blog have links back to this.
 03:07 ustreamer-27377 : 24-25 books from Swarm/Permuted
 03:07 LordGme : got my 2 copies!!
 03:07 ustreamer-27377 : 30-35 by the end of the year.
 03:07 PermutedPress : I just answered your question about how many books we have out... I was slow.
 03:07 jjmelzer : i'm up to 5 copies now
 03:07 PermutedPress : If you know anyone who likes the show HEROES send them a copy... my sister 
is a big fan so I sent her one.
 03:07 ustreamer-27377 : Wooohoo! :D
 03:08 teemorris : FOLLOW THE MASON JAR!!!!
 03:08 ustreamer-28656 : where in amazon is it?
 03:08 PermutedPress : Somebody have the digg link?
 03:08 ustreamer-28656 : trying to find it...without typing the name in
 03:08 teemorris : THIS IS ALL ABOUT THE MASON JAR!!!!
 03:08 raphaelt : Jacob -- you are quite right. Heroes is an excellent entry point.
 03:08 raphaelt : MASON JAR
 03:08 raphaelt : Moonshine love.
 03:08 RubyVee : MWS Hooch
 03:08 SMFick : Digg is really tough to get up on unless people get hurt in a video.
 03:08 raphaelt : We all know what you *really* have in there, Matt.
 03:08 ustreamer-28656 : Looks more like this more evil....
 03:08 ustreamer-24872 : a gun where each bullet, upon impact, launches another bullet
 03:09 Nobilis : It's a nuclear chain reaction
 03:09 Nobilis : LOOSE YOUR NEUTRONS
 03:09 teemorris : Love the Mason Jar. Respect the Mason Jar.
 03:09 PermutedPress : A search for Brave Men Run pulls up nothing on digg...
 03:09 zZzacha : Multi Purpose Mason Jars!
 03:09 jchutchins : More FICTION
 03:09 ustreamer-27377 : I searched it too, Jacob.
 03:09 SMFick : I will fix that



 03:09 ustreamer-27377 : Couldn't find it either.
 03:09 LordGme : 1 bullet = at least 6 bullets!
 03:09 jchutchins : FICTION, MWS!
 03:09 RubyVee : default search is only the front page stories
 03:09 nlowell : search for Sovereign Summer Sunday
 03:09 PermutedPress : Oh that was just searching the front page...
 03:09 bjsea : http://digg.com/arts_culture/Sovereign_Summer_Sunday
 03:10 ustreamer-24872 : I think that weapon should be put into Duke Nukem Forever.
 03:10 MentatJack : ooo,  a fiction!
 03:10 tikkiweb : 45 on digg
 03:10 PermutedPress : Found it, dugg it.
 03:10 JTShea : Dugg
 03:10 PermutedPress : Thanks bjsea.
 03:10 bjsea : yw
 03:11 jjmelzer : BOO-YA!
 03:11 PermutedPress : Any Permuted people here?
 03:11 jchutchins : canon -- that's so cool
 03:11 ustreamer-51595 : Hi Jacob... Bowie here.
 03:11 AramZS : I have no food, feed my mind with stories instead :P
 03:11 PermutedPress : Hey Bowie!
 03:11 ustreamer-51595 : Comin' back and forth...
 03:11 jchutchins : AXELROD ROCKS
 03:11 kamikat : yay, Jared!!!!!
 03:11 PermutedPress : Yay! Jared Axelrod!
 03:11 ustreamer-51595 : just ewanted to be a part of this... this is super cool.
 03:11 PermutedPress : Yeah Selznick pulled out all the stops for this.
 03:11 PermutedPress : Doing a great job.
 03:12 SMFick : http://digg.com/arts_culture/Sovereign_Summer_Sunday
 03:12 jchutchins : jaredaxelrod.com
 03:12 zZzacha : MWS: are the stories available online?
 03:12 mwsmedia : http://www.jaredaxelrod.com
 03:12 jchutchins : (the first time EVAR)
 03:12 JTShea : podcast em
 03:12 zZzacha : W00t!W00t!
 03:13 bjsea : podiobooks anthology???? please?
 03:13 SMFick : podcast FTW
 03:13 ustreamer-55390 : agreed!!
 03:13 teemorris : E-V-A-R!!!
 03:13 Deadpan : They will appear on BloodCast Jr!
 03:13 tikkiweb : podiobooks!
 03:13 jchutchins : AXELRDOD FTW
 03:13 Herbwoman : W00t!!
 03:13 SMFick : AXELROD FTW
 03:14 ustreamer-74761 : @SMFick how do i change my nickname?
 03:15 jchutchins : "Call me 'Go, most do." Awesome line.
 03:15 Drusy : Matthew, I'm getting alot of buzz  - are you over-driving your microphone amplitude?
 03:15 Herbwoman : Streamer, you've got to create a login
 03:15 daricclone : just writ in /nick
 03:16 Drusy : Is everyone getting alot of buzzing or is it just me?



 03:16 Lightly : buzz here
 03:16 daricclone : I'm nit
 03:16 daricclone : *not
 03:16 JTShea : some
 03:16 Herbwoman : Slight buzz
 03:16 jchutchins : It's a live reading, it's free -- it's OK.
 03:17 JTShea : over driven audio a bit
 03:17 PermutedPress : Hey thanks for all the new reviews on Amazon everyone.
 03:17 jchutchins : You bet, PPress.
 03:17 raphaelt : MASON JAR
 03:17 Laurasj : mason jar!
 03:18 egtalbot : i am, drusy
 03:18 PermutedPress : You guys enjoying all this new BMR content?
 03:18 Herbwoman : LOL!  Love the mason jar!
 03:18 ustreamer-9468 : <censored> it
 03:18 daricclone : def
 03:18 teemorris : PPress, thank you for believing in the podcasts.
 03:18 raphaelt : Matt's Sovereign superpower is MASON JAR
 03:18 PermutedPress : I believe in good things and BMR is very good.  :)
 03:19 jjmelzer : That it is!
 03:19 Quonundrum : Thank you PermutedPress for believing
 03:20 SMFick : Subscribed to Sundered Podcast Novel
 03:20 raphaelt : @SMFick: you are awesomeness personified! thanks.
 03:20 SMFick : THis is a really good story
 03:20 SMFick : @raphaelt: NP I am just trying to help support the cause.
 03:20 ustreamer-23965 : so what did I miss?
 03:21 ustreamer-23965 : whoops. need to log in
 03:21 ustreamer-61242 : smfick it's tumbleweed
 03:21 ustreamer-61242 : lol
 03:21 SMFick : tumbleweed Thanks for coming
 03:22 AramZS : damn, closing in on the end of my bus ride. I wanted to hear this whole story, but I got 
to pack up.
 03:22 raphaelt : MASON JAR FAIL
 03:22 daricclone : bummer
 03:22 AramZS : Have fun folks. Good luck MWS, I'll try and check in later if I can.
 03:22 mightymur : there! now. what did i miss?
 03:22 SMFick : Digg that link in my twitter
 03:22 sotonrich : your story
 03:22 raphaelt : You missed a MASON JAR FAIL, Mur!
 03:22 jjmelzer : loved your story Mur
 03:22 tikkiweb : Mason Jar for the win
 03:22 mightymur : thank you!
 03:22 jchutchins : HI Mur -- MWS is reading Jared's tale
 03:22 SMFick : mur he is reading Axelrods story
 03:22 bjsea : great story Mur
 03:22 sotonrich : which was fantastic
 03:22 Lightly : you missed a great story.. bout a glowing girl..
 03:22 zZzacha : mur: you missed the MASON JAR and your own story!
 03:22 jchutchins : it's awesome



 03:22 Herbwoman : Great story Mur :-)
 03:23 zZzacha : Great story!
 03:23 daricclone : yeah it was *amazing!*
 03:23 SMFick : your story was really good mur
 03:23 ustreamer-45302 : Corey references FTW, Mur.
 03:23 Queensowntalia : I have learned my lesson and will never leav emy computer again :p
 03:24 PermutedPress : Hey Mur
 03:24 zZzacha : aw Queensontalia :(
 03:24 mightymur : Yeah. had to interview Tee and Pip, then had a friend visit unexpectedly.
 03:24 Lightly : my husband is glancing askance at me as I carry the laptop about the house...
 03:24 ustreamer-61242 : smfick of course i did lol
 03:24 jchutchins : the plot thickens...
 03:24 jchutchins : ...this story is AWESOME
 03:24 SMFick : Thanks Tumble I appreciate the Help
 03:24 Herbwoman : The thick plotens?
 03:24 daricclone : lol
 03:25 SMFick : MWS Appreciates the help
 03:25 zZzacha : Lightly: my boyfriend gives me strange looks too
 03:26 spiritusvult : Hey!  Mightymur is here!  Too cool.
 03:26 Lightly : heh! podcast fans FTW!
 03:26 zZzacha : We rule!
 03:26 daricclone : totally!
 03:26 zZzacha : Crazy girls with laptops dragging about the house
 03:26 Queensowntalia : well, I kind of suck, personally
 03:26 zZzacha : o, why?
 03:26 Lightly : oh really?!
 03:26 Queensowntalia : talent of mine
 03:26 daricclone : aww :( not true I'm sure
 03:27 Lightly : I amhoping it is true..
 03:27 Queensowntalia : :P
 03:27 zZzacha : Blame it on society
 03:27 zZzacha : Or... on THE MASON JAR
 03:27 Lightly : ;-)
 03:27 daricclone : yeah everything is society's fault!
 03:28 daricclone : or the masson jar
 03:28 zZzacha : Put society in the Jar
 03:28 spiritusvult : lol
 03:28 jjmelzer : I blame the Bilderbergs...works for me
 03:28 daricclone : sounds good
 03:30 PermutedPress : Anyone else refreshing the Amazon page every 2 minutes?  :)
 03:30 jjmelzer : every 30 seconds here...lol
 03:30 raphaelt : Yes, PPress. Amazon's hour is more like 90 minutes...
 03:30 daricclone : lol
 03:31 PermutedPress : Amazon works on Amazon time
 03:31 tikkiweb : VW? I would have expected a Pinto.
 03:31 PermutedPress : and that's top secret
 03:31 raphaelt : MASON JAR
 03:31 Herbwoman : MASON JAR!
 03:31 jjmelzer : this is a kick-ass story



 03:31 Lightly : is.
 03:31 daricclone : definitely
 03:31 ustreamer-35794 : drat, i just came home from work to order and its out of stock
 03:32 SMFick : raphael called it
 03:32 zZzacha : raphaelt, you were waiting for that one! You were sooo quick!
 03:32 jjmelzer : order anyway please
 03:32 tikkiweb : Mason Jar FTW
 03:32 SMFick : 35794 order anyway
 03:32 ustreamer-35794 : did
 03:32 PermutedPress : Go ahead and order... Amazon is flaky.
 03:32 jjmelzer : it doesn't matter...you'll still get it
 03:32 ustreamer-35794 : just dont like the extra wait
 03:32 SMFick : rawking
 03:32 ustreamer-35794 : :)
 03:32 raphaelt : I worship MASON JAR. It is a holy object.
 03:32 PermutedPress : There won't be an extra wait
 03:32 ustreamer-62308 : Hi
 03:32 amybowen : holy cow, out of stock?! WE RAWK!
 03:32 ustreamer-35794 : doesnt matter as long as Matts happy
 03:32 mightymur : 35794 - download the audio and listen for free while you wait.
 03:32 ustreamer-62308 : It is I Dreaming Neon Black
 03:33 PermutedPress : Hey DNB!
 03:33 amybowen : hey, it's Mur! Hi there! :-)
 03:33 raphaelt : Mur is right. Even if you get the book -- listen to the 'cast.
 03:33 ustreamer-62308 : Just driopped by to see how the online party is going
 03:33 zZzacha : Always! listen to the casts
 03:33 PermutedPress : It's going great, DNB
 03:33 amybowen : welcome! It's a party in here! 98 people-wow!
 03:34 ustreamer-62308 : lots of people, excellent!
 03:34 PermutedPress : Lots of people and the book keeps climbing on Amazon
 03:34 raphaelt : The best in podcasting present, listening to the best in podcasting.
 03:34 SMFick : one of the best right there
 03:34 SMFick : MWS is one of the best
 03:35 jjmelzer : Now that I got BMR I can anxiously await Playing For Keeps
 03:35 jchutchins : today, MWS is *the* best.
 03:35 Lightly : yep.
 03:36 amybowen : aww, Hutch, you rock :)
 03:36 SMFick : very true @jchutchins
 03:36 raphaelt : MASON JAR
 03:36 daricclone : yeah, Playing for Keeps!
 03:36 Lightly : he doesn't suck, either.
 03:36 zZzacha : LOL :)
 03:36 SMFick : @raphaelt called it again
 03:36 Herbwoman : Okay you were just waiting for that
 03:36 Lightly : sorry, damned with faint praise.. I'm from new england...
 03:37 sotonrich : hmmm PFK Mason Jars, theres an idea
 03:37 mightymur : how is matt reacting to the love of the MASON JAR?
 03:37 jjmelzer : he is amused
 03:37 raphaelt : He understands the truth, Mur. He understands.



 03:37 SMFick : he finds it entertaining
 03:37 zZzacha : So does the JAR
 03:37 mightymur : the holy mason jar of antioch
 03:37 raphaelt : If he forgets, Tee will remind him.
 03:37 daricclone : lol yes exactly
 03:38 Queensowntalia : love the details here.
 03:38 mightymur : back in a bit
 03:39 daricclone : yeah, very nice indeed
 03:39 jjmelzer : frocken Amazon charts...hurry up and update!
 03:39 jonschiefer : Interesting concept for a short story.
 03:39 PermutedPress : If I send a private message then close that window will the person still receive 
it?  Or does it disappear on their end also?
 03:39 raphaelt : You've broken 100 present here, MWS!
 03:39 raphaelt : All ears on MWS and Axelrod.
 03:39 amybowen : Hooray!
 03:39 SMFick : PPress. Try it with Me
 03:39 ustreamer-62308 : try it and see
 03:40 amybowen : I have to pack up my computer and go out. I'll be back later. :-)
 03:40 jonschiefer : Axelrod is debuting something today?
 03:40 zZzacha : Later amybowen!
 03:40 PermutedPress : K, SMFick, sent a message then closed it.
 03:40 Queensowntalia : the story on right now.
 03:40 jonschiefer : kthanx
 03:40 SMFick : I got it
 03:40 PermutedPress : OK, great, thanks!
 03:40 SMFick : PPress
 03:40 SMFick : np glad I could help
 03:40 PermutedPress : I'm passing Selznick secret messages.  :)
 03:40 Quonundrum : [Back] ordered my copy
 03:41 LordGme : topped 104
 03:41 ustreamer-62308 : ooooh secret messages
 03:41 PermutedPress : Death threats and such.
 03:41 ustreamer-62308 : how mysterious!
 03:41 PermutedPress : You know how it is with publishers and authors.
 03:41 Lightly : just jealous...
 03:41 SMFick : as PPress: This better pan out for me MWS
 03:41 ustreamer-62308 : PP" Is the next book done yet MWS?"
 03:41 ustreamer-33621 : Wait. What's going on here?
 03:41 PermutedPress : <cracking my knuckles>
 03:41 SMFick : as MWS: This better pan out for me Jacob
 03:41 ustreamer-33621 : It's me!! Seth Harwood!
 03:42 Lightly : hey! hi!
 03:42 PermutedPress : Hi Seth!
 03:42 SMFick : PALMS DADDY"
 03:42 bjsea : update 111
 03:42 zZzacha : Hi Seth!
 03:42 jchutchins : Well there goes the neigborhood...
 03:42 LordGme : log in seth its easy
 03:42 raphaelt : Dude! type "/nick" and then your nickname to change your handle.



 03:42 ustreamer-62308 : Jacob, are you sending the Italian guys with the white on white ties?
 03:42 Herbwoman : Hi Seth!!
 03:42 SMFick : PAMS DADDY'S unit for MWS
 03:42 SMFick : *Unite
 03:42 Queensowntalia : hi seth. :)
 03:42 jonathanschiefer : ...
 03:42 bjsea : Amazon update to 111
 03:42 daricclone : oh wow, Hi Seth love Jack Wakes Up
 03:42 jonathanschiefer : thanx, Raphaelt.
 03:43 PermutedPress : Nah, it broke 200 so Matthew gets to live...
 03:43 PermutedPress : for now.
 03:43 ustreamer-62308 : lol
 03:43 raphaelt : That's right! 111 people! Not just binary, but a storm on Amazon!
 03:43 ustreamer-62308 : nice addition with the...for now.
 03:43 bjsea : 33 in Literature and Fiction
 03:43 scottsigler : 111, nice
 03:43 SMFick : @PermutedPress thats hilarious but I think @MattfnWallace would come after you ;-)
 03:43 raphaelt : Uh oh, Scott Sigler is back. And we have Harwood as well. Bay Area represented.
 03:44 ustreamer-1262 : What's UP!!! It's Seth in the HOUSE!!
 03:44 jchutchins : Sigler: what do we do to get him into 100?
 03:44 scottsigler : it's all sales, baby
 03:44 jonathanschiefer : Hello!  Harwood.
 03:44 tikkiweb : 33 in literature and fiction
 03:44 SMFick : SETH HARWOOD Mr. ALL CAPS Mutha <censored>
 03:44 scottsigler : I believe it carries the past three hours sales in a gradiated formula
 03:44 scottsigler : for the top 500 or so
 03:44 ustreamer-1262 : Damn. I registered and so I thought I'd have a real username, but...
 03:44 scottsigler : and past that it's looking at 2-3 days at atime
 03:45 raphaelt : Seth: type "/nick" and your handle. Boom.
 03:45 scottsigler : he could still see a bost into the top 100 in the next update
 03:45 ustreamer-23073 : Shak it down!
 03:45 jchutchins : EXCELLENT STORY
 03:45 Queensowntalia : another great story.
 03:45 raphaelt : *clap clap* hurrah for Axelrod!
 03:45 jonathanschiefer : Fascinating idea.
 03:45 jchutchins : Great reading, MWS
 03:45 jjmelzer : awesomesnees
 03:45 scottsigler : 280>137>111, slowing down
 03:45 raphaelt : He's not just a pretty name.
 03:45 LordGme : you have to go out and login
 03:45 Lightly : nice!
 03:45 Herbwoman : WooHooo!!! Excellent story!!
 03:45 jjmelzer : Hella-Cool
 03:45 jchutchins : Great ob with the reading, budy
 03:45 ustreamer-42874 : very nice!
 03:45 MentatJack : LOVED it
 03:45 jonathanschiefer : Yeah, me too.
 03:45 LordGme : very nice
 03:45 zZzacha : Nice story!!



 03:45 daricclone : great!
 03:45 jonathanschiefer : lagging again.
 03:45 sotonrich : cool story
 03:45 eliotphillips : it went well
 03:45 SMFick : SETH HARWOOD IN THE F*CKIN House
 03:45 raphaelt : 111! 111! 111!
 03:45 ustreamer-1262 : Word! It's still early, I think. I didn't get into the top 100 until after 1 or 2 pst.
 03:46 tikkiweb : 111!
 03:46 scottsigler : what time did you start your launch, Seth?
 03:46 LordGme : turn the fan on at least
 03:46 jonathanschiefer : What is that thing hanging from your ceiling fan?
 03:46 SMFick : 111
 03:46 Queensowntalia : its a pteridactyl.
 03:46 jonathanschiefer : thought it was a manta ray.
 03:46 Selganor : He's trying to copy the Torchwood hub
 03:46 Herbwoman : LOL Selganor!
 03:46 icepick-1 : Great story Jared.  Is that your closet?
 03:47 zZzacha : MWS: turn on the pteridactyl !
 03:47 tikkiweb : much love for the MASON JAR
 03:47 jchutchins : Dude, turn on the fan, AC, whatever -- we'll deal with the noise
 03:47 SMFick : Harwood is trying to get his Name figured out
 03:47 jchutchins : Don't worry about the sound
 03:47 Selganor : Torchwood got a live Pterodactyl in their Cardiff hq
 03:47 Herbwoman : Torchwood on BBC.  Theyhave a live Pteradactyl in the pace they run Torchwood 
ops from
 03:47 jchutchins : We don't want YOU to sweat it!
 03:47 jchutchins : :)
 03:47 Laurasj : yeah-- we had dogs barking beofre...
 03:47 DCPerry : PUN!
 03:47 jonathanschiefer : I liked the kicthen show about a month ago.  The bedroom show has promise 
though.
 03:47 ustreamer-75751 : if sigler could figure out the name thing, surely seth can
 03:47 icepick-1 : So, you going to fill with a tune? 
 03:48 SMFick : Hey Leave scott alone damnit
 03:48 jchutchins : still #2 in mover/shaker
 03:48 raphaelt : Everything collapsed on me! What'd I miss? What'd I miss?
 03:48 sethharwood : Woot! am I here?
 03:48 ustreamer-62308 : well, I have to ( brave men ) run. good luck folks! have a great time!
 03:48 sethharwood : YEAH!!
 03:48 jonathanschiefer : SWEET!
 03:48 sethharwood : Selz is blowing it up!
 03:48 scottsigler : seth what time in the day did you start your launch?
 03:48 Drusy : can you turn down the gain a bit on your mic? I'm getting buzzing!
 03:48 Herbwoman : You are officially here Seth :-)
 03:48 SMFick : Palms Daddy's Unite for Selz
 03:48 scottsigler : was it noon PT?
 03:48 Queensowntalia : there you go. and awesome.
 03:48 raphaelt : A proper binary number!
 03:49 MentatJack : 173,152% on the movers and shakers!



 03:49 sethharwood : Yeah.
 03:49 jonathanschiefer : I'm loving it!
 03:49 p_g_holyfield : spending time with the kids, but checking in. I just came up with another friend 
who needs this book! to amazon I go.
 03:49 sethharwood : I broke 100 in the 1:00 hour, I think.
 03:49 Baelen : #2 in "Hot New Releases"
 03:49 jonathanschiefer : skipped a picnic to be here.
 03:49 Herbwoman : Hooray for imaginarynumbers :-D
 03:49 Queensowntalia : is that all :P
 03:49 teemorris : Go MWS Go!
 03:49 sethharwood : You eat? I forgot to eat all day on Palms Sunday!
 03:49 raphaelt : Don't forget that Amazon.com don't keep good time, either.
 03:50 SMFick : Rafe's Pirates Report for Selz
 03:50 scottsigler : seth, what time did you kick off your launch, though - that's significant
 03:50 jonathanschiefer : ah nuts.
 03:50 Herbwoman : Food?  You're not the only one who needs to eat.
 03:50 ustreamer-85579 : Just wondering: I haven't heard/read Brave Men Run (its on my to do list, 
though).  Will listening to any of the stories spoil it for me?
 03:50 eliotphillips : ~80 twitter mentions in the last 6 hours
 03:50 DCPerry : Descent into madness = MANY SALES!
 03:50 sethharwood : Sigs knows his <censored> on this.
 03:50 PermutedPress : You're a machine, man.
 03:50 SMFick : No
 03:50 jjmelzer : no spoilers
 03:50 Baelen : No spoilers - different stories
 03:50 SMFick : 85579 No spoilers
 03:50 sethharwood : I think I started around 10:00 AM PST.
 03:51 sethharwood : What's good is that the Amazon updates are lagging. That's what happened with 
me.
 03:51 raphaelt : Boy did they, Seth. Boy did they.
 03:51 raphaelt : Amazon.com got a broken wristwatch.
 03:51 jonathanschiefer : Does that mean Sigler's number theory is moot?
 03:51 sethharwood : they come later and later after the hour as the wussies at Amazon get freaked out 
b/c something's going off the radar
 03:51 SMFick : Amazons Wrist watch is Missing a tooth on one of its Gears
 03:51 raphaelt : Scott called Seth's charting, if I recall, pretty well.
 03:51 zZzacha : sojanthan: what's sigler's number theory?
 03:51 scottsigler : not moot, because you're looking at the early sales start to call off the total number 
soon
 03:51 sethharwood : They're in full panic mode!
 03:52 zZzacha : sojanthan? What am I typing
 03:52 scottsigler : but the problem from here on out is the exponential competition
 03:52 jonathanschiefer : How long do you think it's going to take them to rewrite their stats algorithm?
 03:52 scottsigler : everything in the top-100 is selling a pissload
 03:52 raphaelt : You called Palms Sunday pretty well, Scott.
 03:52 jchutchins : Is twitter fubared?
 03:52 scottsigler : raph - yep
 03:52 jonathanschiefer : Between Sigler, Harwood, and now Seliznick, you guys are really cracking 
them.



 03:52 raphaelt : It hit 45, is that right?
 03:52 ustreamer-75751 : Seems to be going for me, jchutchins
 03:52 SMFick : Twitter is Fubared because MattFnWallace is on it now
 03:52 raphaelt : Everything after that was Harry Potter and the big boys.
 03:53 scottsigler : Jack Wakes Up hit 45 or 42, I thnk
 03:53 scottsigler : #1 in Crime
 03:53 raphaelt : After that, you have to triple sales to leapfrog to the next numbers, I would imagine.
 03:53 sethharwood : Yeah. 45. for me at peak
 03:53 SMFick : Sigler what did Infected hit again? or should I not ask that?
 03:53 scottsigler : yes, correct
 03:53 jonathanschiefer : Isn't that what Jack is anyway, #1 in crime?
 03:53 scottsigler : Infected was top-50, although we were pushing for in-store sales
 03:54 sethharwood : Ancestor was #7!!
 03:54 SMFick : thats what I thought.
 03:54 raphaelt : Given that it was crime, Seth, "45" has a nice ring to it.
 03:54 scottsigler : you can't really do the gunz-a-blazin Amazon thing when the book is in stores, or 
the bookstores get pissed
 03:54 jjmelzer : I bought my copy of Infected in-store
 03:54 sethharwood : I hit #1 in mystery/crime.
 03:54 jchutchins : Sigler nearly broke my <censored> with INFECTED
 03:54 jchutchins : I'm on food stamps now
 03:54 raphaelt : You did the right thing with the brick and mortars on Infected, Scott.
 03:54 scottsigler : ha
 03:54 sethharwood : What did sigs call JWU would hit?
 03:54 PermutedPress : I wonder if Amazon has changed things with their ranking algorithm since the 
Ancestor days?  Is it more difficult to go from zero to #7 now?
 03:54 raphaelt : Book Soup Hollywood FTW!
 03:55 scottsigler : I don't think they changed it for ANCESTOR, but they change it regularly
 03:55 scottsigler : but basically it's raw sales
 03:55 jczorkmid : BMW now #3 in Genre fiction, #33 in  Literature & Fiction (been away so maybe 
everyone knows that)
 03:55 SMFick : got ya Scott. Hey we OJ's are really proud of you Scott. the whole "Contagious" Thing 
is awesome. Take all the time you need. Yes I am Jonesing for more Nocturnal but Contagious is more 
important right now
 03:55 sethharwood : Sigs is working hard as a petrified poop!
 03:55 scottsigler : I was talking to Mur about this amazon.com game just a few days ago
 03:55 JTShea : 111  woot!
 03:56 raphaelt : Fasttracking a novel in the mainstream biz is a rare sign of confidence in an author.
 03:56 EarlN : That's the kind of metaphor that got you to #1 in crime, Seth.
 03:56 jonathanschiefer : What's she think?
 03:56 jonathanschiefer : It can't last.
 03:56 EarlN : Or should I say #2?
 03:56 sethharwood : #1 baby!!
 03:56 ustreamer-80030 : hey it's pseudojoe...where are we on the charts,?  checking in from work
 03:56 scottsigler : you go after amazon, if you do well (like 111 rank), then your next book is in stores, 
then you can't got after Amazon.com like Selz is doing now or you <censored> off the brick and 
mortars
 03:57 scottsigler : I wouldn't call it a Catch-22, but if you do it right with oyur first Amazon campaign, 
you really can't do it again



 03:57 raphaelt : You know all the rules, Scott -- you keep getting there first!
 03:57 ustreamer-31042 : A good problem to have Scott
 03:57 jonathanschiefer : @raphaelt, are you kidding.  They make the rules because of Scott!
 03:57 scottsigler : After this, we see if Permuted Press can land wider in-store placement for BMR
 03:57 scottsigler : yes it's a great problem
 03:57 sethharwood : BUT, when JWU comes out again in May 2009, I'll ask everyone to buy it in 
stores or on various websites on Palms Sunday, but what I really mean is amazon storm again.
 03:57 raphaelt : @jschiefer: yeah, exactly!
 03:57 ustreamer-80030 : anyone? don't know how long i can bum a mac in the middle of a the iphone 
rush.  where are we?
 03:57 scottsigler : seth, NO!
 03:57 scottsigler : no amazon storm
 03:57 scottsigler : you don't want that
 03:58 scottsigler : you want bookstores going "who the hell is this Harwood guy and why are so many 
people asking for his book?"
 03:58 jchutchins : Heh. Scott put down the hammer.
 03:58 scottsigler : ha
 03:58 raphaelt : 111 at the mo.
 03:58 sethharwood : Ummm... I don't mean I'll say it, but...
 03:58 PermutedPress : I certainly hope we can get BMR into Borders, they've been stocking most of 
the new Permuted titles.
 03:58 sethharwood : OK. Scott. OK>
 03:58 ustreamer-80030 : thanks guys.  i'll check back when i can.  GO MATTT!!!
 03:58 scottsigler : Permuted - nice
 03:58 sethharwood : I hit 45 between 1 and 2 and then 50 and then 45 again, twice in the afternoon, 
PST.
 03:59 raphaelt : Come on, Seth. You got to support the brick and mortars, and the independents!
 03:59 sethharwood : SO I think Matt's still got plenty of time here.
 03:59 scottsigler : next update is critical for MWS
 03:59 sethharwood : I think it runs pretty slow behind the big online push.
 03:59 sethharwood : I'm betting next update going inside 100.
 03:59 scottsigler : should be
 04:00 jonathanschiefer : what's the link where you check BMR stats?
 04:00 sethharwood : He hasn't peaked yet, in my book
 04:00 scottsigler : would be bad-<censored> if he hits #40
 04:00 mwsmedia : I am back!
 04:00 LaithP : I agree from others I've followed
 04:00 sethharwood : Sigs? Why?
 04:00 PermutedPress : Check stats here: http://www.amazon.com/Brave-Men-Run-Novel-
Sovereign/dp/193486109X
 04:00 sethharwood : Eat a sandwich!
 04:00 SMFick : Seth Not all of us have Big box stores. Look at me I am in Fargo ND and My Big Box 
store doesnt carry your stuff. They will only order sigler by request. Bunch Bastards. Support the 
independent stores
 04:00 corwin : quick, he's back, quit talking bad about him
 04:00 PermutedPress : Down in the "Product Details" section
 04:00 jonathanschiefer : @permuted, thanks
 04:01 scottsigler : yeah SMFick, you sell on Amazon for sure, but you just dont say ONLY there if you 
get into stores



 04:01 jchutchins : POOR Pteradactyl!
 04:01 scottsigler : up to the customer
 04:01 egtalbot : i think sigler meant bad-a*s?
 04:01 jonathanschiefer : Audio is good.  It's the just the video that's lagging.
 04:01 ustreamer-28392 : Hows your bandwidth?
 04:01 sethharwood : Oh. I see. Bad add shizz if he breaks 50!
 04:01 zZzacha : MWS: the sound is better. Keep the fan on :)
 04:01 jchutchins : Just refresh your browser, folks.
 04:01 scottsigler : yes if he breaks 50 he'll be #1 in Action/Adventure - BESTSELLER
 04:01 SMFick : @scottsigler: I here you boss. I am just a big supporter of Mom and Pop Shops. Gotta 
be or Wal Mart will rule the world
 04:01 egtalbot : damn straight, Palms daddy
 04:02 sethharwood : I agree about supporting mom and pops! Definitely!
 04:02 egtalbot : ya gotta get creative to f-u-c-k-i-n-g cuss here
 04:02 sethharwood : they bleep out your cusses?
 04:02 sethharwood : fupg?
 04:02 SMFick : <censored>
 04:02 jczorkmid : whoops!  i screwed up when I said #3 in genre
 04:02 ustreamer-28392 : I have heard that some Broadband Companies are moving accounts that take 
up a lot of bandwidth to slower servers to keep them from using crazy amounts of bandwidth.
 04:02 jczorkmid : too many damn lists
 04:02 egtalbot : that they do - wanna guess who figured out how to work around it?
 04:02 LordGme : how do I add to a placedorder w/ Amazon?
 04:02 ustreamer-4205 : there is an echo...
 04:03 sethharwood : censoring isn't so <censored> bad.
 04:03 raphaelt : <censored>
 04:03 jchutchins : It's nothing to worry about, MWS
 04:03 SMFick : nothing we can do
 04:03 sethharwood : Squeaked that through.
 04:03 raphaelt : It didn't censor me.
 04:03 SMFick : about the sensor
 04:03 jchutchins : Right.
 04:03 zZzacha : We all know what word is being censored
 04:03 raphaelt : <censored>
 04:03 egtalbot : <censored>-a
 04:03 eliotphillips : we can't say cockbag?
 04:03 raphaelt : Hmm. Censoring?
 04:03 eliotphillips : I guess we can
 04:03 sethharwood : hutch is right: I refreshed my browser and it fixed the video.
 04:03 eliotphillips : oh great
 04:03 jonathanschiefer : You just have to be creative with your curses!
 04:03 jonathanschiefer : lol
 04:04 SMFick : yes it does @raphaelt but it only shows the cuss word on your end. On ours we see 
<Censored>
 04:04 MattFnWallace : What did I miss?
 04:04 ustreamer-1262 : sucking duchebag <censored>!
 04:04 LaithP : yes raphaelt it is censoring you
 04:04 raphaelt : Ah!
 04:04 raphaelt : Wow!



 04:04 MentatJack : fuc!k yeah!
 04:04 PermutedPress : It's weird that Amazon's "Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought" list 
hasn't changed a bit.
 04:04 LaithP : aww <censored>
 04:04 raphaelt : <censored> <censored> hell <censored> curse
 04:04 raphaelt : MASON JAR FAIL
 04:04 SMFick : <censored> f-u-c-k
 04:04 jonathanschiefer : try french.  "Cursing in french is like wiping your butt with silk."
 04:04 Selganor : Foreign languages also seem to work. Otherwise SMFick would be censored, too
 04:04 egtalbot : mattw, you apparently arrived just in time
 04:04 LaithP : merde
 04:04 teemorris : You're kicking ass, MWS -- hang in there!!!!  You are teh sheet!
 04:04 raphaelt : With the MASON JAR power, you can do anything!
 04:04 jchutchins : Totally know what you're talking about, MWS.
 04:04 jchutchins : :)
 04:04 LaithP : did that censor?
 04:04 SMFick : @Selganor Fick is my actual last name ;-)
 04:05 ustreamer-71415 : hitting the wall of the podmarathon, Matt?
 04:05 egtalbot : lathP, nope
 04:05 raphaelt : You got more books to sell, Matt!
 04:05 LaithP : french workd :)
 04:05 jonathanschiefer : OH!  Another story!
 04:05 Selganor : @SMFick Do you know what that means in german?
 04:05 ustreamer-1262 : Be sure to eat real food, bro.
 04:05 SMFick : eat
 04:05 SMFick : eat
 04:05 Laurasj : yeah-- not just nuts!
 04:05 corwin : Koolaid man will help with that wall
 04:05 SMFick : eat
 04:05 SMFick : ea
 04:05 SMFick : t
 04:05 teemorris : Matt, are you accepting e-mails for this?
 04:05 LordGme : merde works
 04:05 ustreamer-1262 : We're dying to watch you order some take out and eat it in front of us!
 04:05 corwin : Oh Yeah!
 04:05 MattFnWallace : I only missed one hour.
 04:05 eliotphillips : excellent
 04:05 ustreamer-1262 : Get some fancy <censored>!
 04:05 jonathanschiefer : try honey, it's rocket fuel, for people!
 04:05 jczorkmid : #49 in "Hot New Releases in Books"
 04:05 ustreamer-1262 : Order sushi!
 04:05 ustreamer-32650 : I'm kinda ashamed I just remember about this 15 minutes ago...
 04:05 egtalbot : Over 100 in the chat
 04:05 JaredAxelrod : MWS is cashew-fueled!
 04:06 zZzacha : Order books!
 04:06 teemorris : Rawk!!!
 04:06 tikkiweb : i read that pocorn calories burn fast
 04:06 jchutchins : Pocorn. Corn for poor folks.
 04:06 Queensowntalia : haha.



 04:06 eliotphillips : Pardon the George Carlin test: <censored> <censored> <censored> <censored> 
<censored>er <censored> and <censored>
 04:06 LordGme : we only got here 90 min. ago
 04:06 ustreamer-61856 : He heh, just got one of my gamer buddies to buy the book.
 04:06 eliotphillips : wow, fixed
 04:07 ustreamer-1262 : Just ordered two books!
 04:07 scottsigler : there we go, more books
 04:07 scottsigler : that's what we need
 04:07 eliotphillips : yes, I did buy it matt
 04:07 raphaelt : More JC's with 6 copies ordered!
 04:07 MattFnWallace : Whose story did I miss?
 04:07 raphaelt : And they like John Hughes!
 04:07 teemorris : Ferris!
 04:07 raphaelt : Save Ferris.
 04:07 PermutedPress : We're on the front page of Evil Avatar, by the way:  http://www.evilavatar.com/
 04:07 teemorris : SAVE FERRIS!!!!
 04:08 tikkiweb : better off dead
 04:08 p_g_holyfield-1 : with all this money I'm spending, it reminded me to purchase dragoncon 
tickets.
 04:08 raphaelt : Never forget that water tower!
 04:08 ustreamer-1262 : working now to post podcast ep where I talk up BMR day!
 04:08 SMFick : Sorry Yo I didnt care for 80s music. but BMR is still the <censored>
 04:08 ustreamer-28392 : Amazon says temp out of stock. Thats still ok, right?
 04:08 jchutchins : Confirmed 2 word-of-mouth sales via Twitter.
 04:08 ustreamer-71415 : Ferris Bueller's Amazing Origin Story
 04:08 jonathanschiefer : BMR is like Maximum Ride, only better!
 04:08 jonathanschiefer : way better.
 04:08 ustreamer-71415 : Maximum Ride...?
 04:08 teemorris : Rock on with the day, MWS. I must step away...
 04:09 jczorkmid : #2 Hot New Releases in Action & Adventure,  #4 Hot New Releases Genre Fiction, 
#18 Hot New Releases Literature & Fiction
 04:09 MattFnWallace : Man. You put in five <censored> hours in this room, you leave for one, 
suddenly you can't get a question answered.
 04:09 ustreamer-32650 : Well, I'm a convert-in-progress, but I'm here anyway...
 04:09 raphaelt : Any book which references Holy Diver... It just doesn't get better than that.
 04:09 ustreamer-71415 : Push it to the limit, past the point of no return
 04:09 ustreamer-71415 : *80's montage scene of pushing BMR across the net*
 04:09 tikkiweb : out of stock = will ship when available
 04:09 SMFick : i take that back DIO is awesome
 04:09 PermutedPress : Out of stock is no problem, it will ship quickly.
 04:09 raphaelt : @SMFick: never forget it! :)
 04:09 jchutchins : Two more copies purchased. BOOM.
 04:10 jgerhold : Yes presents! Got one for me and one for a buddy. :)
 04:10 SMFick : @raphaelt RAINBOW IN THE DARK
 04:10 raphaelt : HOLY <censored>! 8 copies! Hutchins -- awesomeness!
 04:10 Quonundrum : purchased and spreading the word
 04:10 LordGme : wow punchy much..get a pbj dude!
 04:10 raphaelt : @SMFick: I hear you, brother!
 04:10 jonathanschiefer : It's the nuts!



 04:10 MattFnWallace : I will go down on the first person who will tell me what story I missed.
 04:10 raphaelt : Get a BJ? Is that advisable?
 04:10 egtalbot : mattfn that is not incentive
 04:11 jjmelzer : axelrod...no oral though please
 04:11 jchutchins : I'll tell you, as long as I can get pix.
 04:11 LordGme : you missed mur's 2 stories ago
 04:11 egtalbot : don't do it MWS
 04:11 Queensowntalia : well we just had jared axelrod's story, and before that, Mur Lafferty.
 04:11 MattFnWallace : I only missed the last hour.
 04:11 ustreamer-1262 : anyone want head from Matt Wallace?
 04:11 MattFnWallace : Thank you.
 04:11 SMFick : Jared Axelrod
 04:11 ustreamer-1262 : huh?
 04:11 jchutchins : Depends on how long...
 04:11 jonathanschiefer : Wallace Vs. Hutchins Vs. Selznick in a deathmatch!
 04:11 SMFick : @MattFnWallace Jared Axelrod
 04:11 MattFnWallace : There are no absolutes.
 04:12 sethharwood : Oh. I'm back!
 04:12 seanpercival : w00t w00t!
 04:12 ustreamer-95894 : when I go to amazon.com they only show you first published version of 
BMR...???how do I find it?
 04:12 ustreamer-20138 : just got my copy an now listed at #111
 04:12 tikkiweb : http://www.amazon.com/Brave-Men-Run-Novel-Sovereign/dp/193486109X
 04:12 raphaelt : 12.45 or so.
 04:12 ustreamer-1262 : bet you won't get a change until after 1:40 PST
 04:12 PermutedPress : Thanks, Tikkiweb
 04:13 mwsmedia : http://www.bravemenrun.com
 04:13 PermutedPress : Last chart change was around 30 minutes ago
 04:13 RubyVee : still showing Triple-sticks
 04:13 jchutchins : (FICTION!)
 04:13 raphaelt : BUt don't forget, Matt, an Amazon hour is not a normal hour...
 04:13 jjmelzer : HUCTH is next I think
 04:13 jjmelzer : HUTCH even
 04:13 tikkiweb : adult beverage time? EST here
 04:14 bjsea : gotta be hutch if he is talking firsts
 04:14 p_g_holyfield-1 : hutchinsesssssss....
 04:14 LordGme : not till 5pn est tiki
 04:14 zZzacha : @tikkiweb: you can burrow my watch. It's 22:14 here
 04:14 Lightly : stating the obvious
 04:14 corwin : people are weird that way
 04:14 MattFnWallace : No they don't. J.C. Hutchins is a son of a <censored>.
 04:14 Laurasj : nono-- we LOVE his work!!!!!
 04:15 PermutedPress : JC Hutchins is the man
 04:15 MattFnWallace : But I'll tweet it anyway.
 04:15 Lightly : jsut cuz he is a sonuva...dont mean we dont luv him.
 04:15 raphaelt : This is karma right back for how complimentary JC was in the AWESOME UC 
interview with Matt.
 04:15 jchutchins : Tweeted.
 04:15 jchutchins : Thanks, MWS.



 04:15 jchutchins : ha
 04:16 pafischer : We're back
 04:16 SMFick : Careful what you will say or the ubernemisis might get you
 04:16 Queensowntalia : oh noes.
 04:16 LaithP : tweeted here too
 04:16 SMFick : Tweeted all day
 04:16 pafischer : Where did that original cover art come from?
 04:16 jonathanschiefer : This is so cool.  I've enjoyed the stories of many of the authors who are in 
here.
 04:16 Laurasj : Hutch Rules!!!!!
 04:16 jchutchins : Question, re: BMR?
 04:16 scottsigler : when is hutch story?
 04:16 jchutchins : Question, re: your work?
 04:16 Queensowntalia : ""
 04:16 MattFnWallace : How about a preview of WHAT IS TO COME.
 04:16 corwin : any minute now, scott
 04:17 zZzacha : @jonathan: Yeah, very cool!;
 04:17 treed : huh?
 04:17 SMFick : Beta Clones Sound OFF: Beta Clone 216 Reporting
 04:17 jchutchins : The inspiration for the "Donner Declaration"
 04:17 raphaelt : Fn' Wallace is right: let's talk sequels!
 04:17 Laurasj : lol-- happy and stoked on cashews?
 04:17 treed : #228
 04:17 corwin : Beta Clone 234 reporting :)
 04:17 jchutchins : That visual image?
 04:17 MattFnWallace : At least you're willing to admit it.
 04:17 jonathanschiefer : So, you mentioend in one of the interviews that BMR takes place in a city in 
So Cal, but I live around So Cal,  and I haven't been able to figure out which one it is.
 04:17 Laurasj : #312
 04:17 jonathanschiefer : So, which city is it?
 04:17 raphaelt : Uh oh. Mason Jar fail.
 04:17 SMFick : ps @jchutchins BMR = Brave Men Run
 04:17 ustreamer-79970 : lost connection for 5 minutes, what did I just miss?
 04:17 sotonrich : BC #81 reporting in
 04:17 LordGme : Beta Clone 104 here!
 04:18 treed : EVERYTHING
 04:18 jczorkmid : watching ustream is like pausing things on TiVo just to see the funny looking 
expressions
 04:18 jonathanschiefer : Costa Mesa, San Clemente and a few others.
 04:18 raphaelt : Represent SoCal, yes! I'm in Pasadena, myself.
 04:18 ustreamer-79970 : ooh...
 04:18 seanpercival : orange county love!
 04:18 ustreamer-71415 : hmm...will the mysterious origins of the Sovereigns and the government 
nano-projects/secret-knowledge of the Sovereigns pre-Declaration going to be more comicbooky and 
outrageous like most WWII breakout or ancient Atlantean supertech origin stories, or will it keep the 
more realistic tone set by BMR
 04:18 zZzacha : nice quenstion
 04:18 zZzacha : n
 04:19 ustreamer-71415 : er, that is, without spoiling any, is the super-secret Sovereign origin going to 



go more four-color or will it try to remain more down to earth?
 04:19 kamikat : looks like I'm gonna have to miss Hutchins' story, catch y'all later
 04:19 jchutchins : LOL
 04:20 Laurasj : so wait-- you live in SO Cal.. and you had the Wallace story earlier... with all the 
spanish names...
 04:20 raphaelt : DC or Marvel, Matt?
 04:20 Laurasj : what happened?
 04:20 ustreamer-79970 : ooh...
 04:20 Queensowntalia : whee. :)
 04:20 sethharwood : Be Back soon, guys. Go MWS!!!
 04:20 jchutchins : http://jchutchins.net
 04:20 jonathanschiefer : awesome interview series!
 04:20 raphaelt : UltraCreatives FTW!
 04:21 sethharwood : Hats off to ultracreatives!
 04:21 jchutchins : Summer 2009: "PErsonal Effects: DARK ART"
 04:21 jonathanschiefer : lol
 04:21 jchutchins : Fall 2009: "7th Son: DESCENT"
 04:21 ustreamer-71415 : so i suppose i should go ahead and listen to Seventh Son and get on the train 
for obsidian and descent and so on?
 04:21 sotonrich : I love the UC podcast
 04:21 Queensowntalia : yep.
 04:21 corwin : he's huge on the intarwebs
 04:21 MattFnWallace : Awesome title.
 04:21 Laurasj : 71415:  absolutely!! get on the bandwagon!!
 04:22 Lightly : ultra creatives is great listening...thanks!
 04:22 MattFnWallace : Oh, going with the letter narrative. You clever <censored>.
 04:22 Quonundrum : Yes - go and listen!  Later
 04:22 sotonrich : its a book and an ARG *excitement overload*
 04:22 raphaelt : Epistolary FTW!
 04:22 SMFick : PERSONAL EFFECTS FTW
 04:22 corwin : way to coin a phrase, raphaelt :)
 04:23 raphaelt : Hutchins is going to start an epistolary meme.
 04:24 MattFnWallace : @Laurasj: Did you have a question or something? I thought I saw my name, 
but I can't get this <censored> thing to scroll up.
 04:24 p_g_holyfield-1 : I know you haven't gotten as much feedback as you wanted, but I think the 
UC interview series is the best on the internet.
 04:24 jchutchins : thx, pg
 04:24 raphaelt : There you go, JC! UC love, and it's not just from me.
 04:25 ustreamer-24831 : I got my copy - well it's ordered anyway. Anyone know how long we'll be 
waiting for Amazon to catch up and send us our ordered books?
 04:26 jonathanschiefer : Great vernacular, JC!
 04:26 ustreamer-56979 : My wife and I have been listening to the live feed for two hours now, just 
ordered our two books.  Up with new media and changes to the book industry!
 04:27 zZzacha : Yay!
 04:27 ustreamer-97127 : Hey, I'm back. What did I miss?
 04:27 treed : ME!!
 04:27 jonathanschiefer : MWS is reading JCHutchins short story.
 04:27 jczorkmid : JC, I also LOVE the UC series
 04:28 ustreamer-96140 : awesome, get to hear the JC story!



 04:30 ustreamer-95894 : I just ordered 3 copies of Brave Men Run...back order
 04:31 seanpercival : its number 111 on the best sellers list! wow. lets take it to under the 100 mark
 04:31 MattFnWallace : <censored>, man. I can actually feel Hutch owning me as a writer right now.
 04:31 Nerraux : #111...nice...now the fight begins
 04:31 p_g_holyfield-1 : Love the we.
 04:32 daricclone : yeah it's awesome
 04:32 Lightly : Dayum... good stuff.
 04:32 amybowen : I'm finally back! I'm enjoying a panini for lunch at the local Panera Bread.
 04:33 Laurasj : oh-- they have the best asiago bagels.
 04:33 Queensowntalia : what makes my stomach twist a bit is tehre really are people who'd behave 
this way. Even in this day and age.
 04:33 zZzacha : that's so true
 04:34 Queensowntalia : Oooh.
 04:34 ustreamer-96140 : YEAH
 04:35 daricclone : yup
 04:35 jonathanschiefer : WOW!
 04:35 Lightly : whoa!
 04:35 ustreamer-64818 : wow
 04:35 ustreamer-7622 : AWESOME!!!!
 04:35 LaithP : wow!
 04:35 jchutchins : :)
 04:35 RubyVee : ooooh
 04:35 corwin : Awesome!
 04:35 zZzacha : Awesome!
 04:35 bjsea : wow, great story JC
 04:35 vansunder : Amazing!
 04:35 jchutchins : I'm honored by the reading, MWS
 04:35 JTShea : rockin'
 04:35 raphaelt : Well, I guess this means JC is more than just a pretty face.
 04:35 Lightly : thank you, jc!
 04:35 MattFnWallace : Best story of the day. best reading of the day.
 04:35 jchutchins : Thanks so much.
 04:35 corwin : well written, and well read too!
 04:35 LordGme : hehehe WOW... avalanche.... wow
 04:35 Laurasj : kudos!
 04:35 jonathanschiefer : But at least you're smiling this time!
 04:35 Queensowntalia : Best. Ending. ever.
 04:35 ustreamer-64818 : JC... you win
 04:35 Baelen : oooooooo......  Shiny!
 04:35 sotonrich : DAMM DAMM DAMM
 04:35 jchutchins : Thanks, MWS. Thanks for letting me play.
 04:35 Laurasj : huh?
 04:35 tikkiweb : WOW!...just...WOW
 04:35 pafischer : Excellent piece JC. Excellent read Matt
 04:35 Laurasj : whered he go?
 04:35 icepick-1 : WOW,JC
 04:35 pafischer : Just lost video
 04:36 sotonrich : thats was just fantastic
 04:36 ustreamer-96140 : the story was TOO MUCH



 04:36 jonathanschiefer : ouch,  Computer lagged.  He's tech savvy though, he'll be back soon.
 04:36 LaithP : he does that
 04:36 LordGme : woops...video just crashed
 04:36 SMFick : Lost Video. Great story.
 04:36 jchutchins : thanks, guys.
 04:36 gorbash : Great story Hutch. Thanks for sharing
 04:36 p_g_holyfield-1 : awesome story and ending. congrats JC.
 04:36 Herbwoman : Amazing piece JC.  Chilling and sweet at the same time.
 04:36 vansunder : Come back MWS!
 04:36 raphaelt : Hutchins's story INCINERATED MWS!
 04:36 PermutedPress : Hey guys... few ideas for you
 04:36 jczorkmid : hey, where'd the stop motion MWS go?
 04:36 jonathanschiefer : Big change from 7th Son.  "Impressive!"
 04:36 daricclone : awesomest srory tet!
 04:36 jjmelzer : it's an OBSIDIAN BLACKOUT
 04:36 p_g_holyfield-1 : yes
 04:36 Herbwoman : You back now?
 04:36 amybowen : lol, too much awesome for one video feed
 04:36 PermutedPress : 1) If you've already read/heard the book post a review on Amazon.
 04:36 vansunder : Thought they dissapeared him there for a second...
 04:36 raphaelt : Yes we did!
 04:36 vansunder : All the way through
 04:36 jonathanschiefer : yeah, we're here.
 04:36 SMFick : we got through it
 04:36 ustreamer-64818 : We heard the whle thing, yes
 04:37 LordGme : the story finished
 04:37 LaithP : YES! wow!
 04:37 jchutchins : we made it, MWS
 04:37 Quonundrum : Yes we're here
 04:37 Herbwoman : We're alive and well.
 04:37 Queensowntalia : perhaps his apartment is too near an angry stream
 04:37 jonathanschiefer : lol
 04:37 jjmelzer : we can still hear u speaking...the video is just slow
 04:37 Herbwoman : LOL!
 04:37 chaoservices : Is Hutchens here? WOW! Great fantastic
 04:37 LordGme : atleast your smiling in this lag...op movement
 04:37 ustreamer-37433 : oooooooooookay
 04:37 jchutchins : thanks, guys.
 04:37 PermutedPress : 2) Set up a Listmania list on Amazon of your favorite sci-fi books, superhero 
books, etc. including BMR
 04:37 ustreamer-95894 : I bought 3 books...back order on www.amazon.com
 04:37 corwin : quick, someone play powerball online, the intarweb tubes are clogged
 04:37 jchutchins : MWS: Thanks again for the invite, MSW
 04:37 ustreamer-95894 : just posted at 1:37pmPacific Time
 04:37 chaoservices : at leats you were able to finnish the story
 04:38 ustreamer-39689 : well done jc
 04:38 PermutedPress : 3) Tag the book with appropriate keywords on Amazon
 04:39 LaithP : need to listen/read before I'll review :) soon!
 04:39 tikkiweb : there is really no rhyme or eason as to how quickly your review will actually show up 



on Amazon.
 04:39 treed : well done jc, well read mws
 04:39 pafischer : Click "this review was useful to me" on Amazon
 04:39 tikkiweb : *reason
 04:39 PermutedPress : Good idea, pafischer
 04:39 Herbwoman : Nothing new yet
 04:39 Quonundrum : wow serious video lag
 04:40 treed : daughter and i enjoyed BMR, ordered book already today
 04:40 jchutchins : Signing off for a bit, but MWS -- keep it up
 04:40 Laurasj : yeah-- huge video lag
 04:40 jchutchins : Excellent work, buddy
 04:40 PermutedPress : Somebody do a video review of BMR and post it on Amazon... those are 
always cool
 04:40 pafischer : Thanks
 04:40 Herbwoman : Hi!!!  I'm Lord Gme's better have and future podcaster of BoobCast
 04:40 PermutedPress : See ya, JC
 04:40 PermutedPress : Thanks for coming
 04:40 Quonundrum : no worries man - the show Rocks!
 04:40 Queensowntalia : I wanted to hold off on reviewing it for a bit till I had the chance to re-
read/listen to it. I probably read it.. a year ago if not longer.
 04:40 LordGme : LordGme and Herbwoman= married
 04:40 amybowen : ordering my copy of BMR in T minus 5 minutes or so
 04:40 jchutchins : I'll be back at the hour to hear this AWESOME new content from MWS
 04:40 daricclone : yeah, thanks JC
 04:41 zZzacha : You can also review if you haven't bought the book (yet)
 04:41 jchutchins : kirk out (for now)
 04:41 Herbwoman : It's better than it was after the last crash
 04:41 LordGme : HerbWoman = Pink haired lady at D*C07
 04:41 Nerraux : Boobcast?
 04:41 treed : questions, are the stories going into podcast feed??
 04:41 jczorkmid : is that when you dropped out an came back (the 2 mins)
 04:41 ustreamer-86352 : Just wondering: Are these stories going to be available anywhere after today?
 04:41 treed : coolio
 04:42 Herbwoman : BoobCast= Women's breast heath and recovery from breast related/ cosmentic 
health issues
 04:42 PermutedPress : I want to see them in print, but you guys need to hammer Matthew about that :)
 04:42 Queensowntalia : they're going to be written in haiku on the undersides of envelopes scattered 
throughout town.
 04:42 Nerraux : nice
 04:42 jjmelzer : lol
 04:42 LordGme : Could the stories be added to later printings of BMR?
 04:42 Herbwoman : Thanks :-)  The new recording equipment will be here this week and then I'm 
going to get started.
 04:43 ustreamer-57395 : You could geocache the envelopes...
 04:43 Queensowntalia : sorry to let the cat out of the bog ;)
 04:43 LaithP : there once was a man...
 04:43 Queensowntalia : bag. later!
 04:43 sotonrich : Go eat dude!
 04:43 jjmelzer : yup



 04:43 Laurasj : almost 5pm here...
 04:43 tikkiweb : haiku, not limerick
 04:43 Baelen : Food sounds gooooood...
 04:43 treed : BMR #3 in it's category
 04:43 chaoservices : you should promise to do something super cool if we reach a certain sales mark
 04:44 sotonrich : almost 10pm here :(
 04:44 Herbwoman : Where you at Sotonrich?
 04:44 Nerraux : I happen to have a stake in a cast that has a show w/ a female cast, if you wanted to be 
on with them to do some promo, I could arrange it
 04:44 zZzacha : 11pm!
 04:44 daricclone : almost 5 here and I'm not even drssed for the day yet
 04:44 nlowell : i think most of my tweeple are here .. Hi All!  :)
 04:44 ustreamer-57395 : It's only 6.44am here...
 04:44 Nerraux : 
 04:44 sotonrich : @herbwoman - Southampton,England
 04:45 Quonundrum : Hey Nick
 04:45 LordGme : stick with it sotonrich go get some food
 04:45 zZzacha : I'm jealous of all of you... you still have half a day to go
 04:45 jonathanschiefer : Gotta bail again.  Selznick pwns this!
 04:45 amybowen : almost 2pm here... wow, we have people from all over!
 04:45 sotonrich : no worries LordGme...been here all day, not gonna miss this
 04:45 Nerraux : it's comedy, but they have some women in audience that might be interested
 04:46 Laurasj : agreed. here all day too.
 04:46 Laurasj : and wouldnt have missed this.
 04:47 jjmelzer : can't think of a better way to spend a Sunday
 04:47 ustreamer-42668 : thanks for the headsup, sotonrich
 04:47 ustreamer-89632 : did I miss JC's story?
 04:47 Queensowntalia : likewise. This has been so fun. still mad at myself for missing Mur's story 
though.
 04:47 jjmelzer : glad I booked the day off work
 04:47 Queensowntalia : yes ustreamer, sorry :/
 04:47 nlowell : yea .. just missed it '632
 04:47 tikkiweb : been here since the beginning, woke up 5 minutes before it started
 04:47 Queensowntalia : but matt said the stories would be available in some other format at some point
 04:48 nlowell : my guess is he's going to tell us what that format is in the last segment
 04:48 ustreamer-89632 : Hope so
 04:48 Quonundrum : ja
 04:48 sethharwood : We get a new update yet?
 04:48 sethharwood : Amazon #?
 04:48 nlowell : and too bad Jakob can't convince him to put it out as a ' related anthology ' ... ;)
 04:48 Queensowntalia : scale model dioramas. Made out of cake, chocolate frosting and those silver 
decorative balls.
 04:49 jjmelzer : not yet
 04:50 Quonundrum : it would be a natural for an anthology
 04:50 PermutedPress : Wow you took off work Melzer?  You're hardcore!
 04:51 jjmelzer : Well I did the whole Brave Men Run Week at http://jamesmelzer.net so I kind of had 
to be here
 04:51 PermutedPress : You rocked it hard, Melz
 04:52 PermutedPress : Thanks.



 04:52 jjmelzer : Thanks Jacob...my pleasure
 04:53 jonathanschiefer : So, I may be presumptuous,  but it looks like this show is a success.
 04:53 jjmelzer : I would say so
 04:53 jjmelzer : :-)
 04:53 Queensowntalia : yeah. its been such a pleasure to be involved with, too.
 04:53 Queensowntalia : great way to spend a sunday. :)
 04:54 jonathanschiefer : Can't be happier for Selznick.  I've been trying to pimp his work for years. 
But people have a hard time accepting authors who aren't through publishers.
 04:54 jonathanschiefer : Now that barrier is toast.
 04:54 jonathanschiefer : with him.
 04:54 Queensowntalia : I think we still have a ways to go in terms of getting people more into new 
media
 04:54 jjmelzer : I can't help but wonder what Mur is cooking up for the Keepsie release
 04:55 Queensowntalia : oh yes. Looking forward to that!
 04:55 daricclone : yeah, that'll be awesome
 04:55 jjmelzer : definitely
 04:55 Lightly : This medium is so excellent for finding new writers... I gotta say, it hurts to pay a 
bunch of dollars for a book and not like it,
 04:55 nlowell : brb -- need to check the bbq pit before the top of the hour
 04:55 MattFnWallace : She has some Things planned. And some Stuff.
 04:55 jonathanschiefer : No Selznick.  Listening to Jessica by They Might Be Giants.
 04:55 Queensowntalia : oooh, things and stuff. Hot diggity!
 04:55 Queensowntalia : hmm, love TMBG, never heard 'Jessica."
 04:55 jjmelzer : awesome! I love Things and Stuff!
 04:56 daricclone : lol yeah
 04:56 daricclone : the bomb!
 04:56 jonathanschiefer : It's a redo of the Alman Brothers' song!
 04:56 Queensowntalia : wow. I simply must investigate.
 04:56 SMFick : @MattFnWallace You are not the only one owned By @JCHutchins But you 
<censored> better write again. I want to hear some more <censored> goodness 
 04:56 jonathanschiefer : It's on Why Does the Sun Shine.
 04:56 sotonrich : http://www.flickr.com/photos/sotonrich/2664096357/ my little contribution
 04:56 Queensowntalia : oh ok
 04:56 SirLupine : Man. Why didn't I listen to this book earlier? I'm on part 8 right now. Are Pip and 
Morris doing anything like this on 8/8/08?
 04:57 MattFnWallace : We'll see, man. The pwnage was severe. I feel like I just came back from the 
war.
 04:57 jonathanschiefer : @sotonrich, nice.
 04:57 jjmelzer : Awesome sotonrich...awesome
 04:57 Queensowntalia : nicely done!
 04:57 SMFick : Rest up Soldier
 04:57 jchutchins : back.
 04:57 jonathanschiefer : I kinda hope he's eating and partaking of the Mason Jar.
 04:58 jchutchins : Just followed you on Twitter, Wallace
 04:58 jchutchins : You're a dangerous man.
 04:58 ustreamer-76515 : OK just got back from the cinema (Hancock) with the kids, what's the state of 
play #1 yet?
 04:58 SirLupine : Holy cow! JCH is in here?! Dude! I could gush, but I'll keep it to this: Thanks.
 04:58 jjmelzer : still @ #111



 04:58 MattFnWallace : Me? You dropped an A-Bomb on me, sir.
 04:58 tikkiweb : how was the movie?
 04:58 jjmelzer : so we're at #1...just 3 of them
 04:59 ustreamer-76515 : Ok I'm going to buy
 04:59 ustreamer-76515 : The movie was great! good fun
 04:59 LordGme : Anyone who HASNT bought yet...  buy now!!!
 04:59 mwsmedia : and we're back!
 04:59 ustreamer-57395 : Welcome back. ^_^
 04:59 SirLupine : Where is it? Amazon?
 05:00 jchutchins : no movement on Amazon, MWS -- no update
 05:00 Queensowntalia : welcome back.. looks like a little lag so far.
 05:00 LordGme : nope...not to bad here
 05:00 jonathanschiefer : very not bad at all.
 05:00 tikkiweb : http://www.amazon.com/Brave-Men-Run-Novel-Sovereign/dp/193486109X
 05:00 Herbwoman : Not bad
 05:00 ustreamer-97127 : Tell your mom. Tell your dad. We were super LAG.
 05:00 jonathanschiefer : Not perfect, but... getting worse.
 05:00 LordGme : and we have 2 computers on this feed
 05:00 Laurasj : yeah-- i've got lag.
 05:00 jonathanschiefer : any possibility of a restart?
 05:00 JTShea : reboot?
 05:00 Herbwoman : Okay there's the lag
 05:00 jchutchins : why are we obsessing about the lag? it's FREE
 05:00 ustreamer-97127 : Not terrible for me, Matt. Does pause a lot.
 05:00 JTShea : reboot
 05:00 Herbwoman : I have NO idea JC
 05:00 ustreamer-97127 : I'd reboot your digital modem
 05:01 daricclone : I on't have any
 05:01 vansunder : lag is acceptable for this. It's not that bad here.
 05:01 jonathanschiefer : You will be missed.
 05:01 ustreamer-76515 : Audio seems OK though
 05:01 tikkiweb : video not so good, but audio is better
 05:01 jjmelzer : I'd just keep going the way it is man...it's all good
 05:01 Queensowntalia : its frustrating, thats all. No one is really complaining. Its like trying to get 
somewhere while walking through a wall of molasses, you know?
 05:01 jonathanschiefer : Birdhouse in Your Soul.
 05:01 Queensowntalia : not to put too fine a point on it...
 05:01 jonathanschiefer : lol
 05:01 pafischer : You can't blame this one on Sigler. Here's not here.
 05:02 Herbwoman : Gone to add a contact. BRB
 05:02 jjmelzer : yes we can
 05:02 jchutchins : Blame Kilroy.
 05:02 jjmelzer : lol
 05:02 Queensowntalia : so? ;)
 05:02 jonathanschiefer : That means nothing.  His powers are beyond location.
 05:02 jchutchins : Or Matt F'n Wallace.
 05:02 jchutchins : Hrm.
 05:02 jjmelzer : Kilroy 2.0 says "BUY BRAVE MEN RUN"
 05:02 jchutchins : Have you ever seen Kilroy2.0 or Matt Wallace in the same place?



 05:02 SirLupine : It did!
 05:02 SirLupine : Much better!
 05:02 jonathanschiefer : Sigler uses Wallace as his dynamo!
 05:02 MattFnWallace : HAH.
 05:02 Queensowntalia : cant kilroy hack into everyone's computers and make them buy multiple 
copies?
 05:02 SMFick : MattFnWallace is a force of Nature.
 05:02 jchutchins : Wallace is not "used" by anyone, especially Sigler
 05:03 MattFnWallace : Whoa, whoa. Sigler does not use Wallace for anything.
 05:03 amybowen : of course he can.
 05:03 jonathanschiefer : lol
 05:03 zZzacha : Glad to have you back!
 05:03 jchutchins : You Sigler Sycophants need a new hobby
 05:03 zZzacha : :)
 05:03 ustreamer-5732 : psb here...bought 3 books...you look good!
 05:03 jchutchins : MWS OBVIOUSLY pwns the Sigler
 05:03 ustreamer-5732 : sure
 05:03 jonathanschiefer : well, for fear... in sheer terror of my life, I retract.  Wallace is not used for or 
by anyone.
 05:03 Herbwoman : Back
 05:04 Nerraux : the viewer doesn't show on my 'puter unless I click "open in a popup window"
 05:04 amybowen : Hutch: I was a Beta Clone first!
 05:04 jchutchins : HEY MOM!
 05:04 ustreamer-5732 : Hi everyone!
 05:04 Herbwoman : HI MOM!!
 05:04 pafischer : Hi Mrs. Selznick
 05:04 jchutchins : MOM ROCKS!
 05:04 JTShea : lol
 05:04 zZzacha : Hi Matt's mom!
 05:04 SirLupine : It might be that some people are using an IRC client or are at work and have Flash 
turned off.
 05:04 jchutchins : YOU SHOULD BE
 05:04 LaithP : Hey mom!
 05:04 jchutchins : PROUD
 05:04 jchutchins : of your BOY!
 05:04 ustreamer-57395 : Hi Mrs Mom!
 05:04 zZzacha : woops :P
 05:04 Nerraux : that's mom-tastic
 05:04 LordGme : Hi Matt's mom!
 05:04 zZzacha : He still looks sooo young!
 05:04 ustreamer-5732 : I love being called "Matt's mom"
 05:04 amybowen : cool! Hello, Mrs. Selznick!
 05:04 pafischer : How proud are you of Matt today?
 05:04 Queensowntalia : hi, Matt's mom!
 05:04 jchutchins : MOM, you're little guy grew up to be something special
 05:04 jonathanschiefer : Hey,  Matt's mom, which high school has a cougar for it's mascot?
 05:04 jchutchins : congrats
 05:04 jjmelzer : Geeee Mrs. Selznick...your son's peachy keen
 05:04 Lightly : hey! You got a good one, here,  MWS's mom...



 05:04 jchutchins : MOMROCKS.COM
 05:04 jonathanschiefer : found like 6 hits in So Cal.
 05:04 ustreamer-5732 : my "little guy" was ALWAYS special!  thanks
 05:05 MattFnWallace : Jonathan Schiefer is on The List.
 05:05 LordGme : peachy keen? how OLD are you?
 05:05 Herbwoman : We all love your son Matt's Mom :-D
 05:05 jjmelzer : old enough
 05:05 ustreamer-5732 : thanks, I love him too!
 05:05 jchutchins : heee
 05:05 Laurasj : totally!
 05:05 Herbwoman : Lord Gme had NO room to talk
 05:05 SMFick : @jchutchins: I am a Beta Clone, OJ, Palms Daddy and a Variant Fiend
 05:05 LordGme : no
 05:05 jchutchins : good ole mom
 05:05 ustreamer-5732 : LOL
 05:05 jchutchins : mom rawks
 05:05 jjmelzer : no me because i used the phrase peacjy keen
 05:05 nlowell : She's olde enough to be his MOTHER for gawd sake
 05:05 LordGme : it was an earlier comment, not from you
 05:05 Queensowntalia : I use peachy keen sometimes and I'm 31 :p
 05:06 jchutchins : So what's on the menu, Matt?
 05:06 LordGme : she has a way to go in comparsion to Geo's mom
 05:06 ustreamer-5732 : LOL!!!!!!!!
 05:06 jchutchins : (LordGme -- hush)
 05:06 SMFick : Wait Hutchins has his beta Clones, Sigler has his Junkies and Harwood has his palms 
daddy's. what are the Selznick Hardcore called?
 05:06 LordGme : but it's a good start
 05:06 SirLupine : I just ordered mine!
 05:06 LaithP : YES!
 05:07 Laurasj : Runners??
 05:07 corwin : A Sovereign, SMFick
 05:07 LordGme : yes please!!!!
 05:07 jjmelzer : sovereign-ites
 05:07 Queensowntalia : sovereignites?
 05:07 ustreamer-36262 : hey
 05:07 zZzacha : I love crazy
 05:07 sotonrich : Hells Yes!
 05:07 SMFick : what does Matt think?
 05:07 JTShea : Runners
 05:07 amybowen : huzzah, I can see and hear again! I had to open the video in a popup window, too.
 05:07 ustreamer-36262 : you r pittalated
 05:07 ustreamer-71415 : The Sovereignty maybe?
 05:07 jonathanschiefer : @MattFnWallace, I feels like penance is due.
 05:07 SirLupine : Thank YOU for giving away such a great story. The big publishers should know that 
this model works!
 05:07 corwin : SMFick, Matt's incidental now, he said so :P
 05:07 Nerraux : did mom buy any books on Amazon?
 05:07 Quonundrum : sovvereignights
 05:08 MattFnWallace : Have you bought my book?



 05:08 jjmelzer : YESSSSS!!!
 05:08 jchutchins : SEQUEL!
 05:08 ustreamer-5732 : Mom bought three books at amazon
 05:08 jonathanschiefer : I'm already drooling!!!!
 05:08 JTShea : woot
 05:08 zZzacha : SEQUEL!!!!
 05:08 MattFnWallace : Oh, dude, SWEET.
 05:08 Herbwoman : YESSSS!!!!!!
 05:08 ustreamer-89632 : WOOO HOOOO
 05:08 LordGme : yes yes yes!!!
 05:08 bjsea : woot
 05:08 jchutchins : KEEP A STRAIGHT FACE, MWS
 05:08 ustreamer-71415 : Sovereignetzkyz
 05:08 ustreamer-36262 : hutch, quiet, geez, your had your 7 sons
 05:08 sotonrich : Squeeee!
 05:08 Herbwoman : Please???  Pleasepleaseplease!!!
 05:08 jchutchins : DON'T GIGGLE WITH GLEE
 05:08 PermutedPress-1 : Excellent!
 05:08 ustreamer-71415 : wait...dan...lag
 05:08 Nerraux : go MOM!
 05:08 ustreamer-71415 : damn
 05:08 ustreamer-71415 : woah! no filter
 05:08 MattFnWallace : <censored> 'em if they can't take a joke.
 05:08 ustreamer-71415 : hahahah
 05:08 Laurasj : sequel, please!!!!
 05:08 SirLupine : I'm on Part 8 of the podcast, but I don't mind spoilers!
 05:08 zZzacha : PLEASE read!
 05:08 SMFick : better yet what does matts Mom think
 05:08 Herbwoman : I'll get over the spoilers
 05:08 Quonundrum : ok sovereign-knights
 05:08 jchutchins : Wallace, we need to drop a nuke in here
 05:08 ustreamer-36262 : okay, okay i'll buy the damn book
 05:09 zZzacha : Spoil us :)
 05:09 LordGme : make several spoiler warnings then read it
 05:09 ustreamer-5732 : whatever Matt wants to do is fine with his MOM
 05:09 MattFnWallace : It's the only way to be sure, Hutch.
 05:09 Nerraux : I haven't read/heard it at all...luckily I have a <censored> memory
 05:09 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH.
 05:09 ustreamer-36262 : no prolemo
 05:09 jchutchins : Right on, Wallace.
 05:09 Selganor : spoil away
 05:09 JTShea : hell BBR came out what 4 years ago?
 05:09 MentatJack : I wants it!
 05:09 LaithP : !! movers&shakers says #70 in books!!!
 05:09 ustreamer-36262 : tell hutch to shut up
 05:09 Herbwoman : YAY!!!
 05:09 Queensowntalia : oooooooooh
 05:09 Laurasj : shhhhh!!
 05:09 zZzacha : YES



 05:09 ustreamer-89632 : do it
 05:09 Lightly : do it!
 05:09 MattFnWallace : DO IT.
 05:09 SirLupine : Yes!
 05:09 jonathanschiefer : Yes!
 05:09 jchutchins : No, Matt.
 05:09 LordGme : do it!!
 05:09 jchutchins : We've been here
 05:10 jchutchins : FOR EIGHT HOURS
 05:10 MattFnWallace : You big <censored>' tease.
 05:10 jchutchins : waiting for
 05:10 jchutchins : NOTHING
 05:10 ustreamer-76515 : In the UK but bought from US!
 05:10 jchutchins : :)
 05:10 zZzacha : Bye lc ;P
 05:10 zZzacha : jc
 05:10 SMFick : ya do it
 05:10 Laurasj : please read !!!
 05:10 ustreamer-36262 : what does hutch know, he's only a  world-class author
 05:10 Laurasj : do it!!
 05:10 Baelen : Do it!!
 05:10 ustreamer-57395 : *mutes sound*
 05:10 Laurasj : do it!!
 05:10 ustreamer-71415 : The Internet disagrees with Mr.Hutchins.
 05:10 jchutchins : Killer first line.
 05:10 amybowen : thanks for buying, 76515!
 05:10 vansunder : Do it!
 05:10 Baelen : lagmonster is lurking
 05:10 zZzacha : Beat JC's story with this chapter
 05:11 ustreamer-36262 : no hutch, I DIED when Michael died
 05:11 jonathanschiefer : This is SO TOTALLY worth the wait!
 05:11 MattFnWallace : You couldn't Hutch's story with ten years of kung fu lessons.
 05:11 ustreamer-57395 : Oooooooh!
 05:11 MattFnWallace : beat, too.
 05:11 jchutchins : (sweet <censored>, #70 in books, folks)
 05:11 ustreamer-57395 : It's down to #70 in books!
 05:11 amybowen : wahoo!
 05:11 zZzacha : Wow!
 05:12 ustreamer-71415 : gaaah. How do I get this to stop lagging?
 05:12 ustreamer-36262 : is this REALLY live??
 05:12 SirLupine : Yes!
 05:12 SMFick : 36262 yes
 05:12 ustreamer-36262 : no way
 05:12 Herbwoman : Yes
 05:12 Quonundrum : Yes
 05:12 jonathanschiefer : yes
 05:12 SMFick : yes
 05:12 ustreamer-36262 : no way dude
 05:12 Laurasj : yes



 05:12 ustreamer-57395 : Unless you yourself are lagging in time...
 05:12 Herbwoman : Deal
 05:12 SirLupine : I'm not getting any lag here.
 05:12 Nerraux : 71415 - pet your CPU
 05:12 Quonundrum : No lag
 05:12 ustreamer-36262 : no lag here...but I can't believe its live
 05:12 ustreamer-5732 : no lag here
 05:12 jchutchins : (how about we listen to Matt's story, eh?)
 05:13 Laurasj : i think the lag gremlins live here- with me.
 05:13 ustreamer-36262 : i am, clone killer!!
 05:13 Quonundrum : ah wisdom
 05:13 raphaelt : Man, I was sitting here with no video and it was because I'd lost my feed!!!
 05:13 raphaelt : <censored> it all, I've missed part of the story.
 05:13 ustreamer-10788 : ugh, last crash crashed my entire computer.
 05:14 sethharwood : OK!! I'm here. What number we at?
 05:14 Queensowntalia-2863 : :/
 05:14 raphaelt : 70!
 05:14 ustreamer-67053 : me roo acrually
 05:14 Quonundrum : careful - the last time someone made fun of the clones - chained podcasters were 
thrown in the river
 05:14 MattFnWallace : I dated a girl who could blink loudly. It was unsettling and hot all at the same 
time.
 05:14 ustreamer-67053 : oops
 05:14 SMFick : 70
 05:14 sethharwood : Finally got my MWS episode of JP news posted. So now the Palms Daddies are 
served notice!
 05:14 sotonrich : whoa i'm getting dejavu
 05:14 sethharwood : 70 is HAWT!!
 05:14 Dariclone : there we go
 05:14 LaithP : yup 70!!!!
 05:14 sethharwood : Good stuff.
 05:14 jchutchins : WeWantToListenToMWSsStory.com
 05:14 sethharwood : Big CONGRATS to Matt!
 05:15 amybowen : Quonundrum: LOL!
 05:15 ustreamer-36262 : okay, clone killer, i'm listening. chille dude
 05:15 vansunder : Excellent! Congrats Matt!
 05:15 sethharwood : And he's reading again. Matt's unstoppable. Iron Man performance!
 05:15 ustreamer-36262 : Iron man???
 05:15 ustreamer-36262 : whos that?
 05:16 Queensowntalia : ..
 05:16 sethharwood : Like in the triathlon. No Robert Downey junk.
 05:16 raphaelt : Except the MASON JAR.
 05:16 ustreamer-13213 : gaaaah. I'm missing huge chunks. It automatically picks up where it was after 
the lag but then it speeds up to the current point again, tearing up chunks.
 05:16 sethharwood : refresh your page?
 05:16 Queensowntalia : 13213: try restarting your computer, if refreshing page doesnt work
 05:16 Queensowntalia : my computer crashed entirely and now it runs great
 05:16 raphaelt : Are you asking us not to talk, JC?
 05:17 jonathanschiefer : I'm so going to buy this!



 05:17 ustreamer-30201 : Chart updates -- Bestsellers: #70 in Books, #25 Literature & Fiction, #7 
Genre Fiction, #3 Action & Adventure
 05:17 ustreamer-30201 : Hot New Releases: #37 in Books, #15 Literature & Fiction, #4 Genre Fiction, 
#2 Action & Adventure
 05:17 ustreamer-36262 : I'm buying it as we speak
 05:17 jonathanschiefer : I mean the sequel
 05:17 ustreamer-30201 : hey, where'd my name go!
 05:17 Quonundrum : Ah - refresh does the trick
 05:17 ustreamer-61115 : Hey Seth
 05:17 jchutchins : Wallace, prep the nuke.
 05:17 amybowen : Dr. Brenhurst's first name is Lester. That's news to me. I like learning new details 
like that.
 05:18 ustreamer-61115 : Mystery Dawg here
 05:18 MattFnWallace : Lock and load.
 05:18 Queensowntalia : man I cant wait for this
 05:18 jczorkmid : is my name back
 05:18 Queensowntalia : yes jcz
 05:18 jczorkmid : that was odd
 05:19 LordGme : #37 on Hot New Release list
 05:19 p_g_holyfield-1 : hey dawg
 05:19 MattFnWallace : We are ready to go Charleston Heston and dude who looked like Heston in 
Beneath the Planet of the Apes.
 05:19 Quonundrum : hey - who took my red mercury??
 05:19 jchutchins : DEFCON-1, Wallace.
 05:20 ustreamer-49319 : 70!
 05:20 ustreamer-36262 : The red mercury devices have been confiscated by my associates
 05:20 ustreamer-61115 : Why aren't all you dude recording instead of chatting here?
 05:20 Quonundrum : uh oh.
 05:21 amybowen : 61115: 'cause we're all friends here and we like to hang out!
 05:21 evo_terra : 70! We're under the speed limit!
 05:21 MattFnWallace : I'm starting the launch sequence, Hutch.
 05:21 jchutchins : Much obliged, Wallace
 05:21 sotonrich : duck and cover kids!
 05:21 ustreamer-36262 : SECURE ALL ORGANIC OBJECTS UNDER LEAD
 05:21 jchutchins : Launch sequence codeword: DOTBITCH
 05:22 BRKyle : Howdy, guys
 05:22 PermutedPress : Broke 100 on Amazon!
 05:22 PermutedPress : which you guys probably already know...
 05:22 Quonundrum : pity that the lanch 'football' is running WindowsMe
 05:22 ustreamer-36262 : THANKS, that was my order.
 05:23 BRKyle : Whuf, and I was complaining about Vista
 05:23 ustreamer-36262 : no need to thank me
 05:23 LordGme : #37 on Hot New Releases!
 05:23 jchutchins : WOW
 05:23 ustreamer-13305 : Is this The Next Fix Wallace?
 05:23 BRKyle : Woohoo!
 05:23 jchutchins : RED-HOT
 05:23 raphaelt : Hooray!
 05:23 Queensowntalia : thanks for that! Cant wait for it, sounds awesome.



 05:23 Quonundrum : Great !!!
 05:24 p_g_holyfield-1 : w00t!!
 05:24 Herbwoman : Wow!!!
 05:24 jonathanschiefer : I'm totally buying that, MWS!!!!
 05:24 ustreamer-13305 : nice
 05:24 MattFnWallace : Is what The Next Fix?
 05:24 ustreamer-5732 : psb...thanks so much...no to wait for it....
 05:24 LordGme : (claps loudly)
 05:24 Lightly : thank you!
 05:24 MattFnWallace : And good <censored>, Matt.
 05:24 jjmelzer : Matt, that was awesome!
 05:24 zZzacha : Wow, great! Can't wait for the rest
 05:24 Herbwoman : I'm hooked!!
 05:24 Dariclone : whoa! thanks Matt!
 05:24 ustreamer-5732 : now to wait I meant
 05:24 jonathanschiefer : Set the date and I'll be there.
 05:24 jchutchins : Great reading, dude
 05:24 ustreamer-92805 : If BMR was in the "Science Fiction & Fantasy" category, it would be 5th in 
category...
 05:24 zZzacha : Bring. It. On!
 05:24  * SirLupine claps.
 05:24 raphaelt : Awesomeness personified.
 05:24 MattFnWallace : I thought it was just going to be set up, but you went deep with it.
 05:24 jchutchins : So
 05:24 jchutchins : What's next?
 05:24 ustreamer-13305 : My wife even liked this one
 05:24 jchutchins : :)
 05:24 ustreamer-36262 : very nice rendering of your work
 05:24 ustreamer-21031 : <censored> awesome. I was hoping for at least a little bit more of Charters 
along with the look at other Sovereigns
 05:24 Herbwoman : LOL! You're blushing!  You look good in pink ;-)
 05:24 MattFnWallace : There was real tension.
 05:24 ustreamer-21031 : and this seems like we'll have at least one dynamite chapter of such in the 
book
 05:24 raphaelt : 70th at Amazon, and an awesome short story!
 05:24 jchutchins : Great way to show us the climate of country, MWS
 05:25 Baelen : w00t!
 05:25 BRKyle : It's #3 in action and adventure
 05:25 ustreamer-36262 : I JUST brought it!!!
 05:25 raphaelt : Check it out!
 05:25 jczorkmid : Bestsellers: #70 in Books, #25 Literature & Fiction, #7 Genre Fiction, #3 Action & 
AdventureHot New Releases: #37 in Books, #15 Literature & Fiction, #4 Genre Fiction, #2 Action & 
AdventureMovers & Shakers: #2 in Books
 05:25 LordGme : 37th in hot new releases
 05:25 tikkiweb : #35 in lit and fiction
 05:25 jchutchins : Wallace, launch the nuke
 05:25 jonathanschiefer : You should do a live reading for the release of your next book at the 
MISSION VIEJO borders.
 05:25 vansunder : That was great...but the lag ate part. Now I have to wait until it comes out.



 05:25 BRKyle : WOOT!!!
 05:25 MattFnWallace : LIFT OFF.
 05:25 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH.
 05:25 ustreamer-5645 : good job
 05:25 jchutchins : Heh.
 05:25 ustreamer-24831 : damn! missed it due to toddler shenanigans. Will it be available elsewhere??
 05:25 jczorkmid : Congrats on breaking 100
 05:25 jchutchins : We're being fussy
 05:25 ustreamer-36262 : it would help if i could not see your clothes hanging the background
 05:26 BRKyle : is Nobilis' wife.
 05:26 MattFnWallace : You were reading. It was a whole thing.
 05:26 jonathanschiefer : he was trying to get people to shut up and listen to you.
 05:26 ustreamer-13305 : pick up one of the guitars and serenade us
 05:26 jchutchins : There were PEOPLE CHATTING during your READING
 05:26 p_g_holyfield-1 : thanks so much, MWS. That was the first story I've ever had in anything that 
wasn't fantasy related.
 05:26 jchutchins : Me and Wallace were about
 05:26 Queensowntalia : oh the humanity!
 05:26 jchutchins : TO KILL THEM
 05:26 ustreamer-5645 : I demand a barns and noble copy
 05:26 ustreamer-36262 : yes, so do i
 05:26 MattFnWallace : Good response, Matt.
 05:26 tikkiweb : #25, not #35, at lit & fiction
 05:26 ustreamer-36262 : same thing
 05:26 MattFnWallace : Matthew Wayne Selznick only wears coats.
 05:27 Dariclone : yeah, I can't order oline ><
 05:27 MattFnWallace : Shirts are for the weak.
 05:27 Herbwoman : Oooh!  We need to go dow to our local Books aMillion and MAKE them get it in
 05:27 Laurasj : scroll up-- i did say shhhh, earlier.
 05:27 SirLupine : I wonder what one would have to do to get Amazon to offer a Kindle version.
 05:27 Queensowntalia : no pants either, just coats? nice.
 05:27 raphaelt : In your email, mate.
 05:27 tikkiweb : you have more coats than we do, and we live in michigan
 05:27 ustreamer-5645 : yeah, Don't trust ordering online, so a book store would be good
 05:27 ustreamer-36262 : a nice mural would be nice
 05:27 ustreamer-36262 : a pastoral scene
 05:27 cmdln-1 : Amazon will convert PDFs for the Kindle, I think.
 05:27 SirLupine : Well, I already bought the real one.
 05:28 ustreamer-5645 : Isn't kindle a little too expensive?
 05:28 jchutchins : MWS = homie
 05:28 p_g_holyfield-1 : great event, great day, go BMR! gotta feed the kids. Later!
 05:28 MattFnWallace : Oh, <censored>. In Living Color reference.
 05:28 ustreamer-36262 : wait, hutch, is that the guitar from 7th Son!!
 05:28 MattFnWallace : He saved it for last.
 05:28 Queensowntalia : bye PG :)
 05:28 raphaelt : cmdlln is right, there is a conversion service for the Kindle.
 05:28 raphaelt : I hope your MASON JAR isn't a Living Color reference!
 05:28 mwsmedia-1 : mwselznick@gmail.com
 05:28 jchutchins : (the mason jar is dead)



 05:28 MattFnWallace : It's dead.
 05:28 MattFnWallace : It's dead.
 05:28 ustreamer-5645 : how do I set a name?
 05:28 ustreamer-36262 : okay, I can do that
 05:28 Queensowntalia : it lives!
 05:28 jchutchins : It's dead, Earl.
 05:28 jchutchins : It's dead.
 05:28 ustreamer-92961 : Sorry Everybody Time to get some sleep. Have a Good Day and Congrats 
MWS!!!
 05:28 SirLupine : Yeeeah. I'm not a fan of DRM, either. I don't know anybody who is, aside from the 
RIAA.
 05:28 MattFnWallace : How the might Mason Jar has fallen.
 05:29 ustreamer-24831 : OMG what was that?
 05:29 ustreamer-36262 : it looks like hes drinking urine
 05:29 MattFnWallace : mighty, too.
 05:29 raphaelt : It's not a Wayans reference from LIving Color, I hope.
 05:29 Dariclone : you type in /nick
 05:29 ustreamer-5645 : thats what they all say
 05:29 Queensowntalia : suuure.
 05:29 ustreamer-36262 : urine
 05:29 ustreamer-21031 : Nah, we all know he's got absinthe in there
 05:29 jchutchins : MWS -- it was a thrill to play in your 'verse, dude
 05:29 jchutchins : Thanks for having us
 05:29 Zebubble : test
 05:29 Zebubble : yay
 05:29 Herbwoman : Yay for antioxidants!
 05:29 BRKyle : Absinthe?  Eeeeeww
 05:29 ustreamer-24831 : you got a funny idwa of green there
 05:29 ustreamer-21031 : riding with the green fairy
 05:29 Zebubble : ITS LIQUID HEROINE!
 05:29 SMFick-9020 : tea is good for you
 05:29 ustreamer-91490 : what's the ranking for the book right now?
 05:29 Queensowntalia : liquid heroine, huh?
 05:30 Zebubble : correct
 05:30 jchutchins : Format?
 05:30 nlowell : Yea, Thanks for inviting us, Matt
 05:30 SirLupine : Absinthe? There's no component of the poppy plant in Absinthe.
 05:30 MattFnWallace : I was having a ball being a Sovereign. 'Til Hutch owned me and completely 
made me rethink my right to words.
 05:30 Herbwoman : No, Guarana is liquid heroine ;-)
 05:30 ustreamer-57395 : (It's sitting at #70 still)
 05:30 Zebubble : hehe, nice
 05:30 cmdln : You'll post details on your website about the availability of the stories, of course?
 05:30 ustreamer-24831 : jokes aside - this is a very cool broadcast! congrats on book and broadcast 
both?
 05:30 Queensowntalia : YES!
 05:30 jchutchins : SWEET.
 05:30 Zebubble : sure
 05:30 SMFick : that would be awesome



 05:30 LordGme : no no saomething with LOTS of caffine and a throat lubricant so he could do all this 
reading!
 05:30 bjsea : tes
 05:30 ustreamer-36262 : sure
 05:30 ustreamer-24831 : yes interested in short stories!!!
 05:30 jjmelzer : oh snap! yes!
 05:30 ustreamer-91490 : HELL YESSS!!!!
 05:30 jchutchins : LOOK AT SELZNICK
 05:30 LordGme : yes yes
 05:30 ustreamer-13305 : hell yes
 05:30 SirLupine : Uhm.... let me think. HELL YES!
 05:30 jchutchins : TRYING NOT TO GIGGLE
 05:30 BRKyle : Nah, that's liquid cocaine, not liquid heroine
 05:30 Dariclone : ooh most surely
 05:31 Lightly : YES!
 05:31 jczorkmid : yes yes yes
 05:31 bjsea : yes
 05:31 ustreamer-36262 : I love podiobooks stuff
 05:31 bjsea : yes
 05:31 jchutchins : TRYING TO KEEP A STRAIGHT FACE
 05:31 raphaelt : Sounds good to me.
 05:31 jchutchins : YOU COY BASTARD
 05:31 ustreamer-92805 : Put them in the Brave Men Run feed?  Podiobooks, sure...
 05:31 ustreamer-36262 : I have two screen shots
 05:31 Lightly : Duh..
 05:31 jchutchins : heh.
 05:31 ustreamer-36262 :
 05:31 ustreamer-91490 : LOVE THE SOUND OF THAT
 05:31 ustreamer-21031 : New Voices in Audio Fiction works well so I imagine your anthology should 
work great too
 05:31 Quonundrum : heroine or heroin [slightly different things folks]
 05:31 ustreamer-36262 :
 05:31 MattFnWallace : Tales from the Sovereign Era: Year One
 05:31 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH
 05:31 ustreamer-91490 : sorry about the caps :o
 05:31 jchutchins : DOTBITCH
 05:31 SMFick : .<censored>
 05:31 ustreamer-36262 : your not as cute as Mur
 05:31 BRKyle : Okay, Matt, that means the first year after the story?
 05:31 MattFnWallace : You also need to pronounce "mole" like "molay"
 05:31 Zebubble : haha
 05:31 SirLupine : I missed most of them. I'm night shift.
 05:31 jczorkmid : ok, family wants dinner... have to head out
 05:31 jchutchins : Leave the man BE, Wallace
 05:31 SMFick : www.MWSRulesMyFace.<censored>
 05:32 MattFnWallace : I assumed you spoke Spanish, dude.
 05:32 MattFnWallace : Sorry. Hutch is right.
 05:32 jchutchins : (THIS IS NOT ABOUT YOU)
 05:32 jchutchins : (WALLACE)



 05:32 MattFnWallace : THIS IS NOT ABOUT ME.
 05:32 BRKyle : Ah, gotcha.  My name is Evelyn, btw, and I'm Nobilis' wife.
 05:32 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH
 05:32 jchutchins : lol
 05:32 ustreamer-25342 : yes please short story anthology on podiobooks
 05:32 MattFnWallace : Wait, wait. IT IS ABOUT US NOW.
 05:32 ustreamer-36262 : podiobooks rocks!!!!
 05:32 BRKyle : Way cool!
 05:33 SMFick : its about the authors now
 05:33 Zebubble : How long did it take you to write the book?
 05:33 MattFnWallace : And I would like my cut. Happy to help out, but I owe people.
 05:33 amybowen : I just ordered my 2 copies of Brave Men Run!!!
 05:33 BRKyle : MFW -- WE ALL OWE PEOPLE
 05:33 ustreamer-25342 : Does this mean there's time for Tee to get a story written for the anthology
 05:33 Queensowntalia : wouldnt want Matt to wind up with broken kneecaps
 05:33 Zebubble : Oh dear...
 05:33 ustreamer-36262 : <censored>, authors work like dogs
 05:33 jchutchins : In Soviet Russia, Kneecaps Break You.
 05:33 Zebubble : Is 1 not good enough?
 05:33 MattFnWallace : They'd have to break my arms. My legs are virtually indestructible.
 05:33 ustreamer-36262 : you deserve all you get
 05:33 MattFnWallace : HAH.
 05:34 Zebubble : fair enough
 05:34 amybowen : Zebubble: one is for me, the other is a birthday gift for a friend
 05:34 ustreamer-25342 : no
 05:34 jonathanschiefer : The time spent shows Selznick.
 05:34 Herbwoman : That's why we bought two
 05:34 MattFnWallace : They fit conveniently in Christmas stockings.
 05:34 Zebubble : good answer
 05:34 ustreamer-36262 : But, i'm a jew
 05:34 ustreamer-5732 : psb - thats why I bought 3
 05:34 BRKyle : We got one for a friend... I may buy another for a brother of mine who might get a 
kick out of it.
 05:34 ustreamer-92805 : Is the 200K in 2008 Word Count accurate? 
 05:34 MattFnWallace : Everytime you order a second copy an angel gets its wings.
 05:34 ustreamer-5732 : it didn't hit the free shipping for me
 05:34 jjmelzer : i'm donating some of my extras to the library
 05:34 LordGme : yes it does, 6 bcks in our case
 05:34 amybowen : yeah, it does
 05:34 ustreamer-13305 : can we get them signed
 05:34 Zebubble : He just wants the money, don't fall for his shenanigans!
 05:35 Baelen : No shipping...  The Amazon fairy will just make unannounced visits
 05:35 ustreamer-36262 : he deservesthe money
 05:35 jchutchins : So let's see here. In the midst of the HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of titles at 
Amazon.com...
 05:35 Quonundrum : great question
 05:35 jchutchins : ...BRM is #70.
 05:35 ustreamer-5732 : psb - I fully expect to have mine signed by my son...right?
 05:35 PermutedPress : Yeah, huh?



 05:35 BRKyle : No, Nobilis has the same issues... I can't understand how he gets his stuff done.
 05:35 ustreamer-57395 : Commute = writing time!
 05:35 jchutchins : Think about that, peeps.
 05:35 nlowell : yea .. cool eh .. JC
 05:35 PermutedPress : Sorry distracted.
 05:35 Herbwoman : Do you have public transportation where you live?  If so you could work on your 
commute.
 05:35 ustreamer-24831 : bookplates?
 05:35 SirLupine : We'll all give you our addresses and you can take a road trip!
 05:35 PermutedPress : Yeah we can work something out for sure.
 05:35 ustreamer-13305 : no, book plates
 05:35 SMFick : Kinda Like Harwood did?
 05:36 zZzacha : # Seventy !?! Wow!
 05:36 BRKyle : That's the ticket... bookplates are much easier on the author
 05:36 jchutchins : Totally bitchin.
 05:36 SMFick : we sent him the book and he sent them back to us.
 05:36 PermutedPress : What about a signed/limited hardcover guys?
 05:36 zZzacha : ye-ah!
 05:36 ustreamer-36262 : dude...i've got 7 screeen shot for you.
 05:36 PermutedPress : Anybody interested?
 05:36 LordGme : your coming to D*C this year aren't you MWS?
 05:36 Queensowntalia : ooh.
 05:36 BRKyle : Matt, would you take other submissions for Soveriegn fiction?
 05:36 jjmelzer : I'd buy that Jacob
 05:36 ustreamer-13305 : no, harwood signed copies of his book and mailed them
 05:36 Herbwoman : Are you going to be at DragonCon this year?  People can bring their books to you 
if you are.
 05:36 jjmelzer : *buy
 05:36 Zebubble : Is the book really that good?
 05:36 bjsea : yes interested
 05:36 MattFnWallace : otherwise known as the Matt Wallace method.
 05:36 jonathanschiefer : The 70 is real!
 05:36 ustreamer-13305 : I buy limited hardcover
 05:36 ustreamer-25342 : what's the URL to see the charts, anyone?
 05:36 ustreamer-92805 : You could put in a few appearances at Cons, get on a few panels,  pimp your 
work, daddio!
 05:37 Lightly : Yes. it is that good.
 05:37 LordGme : we'd buy a hardcover
 05:37 SMFick : Yeah Close Enough. When We ordered them from Amazon they were forwarded to 
him and then he mailed them to us.
 05:37 ustreamer-57395 : Hardcover would be awesome.
 05:37 amybowen : Zebubble: I think it's good enough to share with people.
 05:37 ustreamer-21031 : Get everyone to buy the book a third time in a super special hardcover 
format?
 05:37 Zebubble : must....get.....book
 05:37 BRKyle : Okey doke... I will do that.  Would you rather I not play with your main characters?
 05:37 ustreamer-24831 : or limited BMRun posters signed?
 05:37 Quonundrum : signed hardcover? deal me in
 05:37 jchutchins : WHO HERE HAS NOT PURCHASED A COPY?



 05:37 jchutchins : FESS UP.
 05:37 ustreamer-82254 : sorry...
 05:37 SirLupine : Yeah! A limited harcover edition with print copies of the short stories, a recording of 
this video cast on a CD, and a small vial of official Selznick mason jar green tea!
 05:37 ustreamer-13305 : like we are gonna say Huchins
 05:37 jchutchins : COWARDS.
 05:38 ustreamer-86553 : Just placed my order.  Doc From Des moines
 05:38 ustreamer-82254 : I admit it
 05:38 LordGme : you + D*C= yes?
 05:38 Zebubble : I have yet to, but I will
 05:38 Queensowntalia : so.. is what you've got going now kind of an open universe, or do you have an 
ultimate plot destination you want this all to wind up with?
 05:38 jchutchins : (go buy it)
 05:38 ustreamer-82254 : I haven't order yet *cowering in fear now*
 05:38 MattFnWallace : School Ties reference.
 05:38 MattFnWallace : You <censored>.
 05:38 jchutchins : GO, GO, GO
 05:38 ustreamer-92805 : Brave Men Run snapple?
 05:38 ustreamer-24831 : ooh - signed teabags! (I mean ACTUAL teabags BTW)
 05:38 Quonundrum : Go now!
 05:38 BRKyle : I'll have you know I"m playing my 80s playlist to make the atmosphere more 
authentic
 05:38 Zebubble : haha
 05:38 Queensowntalia : haha.
 05:38 MattFnWallace : Dude, not for nothing, but whatever happens the rest of the day, you can call 
this a win, and a mighty one.
 05:38 Zebubble : Society is crazy
 05:38 ustreamer-21031 : Take that Frank!
 05:38 BRKyle : I've got Wheels of FIre
 05:38 SMFick : Yeah I do
 05:38 BRKyle : Really?  Way cool.
 05:38 jchutchins : Here goes: PEOPLE who haven't purchased copies, go order one now and report 
back.
 05:39 BRKyle : I have most of hem.
 05:39 BRKyle : them, that is.
 05:39 raphaelt : I second that, JC.
 05:39 amybowen : I ordered a few minutes ago.
 05:39 jchutchins : I'll buy two more copies if you report back.
 05:39 raphaelt : That's what this is about, people. BUY BUY BUY.
 05:39 SMFick : Well I Have to go to sleep I work the overnight tonight so I gotta sleep. I have 
Complied
 05:39 jchutchins : heh
 05:39 BRKyle : YES SIR!!
 05:39 SMFick : I comply
 05:39 ustreamer-39598 : "Yes sir"?
 05:39 Herbwoman : I comply
 05:39 Zebubble : I WILL DO IT!
 05:39 ustreamer-36262 : he's a clone killer
 05:39 ustreamer-13305 : who



 05:39 jjmelzer : YES SIR!
 05:39 nlowell : I comply
 05:39 LordGme : I compily
 05:39 ustreamer-36262 : clone killer
 05:39 Zebubble : :(
 05:39 SMFick : Good Night/Day
 05:39 Selganor : I comply
 05:39 zZzacha : Am complying right now
 05:39 ustreamer-36262 : clone killer
 05:39 Herbwoman : awww... Bummer :-(
 05:40 BRKyle : You've been too bloody busy, fer pete's sake.
 05:40 Laurasj : i complied.... x2.
 05:40 Queensowntalia : I-Con in 2009.. telling ya. ;)
 05:40 ustreamer-1259 : I would comply but have no money
 05:40 ustreamer-82254 : frell, I feel so guilty now because of my non-excistant budget...
 05:40 ustreamer-21031 : you say, "My life for Aiur!"
 05:40 ustreamer-95084 : Have complied.
 05:40 MattFnWallace : Selznick and I will be white water rafting during Dragon*Con. And camping. 
Together. Alone. In the mountains.
 05:40 Queensowntalia : bought my copies earlier.
 05:40 BRKyle : No, it's SIR!  YES, SIR!
 05:40 Zebubble : You have a messy room!
 05:40 LordGme : you'll be missed!
 05:40 ustreamer-92805 : Next year,  pilgramage on the Con circuit?
 05:40 Baelen : I comply
 05:40 jchutchins : (Wallace: You can't quit Matt, can you?)
 05:40 amybowen : "Customers who bought the items in your order also bought Infected and 
Earthcore." LOL. I'm not surprised.
 05:40 Baelen : I comply
 05:40 Baelen : I comply
 05:40 MattFnWallace : It could be like this. ALWAYS.
 05:40 jchutchins : heh.
 05:40 Quonundrum : compliance
 05:41 Zebubble : Earthcore is good, I'm listening to that at the moment
 05:41 jonathanschiefer : @MWS, just sent you a screenshot of #70.
 05:41 ustreamer-36262 : I do comply despite the clone killer
 05:41 ustreamer-92805 : More copies sold=cushier home office
 05:41 ustreamer-62227 : Cluttered desk, cluttered mind. Empty desk, empty mind.
 05:41 Zebubble : Who in their right mind releases copies of stuff for free!?
 05:41 SirLupine : The 80s nostalgia is both hreat and painful. It hurts, but in a good way.
 05:41 ustreamer-36262 : we need to know how to do this.
 05:41 ustreamer-24831 : I comply! (Sir!)
 05:41 BRKyle : Working on that... I like to do literate ones, rather than 'DUDE, this ROCKS!"
 05:41 amybowen : Zebubble: I own Infected, want to listen to Earthcore in the future.
 05:41 ustreamer-86553 : do you know how many sold so far???????????
 05:42 jchutchins : HAVE YOU PURCHASED your book in the last 5 minutes?
 05:42 jchutchins : TELL.
 05:42 ustreamer-86553 : i did
 05:42 jchutchins : boom, that's one.



 05:42 jchutchins : who else?
 05:42 ustreamer-91490 : bought my copies a few hours ago
 05:42 Zebubble : Funny, I was going to listen to Infected next
 05:42 Baelen : No, hours ago
 05:42 amybowen : I did, about 5-10 minutes ago.
 05:42 Quonundrum : more copies sold = more likely that con appearances forthcoming
 05:42 ustreamer-36262 : YES, DAMN YOU
 05:42 nlowell : i'm trying to get to the cart
 05:42 BRKyle : First thing I did when I woke up, folks.
 05:42 jchutchins : BOOM, that's two
 05:42 ustreamer-24831 : Hours ago!
 05:42 Herbwoman : Hours ago...2 copies
 05:42 SMFick : yes
 05:42 jchutchins : BOOM, three
 05:42 jchutchins : one more...
 05:42 Laurasj : i bought my copies earlier in the day
 05:42 ustreamer-25342 : 3 star rating guy wrote a good review though
 05:42 MattFnWallace : I blew my last available wad when Selznick sang Stairway.
 05:42 SirLupine : About 2 minutes before he started the first chapter of the next one.
 05:42 ustreamer-92805 : JC needs decaf, or herbal tea in his mason jar...
 05:42 amybowen : Zebubble: I like it, but I liked The Rookie the best.
 05:43 jchutchins : BOOM. THERE.
 05:43 jchutchins : rock.
 05:43 Queensowntalia : yeah, hours ago. I think I might get another one though, to give away.
 05:43 raphaelt : Where does that put you, JC? You're goin BALLISTIC.
 05:43 jchutchins : Just ordered TWO MORE COPIES
 05:43 ustreamer-36262 : podcasters are changing the way art is produced
 05:43 jchutchins : becuase of you AMAZING people
 05:43 PermutedPress : JC is the man.
 05:43 Selganor : I'll try to get my local public library to get the book, too.
 05:43 raphaelt : Top news: Matt Wallace blew his wad.
 05:43 ustreamer-82254 : I really need a way to get money so I can buy stuff like this... any ideas?
 05:43 Zebubble : ...
 05:43 Queensowntalia : I'm still laughing at whomever is trying to sell a copy for $357.
 05:43 ustreamer-25342 : and the way its distributed
 05:43 SMFick : JC Is My Hero and Matt Wallace is all messy
 05:43 Zebubble : Sell lemonade
 05:43 MattFnWallace : That's the top news every morning.
 05:43 BRKyle : Been doing a bit of viral marketing on twitter to my non podcasting friends.
 05:43 Quonundrum : purchase the book and donate to the library
 05:44 BRKyle : the POD edition?
 05:44 Zebubble : I say it is worth that much
 05:44 raphaelt : The story is JUST THAT GOOD.
 05:44 SirLupine : For $375, it had better come with mason jar green tea.
 05:44 ustreamer-82254 : I can't afford it now, but I'll try to help promote it to friends
 05:44 ustreamer-5732 : psb---I believe that it will be
 05:44 Zebubble : haha sirlupine
 05:44 jonathanschiefer : lol
 05:44 BRKyle : LOL, SirLupine



 05:44 Zebubble : you need to refill your green tea
 05:44 jchutchins : So MWS -- happy with the day so far?
 05:44 nlowell : ok JC .. I Comply :)
 05:44 LordGme : Oh, order more and donate them to your local library, what a great idea
 05:44 jonathanschiefer : I'd swap a Mason Jar for that teradactile.
 05:45 sethharwood : You're doing great, Matt
 05:45 Quonundrum : ja
 05:45 nlowell : you're gonna OWE me for when the Golden Age Boxed Set comes out :)
 05:45 BRKyle : Yup...
 05:45 Zebubble : Pacific Time?
 05:45 MattFnWallace : Selznick, you OWNED today. I said it before, whatever else happens you can 
call this one a win.
 05:45 ustreamer-92805 : Will you do conventions for book 2?
 05:45 Zebubble : Where is Amazons headquarters?
 05:45 jchutchins : Right on, Wallace.
 05:45 sotonrich : wow it was 3pm my time when this started...almost 11pm now
 05:45 raphaelt : Seattle, Zebubble.
 05:46 Zebubble : ok, probably pacific then
 05:46 PermutedPress : It will be interesting to see what happens.
 05:46 MattFnWallace : I am sincerely impressed with both the efforts and the result.
 05:46 BRKyle : I believe it's mostly PT, and they have warehouses all over the country
 05:46 raphaelt : This was a fabulous event, Matt.
 05:46 jchutchins : From 200k to 70, dude.
 05:46 ustreamer-24831 : Now you get everyone to blog about the blitz to encourage further sales...
 05:46 SirLupine : I love the sense of community among short fiction podcasters.
 05:46 ustreamer-36262 : urine
 05:46 PermutedPress : Matthew did an amazing job... thanks to him and thanks to all the authors who 
wrote stories.
 05:46 MattFnWallace : One more time . . .
 05:46 MattFnWallace : MASON JAR
 05:46 SirLupine : The mason jar has magic.
 05:46 MattFnWallace : DOTBITCH
 05:46 ustreamer-5732 : psb-I sure loved this day...seeing and hearing my son
 05:46 BRKyle : No way... tea with honey and lemon
 05:46 MattFnWallace : Now it's dead.
 05:46 raphaelt : MASON JAR
 05:46 amybowen : Oh, don't worry. I will definitely be blogging this. :-D
 05:46 PermutedPress : And special EXTRA thanks to everyone who ordered the book.
 05:46 ustreamer-13305 : You need to share the mason jar
 05:46 jchutchins : It's dead.
 05:46 SirLupine : REFILL THE FLAGON OF CHUCKLES!
 05:46 raphaelt : By Mason Jar. Bye. We loved you.
 05:47 jonathanschiefer : Amazon Coperate headquarters is in Seatle Washington.
 05:47 ustreamer-36262 : okay, thanks for the trivia
 05:47 ustreamer-42265 : Great cast - plus I got to hear fiction from several new-to-me authors.  Thanks 
MSW!
 05:47 ustreamer-82254 : I'm going to try to convince my friends to read it (even though I haven't even 
done so), because I can't afford it myself.  Am I allowed to feel a little less guilty now?
 05:47 amybowen : 82254: Yes, you are



 05:47 raphaelt : And what about this sensational chat?
 05:47 BRKyle : Kewl, I missed some of the stories because of some mundane stuff like feeding 
teenagers.
 05:47 MattFnWallace : The reading of Hutch's story was one of the best I've heard in a long time.
 05:47 PermutedPress : This was a brilliant idea, Matthew.
 05:47 MattFnWallace : For serious.
 05:47 Queensowntalia : certainly
 05:47 Zebubble : NOTE: For digg users, go on digg and search for the authors name and digg the story 
to get it noticed!
 05:47 amybowen : !
 05:47 PermutedPress : Matthew Wayne Selznick: Master Promoter
 05:47 amybowen : oops. didn't mean to post that.
 05:47 BRKyle : Will be looking for that.
 05:47 ustreamer-5732 : psb...AGAIN...a fabulous, successful idea from Matt
 05:47 Laurasj : yay!!!!
 05:48 Lightly : Great idea... hope we see more of the like.
 05:48 MattFnWallace : You know the funny thing? I didn't even plan to come to the chat.
 05:48 evo_terra : Sorry, where?
 05:48 BRKyle : I'm too old to squee
 05:48 Baelen : Cut and paste the chat...
 05:48 Zebubble : haha
 05:48 MattFnWallace : I've been here seven <censored>' hours.
 05:48 jchutchins : MATT WALLACE = SHYBOY
 05:48 MattFnWallace : HAH.
 05:48 ustreamer-91490 : Evo!!!!!
 05:48 Zebubble : WALL FLOWER!
 05:48 jchutchins : (DOTBITCH)
 05:48 MattFnWallace : That's my Trainspotting name.
 05:48 jchutchins : heh
 05:48 Queensowntalia : matt wallace was in this chatroom the whole time? whoa. didnt notice ;)
 05:48 ustreamer-91490 : @jchutchins did you post your interview with evo terra yet??
 05:49 PermutedPress : I do as well... should know early next week I hope.
 05:49 BRKyle : Wait, I think this is not the Matt Wallace I've heard of.  Is this an alien clone?
 05:49 Zebubble : lol
 05:49 MattFnWallace : You didn't notice because THIS IS NOT ABOUT ME.
 05:49 ustreamer-24831 : Anyone keeping tallies? Sipping tallies, 'um'/'er tallies..?
 05:49 jchutchins : NOT ABOUT WALLACE
 05:49 jchutchins : dude
 05:49 jchutchins : thank YOU
 05:49 zZzacha : Thank you, Matt!
 05:49 ustreamer-64407 : I just bagged mine.  Thanks to Nathan Lowell and JC Hutchins for the heads-
up.
 05:49 jchutchins : this has been amazing
 05:49 MattFnWallace : Selznick is just another word for success.
 05:49 jonathanschiefer : I second Hutch!
 05:49 jjmelzer : THANK YOU Matt for writing such an awesome book
 05:49 ustreamer-5732 : psb---no...THANK YOU!
 05:49 BRKyle : Way cool, Matt.
 05:49 zZzacha : And your mom too :)



 05:49 raphaelt : Yes, extraordinary reading, great stories. Great EVENT.
 05:49 jchutchins : you rock, MWS
 05:49 jchutchins : and thanks to MOM, too!
 05:49 raphaelt : happy birthday!
 05:49 Laurasj : yeah-- props to Mom!!
 05:49 jjmelzer : happy birthday
 05:49 ustreamer-91490 : @jchutchins did you post your interview with evo terra yet??
 05:49 jonathanschiefer : Selznick could take Norris.
 05:50 Zebubble : happy birthday
 05:50 zZzacha : Happy almost-birthday!
 05:50 Laurasj : and Happy B-Day!!
 05:50 BRKyle : HAPPY BIRTHDAY -- what a birthday present...
 05:50 Queensowntalia : Happy birthday :D
 05:50 Lightly : HB!
 05:50 corwin : Happy early birthday, man
 05:50 ustreamer-5732 : psb - of course I remember...Happy Birthday kiddo
 05:50 jchutchins : EVERYONE
 05:50 evo_terra : I'll get you one just like it next year.
 05:50 Zebubble : True, Selznick could take on Norris
 05:50 jchutchins : TYPE
 05:50 amybowen : this is a totally awesome online event.
 05:50 ustreamer-39598 : Happy Birthday-eve!
 05:50 ustreamer-24831 : happy penultimate birthday!
 05:50 ustreamer-50164 : Bought my copy! Congrats...son kicking me off to play webkinz...
 05:50 jchutchins : MATT MWS ROCKS
 05:50 LordGme : great B-day gift, 37th on hot new releases
 05:50 ustreamer-55390 : happy birthday Matt
 05:50 jchutchins : MWS ROCKS
 05:50 amybowen : Happy almost birthday, Matt!!!
 05:50 Laurasj : MATT MWS ROCKS!!
 05:50 jchutchins : MWS ROCKS
 05:50 ustreamer-82254 : MATT MWS ROCKS
 05:50 sotonrich : Merry Birthmas!
 05:50 ustreamer-91490 : MATT MWS ROCKS
 05:50 jchutchins : :)
 05:50 vansunder : Happy Birthday! Thanks for the invite to your party!
 05:50 jchutchins : off I go, MWS
 05:50 ustreamer-91490 : Happy Birthday-eve MWS
 05:51 jchutchins : take care, buddy
 05:51 MattFnWallace : So can we get all the stats as they stand at the end of the web-a-thon?
 05:51 ustreamer-82254 : How many people are going to buy a copy of the book for you for your 
birthday?
 05:51 Laurasj : yeah-- man!! THANKS!!
 05:51 jchutchins : congrats on everythere
 05:51 BRKyle : This is great.  Coming to Balticon next year?
 05:51 amybowen : This is *the* way to have a birthday party. :-D
 05:51 jchutchins : thank you -- later.
 05:51 SirLupine : I'm glad I got to be in here for this. I really believe that you, and JC, and Mur, and 
the rest represent the future of written and spoken storytelling. But then, I'm an Open Source, Creative 



Commons geek.
 05:51 ustreamer-82254 : bye JC
 05:51 Laurasj : ciao jc
 05:51 BRKyle : Yeah, don't to feed anyone or clean up.
 05:51 sethharwood : Great job, Matt. You rock!
 05:51 sethharwood : You rocking it!!
 05:51 sethharwood : Making sure you get screenshots?
 05:51 ustreamer-28049 : yeah, thanks I need to go too
 05:51 PermutedPress : Take a screenshot of the highest rank you see, Matthew
 05:51 ustreamer-91490 : ok,typiryfik
 05:51 amybowen : BRKyle: That's right! All the socializing, none of the mess. :-D
 05:51 BRKyle : Go get some tea and honey, Matt, you're sounding really hoarse.
 05:51 Queensowntalia : typiryfik..?
 05:51 Zebubble : Sorry, I have to go. I'll buy the book soon though.
 05:51 ustreamer-28049 : oops nicnam .Dariclone
 05:51 Zebubble : bye
 05:51 jonathanschiefer : @MWS, you managed to get most of the podiobook authors in here.  That's 
impressive!
 05:51 ustreamer-28049 : there
 05:51 ustreamer-28049 : bye
 05:51 Queensowntalia : something like that yes
 05:52 ustreamer-39598 : Ya
 05:52 sethharwood : Keep watching it, man. You'll see lots of great stuff.
 05:52 MattFnWallace : Groovy beans, Selznick. I am going to go not stare at this screen and not sit in 
this goddamn chair anymore. Selznick, I have scarcely respected another author like I respect you now. 
And I mean that.
 05:52 jonathanschiefer : Well,....
 05:52 sethharwood : Hope you're enjoying this. I know you are.
 05:52 corwin : never stop obsessing :P
 05:52 jonathanschiefer : When you reach #70~
 05:52 jonathanschiefer : !
 05:52 BRKyle : Not THAT, Corwin.
 05:53 sethharwood : day?
 05:53 sethharwood : Doesn't end.
 05:53 raphaelt : I believe it's a Pacifice time day, MWS.
 05:53 BRKyle : Yeah, they seem to work on PT
 05:53 sethharwood : Amazon's out of Seattle, but you'll basically want to just keep watching your rank.
 05:53 sethharwood : It'll rise and then --never sure when--you reach a peak.
 05:53 ustreamer-76904 : Seth! 
 05:53 BRKyle : When they start saying it's July 14th, I guess.
 05:53 jjmelzer : what timezzone does the 13th end on amazon?
 05:53 sethharwood : Never!
 05:53 sethharwood : Sweet.
 05:53 LordGme : I would think Pacific time
 05:54 BRKyle : Seth, that's the recipe for a migraine
 05:54 sethharwood : You just want to say your highest number. That'll be what you report.
 05:54 sethharwood : It's not the day that's as important as what you reach.
 05:54 ustreamer-60776 : Come on and support  Matt, Buy 3 copies now
 05:54 ustreamer-92805 : PST for Amazon and Ebay time...



 05:54 sotonrich : Thanks to you MWS and all today authors!
 05:54 sethharwood : But, the Amazon day definitely doesn't end until EST at the earliest.
 05:55 sethharwood : You're rocking it!!
 05:55 ustreamer-24831 : I think you're making the Amazon-bots sweaty
 05:55 jonathanschiefer : Thanks for this!  You are amazing!
 05:55 PermutedPress : Thanks again everyone.
 05:55 sethharwood : THis has been great!
 05:55 Queensowntalia : Thanks again. Its been so much fun, and I'm glad you're doing so well.
 05:55 PermutedPress : Great job!
 05:55 sethharwood : Hats off to you!
 05:55 raphaelt : It was a pleasure and an honor to be part of this!
 05:55 corwin : This was a great idea for a launch event!
 05:55 sethharwood : You get a 2:00 update yet?
 05:55 test-935 : Great freakin' job, Matt!
 05:55 ustreamer-69750 : just got my book, well it's not in stock so it will show at sometime lol
 05:55 ustreamer-69750 : great job
 05:55 Lightly : thanks! and best and GL to you..you deserve it.
 05:55 ustreamer-76904 : so I've already heard the podcast, someone convince me why I should buy the 
book.....
 05:55 bjsea : great job MWS and PermutedPress
 05:55 ustreamer-5732 : psb - this has been a blast for me...thank you
 05:56 raphaelt : No 2.00 update, correct.
 05:56 PermutedPress : Keep spreading the word on BMR and get ready to spike Playing For Keeps in 
August :)
 05:56 Lightly : cuz you can cuddle in bed with it...
 05:56 ustreamer-5732 : psb- the book is the BEST!
 05:56 sethharwood : they get later and later. not sure why.
 05:56 Baelen : Thank you Matt, this was a great idea!!
 05:56 evo_terra : Testify, brother
 05:56 Baelen : 76904, did you enjoy the podcast?
 05:57 corwin : Amen!
 05:57 ustreamer-16982 : buy the book so that selznick can/will write more and more and more
 05:57 vansunder : You buy the book so that Matt and other authors like him will keep bringing you 
quality entertainment like this.
 05:57 ustreamer-24831 : Viva les small press!
 05:57 zZzacha : I comply. I support. I love.
 05:57 amybowen : Hey, I see that both Tee Morris and PhilippaJane are lurking in here...
 05:57 ustreamer-60776 : This isn't brain surgery - we can control the future of publishing
 05:58 SirLupine : I bought it for Matt, and all the future stories that I know I'll love. I also did it for all 
the great stories I never got to read or hear because some Publisher decided the genre, "wasn't popular 
enough" or didn't fall into the right trends.
 05:58 zZzacha : Great work, Matt!
 05:58 sotonrich : Power to the People :D
 05:58 amybowen : Amen! Hooray for independent authors!!!
 05:58 ustreamer-5732 : psb - I love you son!
 05:58 treed : what i like about podcasters and the new media, is that the talent is in direct contact with 
the fans/listeners/readers. and it goes both ways from talent to fans and fans to talent
 05:58 amybowen : POWAAAAARR to the PEO-PLE!!!
 05:58 Queensowntalia : so much optimism and positivity. This is beautiful.



 05:58 ustreamer-25342 : What URL to see the charts, plz?
 05:58 amybowen : @treed: my thoughts exactly.
 05:59 ustreamer-24831 : People's press For the people BY the people!
 05:59 sethharwood : Adios guys, great work Matt! Podcast fiction power!
 05:59 corwin : My experience has been reading the print version is just as enjoyable after listening to 
the podcast, sometimes even moreso
 05:59 zZzacha : Matt's mom, great work too!
 05:59 jjmelzer : This was an awesome day Matt. I'm glad I could be a part of it and thank you so much 
for all that you do. I look forward to everything else that you do and will continue to support it 100%
 05:59 zZzacha : too
 05:59 zZzacha : ?
 05:59 BRKyle : Yeah, you iz Jerry Lewis
 05:59 ustreamer-5732 : psb-thanks
 05:59 sethharwood : Take care.
 05:59 ustreamer-39598 : @25342 - click the Amazon link to the left
 05:59 zZzacha : Hmpf
 05:59 ustreamer-16982 : chart at http://www.amazon.com/Brave-Men-Run-Novel-
Sovereign/dp/193486109X/ref=pd_ts_b_3?ie=UTF8&s=books
 05:59 test-935 : Awesome.
 05:59 test-935 : Great work!
 05:59 raphaelt : Wonderful event. Again, Matt, congratulations. Onward and upward! Bye!
 05:59 zZzacha : w00t!
 05:59 ustreamer-60776 : This was great
 05:59 ustreamer-24831 : Amazing awesom day - congrats!
 05:59 Laurasj : this was great!! thanks for having us!!
 05:59 corwin : Thank you, Matt, this has been lots of fun
 06:00 jjmelzer : Get some sleep now...you've earned it!
 06:00 BRKyle : They're out of stock, Matt -- woot!
 06:00 ustreamer-72253 : I just told someone about the book
 06:00 PermutedPress : Yay!
 06:00 ustreamer-22373 : enjoyed the day, bought 3 books, congrats on your great pre-bday day!
 06:00 jonathanschiefer : L8s
 06:00 zZzacha : This has been a wonderful experience! Do it more often
 06:00 PermutedPress : Bye everyone, thanks again!
 06:00 Quonundrum : awesome job Matt -
 06:00 amybowen : I don't want to leave yet, either.
 06:00 AnneStr : Congrats Matt.
 06:00 ustreamer-72253 : Congratulations!
 06:00 jjmelzer : that was awesome
 06:00 test-935 : Bye everyone. Later Matt. Great work!
 06:00 Queensowntalia : that was, indeed, awesome.
 06:00 jjmelzer : what a day!
 06:00 mwsmedia-1 : Thank you everyone... I see the thanks scroll by in the chat faster than I can keep 
up! 
 06:00 treed : well done matt
 06:00 amybowen : This has been so much fun. You rock, Matt!!!
 06:00 sotonrich : I am shattered...watched the whole fantastic things
 06:00 ustreamer-5732 : psb-this was very special for me
 06:01 Queensowntalia : thanks for an awesome experience. :)



 06:01 Laurasj : Matt-- you rock!!
 06:01 ustreamer-25342 : MWS cograts. and thanks
 06:01 ustreamer-16982 : almost outsold the kiterunner
 06:01 mwsmedia-1 : Thanks treed, amybowen, sotonrich... sotonrich, the whole day?  Rockin'
 06:01 Laurasj : onward to Pilgrimage!!
 06:01 SirLupine : Now I can go back to listening to the book.
 06:01 nlowell : Welcome to New Media everybody
 06:01 mwsmedia-1 : Kiterunner?  Heck it's not too late to outsell it!  There are hours left in the day!
 06:01 ustreamer-16982 : hurray!
 06:01 Queensowntalia : we can do it, go go go ;)
 06:01 treed : i wasn't here for much of (life gets in the way) but i supprt this endevour
 06:01 SirLupine : Seriously. How often do you get to talk to the author halfway through 
reading/listening to their work?
 06:02 amybowen : I wasn't around for the whole thing, either.
 06:02 bjsea : thanks Matt, looking forward to Pilgrimage
 06:02 jjmelzer : yes...many hours in the day left. Tell your friends!
 06:02 bjsea : good luck
 06:02 nlowell : everyday at my house :)
 06:02 ustreamer-16982 : how often do you get to listen to th author read to you, like  bed time story. :)
 06:02 ustreamer-72253 : I might have just convinced someone to buy the book
 06:02 SirLupine : 16982: Good point.
 06:02 amybowen : Huzzah!
 06:02 mwsmedia-1 : excellent!  keep it up!  rawking!
 06:03 sotonrich : lol all the time 16982 I sleep with Sigler LOL
 06:03 ustreamer-16982 : lol me too
 06:03 nlowell : i'm off .. time to fix dinner ... thanks to all .. Thanks Again MWS for the opportunity to 
participate
 06:03 jjmelzer : ok i'm done. takde care matt. thanks again!
 06:03 ustreamer-22373 : didn't expect to be here as long as i did but the stories were great and the 
company just rocked.
 06:03 Tanukitsune : It's midnight here, I have to go... Bye!
 06:03 mwsmedia-1 : thank you, nathan... james... you guys need, you ask, I do
 06:03 ustreamer-22373 : Thanks for a rockin' good time.
 06:03 mwsmedia-1 : thanks for coming, 22373
 06:03 sotonrich : if anyone wants to add me on twitter or flicker its: sotonrich
 06:04 ustreamer-22373 : Made my Sunday go by in a blink of an eye.
 06:04 ustreamer-16982 : thanks for the example. I hope more of my favorite podcast stories do live 
stuff like this now
 06:04 sotonrich : Flickr*
 06:04 ustreamer-24831 : Yeah - I planned to visit - stayed for hours! Cool.
 06:04 SirLupine : Does anybody know if Pip and Morris are planning anything like this on the eighth?
 06:04 mwsmedia-1 : Everyone, keep the faith.  I'm going to go spend some time with my wife.  :-) 
Updates will continue on my blog, look for a post sometime tomorrow at http://www.mattselznick.com 
and maybe a Sonitotum episode as well.  Maybe.
 06:04 mwsmedia-1 : THANK YOU TO EVERYONE.
 06:05 amybowen : Pip and Morris have been lurking here. I hope they've seen how much fun this is 
and will do a chat like this themselves.
 06:05 Laurasj : interesting-- they're on opposite sides of the world.
 06:05 amybowen : Laurasj: True... that would complicate matters.


